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Abstract

Large production systems are susceptible to chronic performance problems where the system still works, but with degraded performance. Chronic performance problems occur intermittently or affect a subset of end-users. Traditional approaches for diagnosis typically rely on a bottom-up approach that localizes problems by correlating low-level alarms (such as resource utilization indicators or network packet loss) across components in a production system. However, these alarm-correlation approaches fall short when diagnosing chronics because they fail to provide the necessary application-level visibility to detect chronics effectively. Due to the scale and complexity of production systems, there can be multiple unresolved chronics at any given time—their symptoms often overlap with each other, and they are sometimes triggered by complex corner cases.

This dissertation presents a top-down diagnostic framework for diagnosing chronic performance problems in production systems. The framework comprises of four components. First, an extensible log-analysis framework that extracts end-to-end causal flows using common white-box (i.e., application) logs in the production system; these end-to-end flows capture the user’s experience with the system. Second, anomaly-detection tools exploit heuristics and a peer-comparison approach to label each end-to-end flow as successful or failed. Third, a top-down statistical diagnostic tool combines white-box metrics with black-box metrics (e.g., CPU usage) to localize the source of the problem by identifying attributes that are more correlated with failed flows than successful ones. Fourth, a visualization tool that uses peer-comparison to highlight anomalous nodes in a parallel-computing cluster.

The diagnostic framework has been used to localize real incidents at an academic cloud-computing cluster that runs the Hadoop parallel-processing framework, and a production Voice-over-IP system at a major Internet Services Provider. Our approach is not limited to these two systems and is applicable to systems such as Internet Services that serve users via independent interactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of large-scale distributed systems in production systems has become increasingly popular due to advances in cloud-computing and network technologies that have lowered the barrier to entry for businesses. Businesses often rely on these large-scale distributed systems to support Internet and telecommunication services such as e-Commerce, VoIP and business analytics. The evolution of these large distributed systems into entire platforms that provide dozens of distinct services to millions of users requires rethinking classic notions of availability as a binary property. Production systems are engineered for high-availability, and are rarely simply “up” or “down”; even when they are working for an overwhelming majority of users, there are almost always multiple ongoing problems of different types that affect small subsets of users or requests. Often, the symptoms of each individual problem are not big enough to trigger alarm thresholds, and thus they fly under the radar of operations teams that are geared towards major outages.

We call such problems chronics—performance degradations or failures that are perceivable by end-users, and that affect small subsets of end-users or requests. Chronic performance problems have also been referred to as partial outages or brownouts in Internet services [Kiciman, 2005]. Chronics can occur repeatedly but unpredictably for short durations of time, or persist for days or even weeks, affecting small subsets of users all the time. Although small individually, cumulatively, chronics contribute significantly to the degradation of the user experience. [ExtraHop.com, 2011] estimates that for every reported major outage, there are hundreds or even thousands of chronics. Our analysis of problems in Hadoop clusters corroborates the pervasiveness of chronics in production systems where chronics accounted for 78% of reported issues (see Table 3.6). Anecdotal evidence obtained
from a production Voice-over-IP (VoIP) platform at a major Internet Service Provider (ISP) also revealed that even in the worst month for major outages, chronics accounted for 43% of failed (i.e., dropped or blocked) calls.

The discovery and diagnosis of never-before seen chronics in production systems comprising thousands of network, server, and user elements poses new challenges compared to the diagnosis of major system outages. Threshold-based techniques [Mahimkar et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2005; Bodik et al., 2010] do not work well because lowering thresholds to detect chronics often increases the number of false positives. Long-running persistent chronics can get absorbed into a system’s definition of “normal”, thus posing problems for methods based on historical models [Kandula et al., 2009] or change-point detection [Agarwal et al., 2006]. Isolating individual problems is also more difficult—due to their persistent nature, lots of chronics are often present in a system at once, all starting and ending at different times, with larger problems hiding smaller ones. Furthermore, they occur even when the system works well for most users, and cannot be diagnosed by isolating the system’s execution into periods of “good” and “bad” behavior [Sambasivan et al., 2011; Oliner et al., 2010]. Finally, chronics may involve some unexpected combination of corner-cases that impact only small subsets of users, e.g., a configuration error that impacts only those users with a particular version of a software stack, or a performance degradation that occurs only when the load on a particular server temporarily increases beyond a certain threshold.

Therefore, production systems require diagnosis techniques that can scalably analyze a wide range of data sources from many elements of different types, from different vendors, often in the form of partially-structured logs with widely differing formats. To capture the user-visible symptoms of chronic problems, these diagnosis techniques need to adopt a top-down view of the system that captures the user’s experience as their request traverses across the interconnected components within the service provider’s network. Furthermore, any technique must be both accurate and timely. Anomaly detection techniques such as [Yemini et al., 1996; Oliner et al., 2010] that detect problems based on low-level events such as individual log alarms or resource utilization charts can suffer from a high false positive rates when diagnosing chronics because anomalies in low-level events do not always correlate to end-user issues. On the other hand, failing to detect problems until customers complain leads to lost or dissatisfied customers, damage to the company’s reputation, and possible impact on the company’s stock price.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Failed calls for two customers
Failed calls for network elements

Incident 1: Persistent problem, complex trigger
Chronic nightly problem due to unsupported fax codec
Customers stop using unsupported fax codec

Incident 2: Multiple problems exist
An unrelated chronic server problem emerges
Problematic server reset

Figure 1.1. Multiple ongoing problems at a production VoIP system. These problems affected calls passing through the same network element at the production VoIP system.

1.1 Challenges in Diagnosing Chronics

Diagnosing chronic performance problems in production systems is challenging. Chronic performance problems can occur for a variety of reasons such as misconfigurations at the customer-site that affect some, but not all, requests made by the customer. These problems persist until the customer fixes their configuration. Increases in system workload can also cause regularly occurring chronics (e.g., during peak business hours). Such problems may be due to under-provisioning of resources within the service provider’s network, or customers exceeding their resource caps (e.g., number of concurrent calls in a VoIP system). Equipment failures such as a bad row of memory or a bad disk can also cause intermittent failures. Operators could ignore these problems if they were one-off incidents. However, the recurrent nature of these problems negatively impacts customer satisfaction over time.

We illustrate the challenges faced when diagnosing chronics by using examples of real incidents experienced in a production Voice-over-IP system [Kavulya et al., 2012a]. Figure 1.1 shows actual instances of chronic problems in the service provider’s logs that were discovered using our diagnosis approach. In the first incident, the recurrent increase in defects during night hours was traced to two different business customers, who were attempting to send faxes overseas using unsupported codecs during US night time. In the second incident, an independent problem with a specific network element arose and per-
Failed calls for
trunk group
Incident 3: Persistent problem at trunk group
Chronic problem accounts for
2-3% of failures at trunk group
Problem resolved

Figure 1.2. **Persistent chronic problem at a production VoIP system.** The chronic problem persisted for several weeks making it difficult to detect using change-points.

sisted until the network element was reset. Figure 1.2 shows a persistent chronic problem due to two blocked CICs (Circuit Identification Codes) on the trunk group that affected calls assigned to these blocked CICs in a round-robin manner. At peak, 2–3% of the calls passing this trunk group would fail. After those CICs were unblocked, the total defects associated with this error code were reduced by 80%.

These incidents highlight the challenges faced when diagnosing chronics namely:

1. **Chronics can fly under the radar.** Chronics occur sporadically, or affect a small subset customers, and thus may not trigger any threshold-based alarms. In the incidents shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, the defect rate observed by the customers was a fraction of one percent. Setting thresholds to detect these problems is notoriously difficult because lowering the thresholds to detect chronics would increase the number of spurious alarms.

2. **Performance variations.** Variance in production systems can occur due to legitimate sources (*e.g.*, hardware and load differences) or illegitimate sources (*e.g.*, bugs, misconfigurations, resource contention, hardware failures). High-variance complicates the task of setting thresholds for problem detection—setting higher thresholds (or confidence levels) results in higher false negatives, while setting lower thresholds results in higher false positives [Sambasivan and Ganger, 2012a].

3. **Persistent problems.** Some problems, occur only for short durations of time, and could be discovered by change-detection algorithms. However, other problems persist for long periods of time as shown in Figure 1.2. Algorithms that rely on change-point detection methods [Agarwal et al., 2006] or those that rely on historical models [Kandula et al., 2009] would fail to detect these problems.
4. **Multiple independent problems.** Because chronics often persist for long periods of time before they are discovered, there are usually many of them ongoing at the same time. Figure 1.1 shows multiple ongoing problems in the VoIP system that affected calls passing through the same network element—one related to two different business customers, and one related to the network element.

5. **Complex triggers.** Chronics often involve only a small subset of user interactions because they are triggered by some unforeseen corner case arising due to a combination of factors. For example, certain chronics arise due to a conflict between the configuration at the customer’s premises, and the ISP’s server. To effectively debug these problems, operators need to know both the server configuration, and the subset of customers affected.

6. **Scale.** Production environments can have hundreds or thousands of nodes. Operators can be daunted by the prolific amount of monitoring available in these systems and they might not always know where to look when things go wrong.

7. **Labeled failure-data not always available.** Chronics can arise due to unforeseen problems (such as failed upgrades) that would not be addressed by techniques that rely on signatures of known problems [Cohen et al., 2005; Bodik et al., 2010].

8. **Desired level of instrumentation might not be possible.** Operators have to use as-is vendor instrumentation over which they have limited control. The cost of adding extra instrumentation might be high. In addition, the instrumentation in production systems might be diverse with different log formats. The diagnosis technique needs to cope with the diverse instrumentation sources available in production systems.

### 1.2 Thesis Statement

This dissertation explores the following hypothesis:

*Diagnosis of chronic performance problems in production systems is possible through the analysis of common white-box logs to extract local behavior and system-wide dependencies, coupled with the analysis of common black-box metrics to identify the resource at fault.*

Specifically, this dissertation presents a holistic framework for diagnosing chronics in production systems that relies on a suite of statistical tools to detect user-visible symptoms
of problems (e.g., slow requests), and drill-down on the source of the problems by analyzing unmodified white-box (i.e., application-level) and black-box (i.e., system-level) logs. The use of unmodified logs makes our framework amenable for use in production systems where we may not have the luxury of modifying existing instrumentation. Our diagnostic framework comprises of the five stages illustrated in Figure 1.3. First, an extensible log-analysis framework analyzes white-box logs to infer system dependencies, and construct end-to-end causal flows. These end-to-end flows capture the interactions between components, such as servers, that affect the user’s experience with the system. Second, anomaly-detection tools detect user-visible problems using the end-to-end flows, and label each flow as successful or failed. The anomaly-detection tools combines domain-specific heuristics with a peer-comparison approach to detect performance degradations. Third, a top-down problem-localization approach identifies the source of the problem using the labeled end-to-end flows by identifying attributes (e.g., nodes, customers, error codes) that are more correlated with failed flows than successful flows. Fourth, flows on indicted nodes are annotated with black-box data such as CPU and memory-usage. The problem-localization algorithm incorporates this black-box data to identify the resource at fault, and outputs a list of identified problems ranked by severity. Fifth, a visualization tool that relies peer-comparison highlights anomalous nodes in parallel-processing clusters. These visualizations complement our diagnosis algorithms by supporting root-cause inference.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Goals. The primary goals of this dissertation are:

- Diagnosis of chronic performance problems using common instrumentation available in production systems.
- Anomaly detection in the absence of labeled failure-data.
- Differentiation of workload changes from anomalies.

Non-goals. This dissertation does not address the following:

- Diagnosis of system-wide outages.
- Diagnosis of value faults and transient faults.
- Root-cause analysis at code-level, i.e., finding faulty line of code.

Assumptions. This dissertation makes the following assumptions:

- Majority of the system is working correctly.
- Problems manifest as observable behavioral changes (e.g., exceptions or performance degradations) that are visible to the end-user.
- White-box instrumentation supports inference of end-to-end flows by capturing local behavior, and dependencies with adjacent nodes.
- All instrumentation is locally time-stamped.
- Clocks are synchronized to enable system-wide correlation of data.
- Instrumentation faithfully captures system behavior.

1.3 Thesis Map

This dissertation explores the diagnosis of chronic performance problems in production systems. We apply our diagnostic approach to traces from two production systems namely: academic cloud-computing clusters running the Hadoop parallel processing framework [Apache Software Foundation, 2007], and a Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) system at a major Internet Service Provider. Our approach is not limited to these two systems, but is also applicable to other platforms such as Internet services that serve users via independent requests, and support the generation of end-to-end causal flows.

The first hurdle we faced when developing our diagnostic approach was understanding the characteristics of chronics, and the limitations of existing research in addressing these problems. Chapter 2 discusses related work on problem diagnosis in distributed systems.
We group the related work into five major categories, and discuss the strengths and limitations of these approaches in the context of chronics. [Kavulya et al., 2012b] presents an extended version of this chapter. Chapter 3 provides insight on prevalence of chronics in the production Hadoop clusters and the VoIP system. We also present a comprehensive analysis of the performance characteristics of workloads in the Hadoop clusters [Kavulya et al., 2010]. This workload characterization informed our diagnostic approach.

Chapter 4 describes our extensible log-analysis framework for inferring end-to-end causal flows from the unmodified white-box logs. These end-to-end flows capture the user’s experience with the system by tracing the control path and data demands of application requests as they are serviced across components and machines in the production system. The framework extends SALSA’s state-machine abstraction [Tan et al., 2008] for log-analysis by supporting a configurable environment for describing log files, and expressing rules for generating end-to-end flows.

Chapter 5 presents our two-pronged anomaly-detection approach. Whenever available, we rely on domain-specific heuristics to detect anomalies—especially in the VoIP system which has well-established heuristics for detecting blocked or dropped calls. In the absence of heuristics, we developed a practical peer-comparison approach that detects performance degradations in the end-to-end flows in Hadoop clusters. The peer-comparison approach copes with heterogeneity at the application-level by exploiting regression to factor out legitimate sources of variance such as data skews.

Chapter 6 describes our problem-localization approach [Kavulya et al., 2012a,c], which uses a top-down statistical approach to identify sets of problem signatures that together explain the differences between the failed and successful end-to-end flows. This statistical approach is robust to noise introduced by the occasional mislabeling of flows. The problem-localization engine is scalable and domain-agnostic—supporting 10s of millions of flows.

Chapter 7 explores the effectiveness of our diagnostic approach in a controlled environment using fault-injection, and benchmarks our approach against existing approaches [Pan et al., 2009a; Kiciman and Fox, 2005; Sambasivan et al., 2011]. Chapter 8 presents case studies showing how we effectively diagnosed chronic problems in a production Hadoop cluster and a VoIP system at a major ISP. Chapter 9 describes how we used peer-comparison to visualize problems in Hadoop clusters [Garduno et al., 2012]. Chapter 10 summarizes the dissertation and presents our thoughts on future work.
**Table 1.1. Contributions of thesis.** Contributions explained in the context of two production systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VoIP</th>
<th>Hadoop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly Detection</td>
<td>Heuristics-based</td>
<td>Peer-comparison (no labeled data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Localization</td>
<td>Localize to customer/network-element/resource/error-code</td>
<td>Localize to node/task/resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of Chronics</td>
<td>Exceptions or performance problems due to single/multiple sources</td>
<td>Exceptions or performance problems due to single/multiple sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Evaluation</td>
<td>Production VoIP system 1000s of network elements</td>
<td>OpenCloud cluster 64 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>[Kavulya et al., 2011, 2012a,c]</td>
<td>[Pan et al., 2009b,a; Tan et al., 2008, 2010a,b; Kavulya et al., 2010]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.4 Contributions

This dissertation presents a suite of statistical tools for detecting and localizing chronics in production systems. The contributions of this dissertation are:

**In the absence of labeled failure-data, peer-comparison is an effective approach for detecting anomalies in production systems.** Some user-visible problems manifest as errors such as timeouts. While the user is aware that there is a problem, the operations team may not be made aware of the problem until it perturbs as significant number of requests or the customer complains. Our diagnostic framework detects these problems by extracting error codes from failed flows, or by applying domain-specific heuristics, *e.g.*, detecting calls with zero talk-time. On the other hand, performance problems can be harder to detect because there is no outright error other than the user’s frustration with the progress of their request. We exploit the notion of peers to detect performance problems by identifying system behaviors that can be considered equivalent (“peers”) under normal conditions. Significant deviation from peers is regarded as anomalous. We present a hybrid peer-comparison approach that exploits domain-specific knowledge about the structure of Hadoop jobs to identify peers, and uses stepwise-regression to automatically factor out sources of variance due to application-level differences among these peers.

**Knowledge of system dependencies facilitates the diagnosis of chronic performance problems.** The end-to-end flows capture the dependencies between the components in the production system that are servicing a user’s request. Knowledge of these depen-
dependencies enables our problem-localization approach to narrow down the source of problem when errors propagate across components. Our problem-localization approach relies on a scalable Bayesian distribution learner and an information-theoretic measure of distance [Kullback and Leibler, 1951] to identify sets of problem signatures that together explain the differences between the failed and successful end-to-end flows. The statistical nature of our algorithm makes it robust to occasional mislabeling during anomaly detection. Our problem-localization approach also identifies the source of chronics triggered by a combination of factors by finding subsets of attributes that are more likely to appear in failed flows than successful ones. Our approach disambiguates between the sources of multiple ongoing problems by analyzing the impact of these problems on different sets of end-to-end flows.

Fusion of white-box and black-box data can provide more insight into the source of the problem. White-box data extracted from the application-level logs enables us to localize the source of the problem to customers, network-elements or nodes, job, tasks, and other categorical (or discrete) features available in the logs (e.g., error codes generated). The subsequent incorporation of black-box data such as CPU and memory usage can provide insight on the resource at fault.

Demonstration of the effectiveness of our approach on two production systems. We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach on an academic cloud-computing cluster running the Hadoop parallel processing framework, and a Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) system at a major Internet Service Provider (see Table 1.1). This thesis provides empirical and anecdotal evidence showing that chronics are more prevalent than major outages in production systems. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our diagnostic approach on real incidents in these production systems. The operations team at the ISP has used an implementation of our diagnostic approach to diagnose real incidents in their production VoIP system since 2011.

1.5 Applying Approach to Different Systems

The problems we address, and our solutions, are not limited to VoIP and Hadoop. They are likely to be applicable to many other large platforms (e.g., e-commerce, web-search, social networks) that serve users via independent interactions such as web requests. Our problem
localization approach is scalable and domain-agnostic (Chapter 6). Adapting our approach to other applications requires changes to the domain-specific steps namely: inferring the end-to-end flows from white-box logs (Chapter 4), and anomaly detection (Chapter 5). The changes needed to adapt our approach to other applications are:

**White-box analysis.** The end-to-end flows can be generated automatically using request-tracing tools [Fonseca et al., 2007; Barham et al., 2004; Sigelman et al., 2010] which monitor end-to-end behavior in distributed systems. If request-tracing is unavailable in the application, the end-to-end flows can be constructed using the steps described in Chapter 4. Domain-specific knowledge is needed to identify the attributes in the white-box logs that capture the control path, dependencies with adjacent nodes, and data demands of application requests. The attributes extracted also depend on desired granularity of problem localization. For example, extracting only hostnames results in coarse-grained problem localization that narrows the source of the problem to a given host. Finer-grained problem localization is possible by including attributes such as request types, error codes, and configuration-related information. For scalability reasons, the first step of our problem localization approach deals with categorical attributes (such as hostnames). Real-valued attributes such as CPU usage can be incorporated using the steps described in Section 6.4.

**Anomaly detection.** Anomalies in end-to-end flows can be detected by mining exceptions from the logs, or by using simple statistical techniques (e.g., flagging anomalies if packet loss exceeds the 95th percentile of requests). Some requests exhibit high variance which complicates the task of setting thresholds for detecting problems—diagnosis algorithms either set higher thresholds resulting in higher false negatives, or set lower thresholds resulting in higher false positives [Sambasivan and Ganger, 2012a]. For example, job durations in Hadoop exhibit high variance (Section 3.2.2). This thesis proposes two techniques for reducing this variance thus improving the accuracy of anomaly detection. First, use domain-specific knowledge or clustering to identify groups with similar behavior, i.e., peers, using the strategies discussed in Section 5.1.3. The behavior amongst peers may vary due to legitimate reasons, for example, tasks in Hadoop jobs which process more data take longer to complete. Regression or normalization can learn inter-relationships between explanatory variables to factor out sources of variability amongst peers (Section 5.1.4). Detect anomalies by identifying requests that deviate significantly from their peers.
1.6 Limitations

Our diagnostic approach provides a comprehensive solution for diagnosing chronic performance problems in production systems. However, we believe that no single approach will address all the types of problems encountered in production systems. Specifically, due to our fault-model, our diagnostic approach does not deal with problems that result in system-wide outages. Our approach also does address problems that do not result in user-visible problems, for example, failures that are masked by fault-tolerance mechanisms.

Our diagnostic approach provides a coarse-grained localization of the root-causes of the chronic problems. For example, we may localize the root-cause of the problem to a particular server or customer, but not to the exact line of source code or the configuration parameter causing the problem. The granularity of our diagnosis is limited by granularity of information available in the application-level logs that we analyzed. The strength of our approach lies in its ability to limit the scope of components that operators need to examine when identifying the fine-grained root-cause of chronics that arise due to complex system interactions. Our approach also helps operators to prioritize their troubleshooting efforts by ranking root-causes according to their impact on the end-users.

Our log-analysis framework relies on domain-specific log-parsers that use regular expressions to extract attributes of interest from the logs. One limitation of these domain-specific log parsers is their reliance of hard-coded regular expressions that vary based on the format of log messages. The parsers need to be manually updated if the underlying log format changes due to a software upgrade. Despite this limitation, we opted for this approach because we lacked visibility into the proprietary components in the production systems. The quality of end-to-end flows generated by our framework is also limited by the accuracy of information contained in the logs.

At present, our peer-comparison approaches for anomaly-detection and visualization rely on expert knowledge to identify peers. Identifying peers is easier in parallel-processing frameworks, such as Hadoop, which attempt to distribute load as evenly as possible across slave nodes in the cluster. Automatically identifying peers in heterogeneous systems such as VoIP is more challenging, and is not addressed in this dissertation. Instead, of peer-comparison, we rely on heuristics to identify anomalous flows in heterogeneous systems such as the production VoIP system.
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Related Work

The issue of diagnosing the underlying causes of hardware and software failures has existed for as long as computers have been around. Using the fault, error, and failure nomenclature of [Laprie, 1995], failure diagnosis is the process of identifying the fault that has led to an observed failure of a system or its constituent components. In any sufficiently large computing system, many types of faults are often not directly visible for a number of reasons—either due to the characteristics of the fault itself, due to fault-tolerance mechanisms built into the system that hide the expression of the fault, or as is most often the case, the lack of detailed monitoring functionalities that can detect and report on the occurrence of the fault directly. In some cases, monitoring systems may provide only an indication that a fault has occurred, but may not provide sufficient information to precisely locate it.

Failure diagnosis is a technically challenging endeavor because the relationship between faults, failures, and their observable symptoms is a complex one; single faults often produce multiple symptoms in different parts of a system, e.g., a misconfiguration fault in a critical network component such as a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server can cause all client computers on the network to fail; conversely, similar symptoms may be caused by many different types of faults, e.g., the failure of a networked computer to receive an IP address can have several causes including, but not limited to, packet loss in the physical network, a client misconfiguration, or a problem with the DHCP server. As operational systems become more mature, the failures they encounter often transition from easy to detect hard failures that cause a significant impairment to the system’s primary function, to soft failures such as those due to performance bottlenecks, or transient faults that are much harder to detect. Therefore, the process of diagnosis often also includes the
identification of anomalous conditions that are symptoms of the occurrence of faults.

Due to the complexity of computing systems and difficulty of formalizing the scope of the diagnosis task itself, diagnosis has historically been a largely manual process requiring significant human input. However, techniques to automate as much of the process as possible have significantly grown in importance. In domains such as communication networks and Internet services, the sheer scale of modern systems and the high volumes of impairments they face drive such trends; while in domains such as embedded systems [Lanigan et al., 2011], the trends are driven by increasing complexity coupled with the need for autonomic operation (i.e., self-healing) when human expertise is not available. Due to the diversity of the domains, a variety of failure diagnosis techniques drawing from diverse areas of computing and mathematics such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, stochastic modeling, Bayesian inference, rule-based inference, information theory, and graph theory have been studied in the literature. Finally, when automated techniques fail, approaches that assist humans perform diagnosis more efficiently via the use of visualization aids have also been widely deployed.

While a comprehensive survey of this broad topic can provide sufficient material for a book of its own, in this chapter, we provide a summary of the most important techniques. Table 2.1 provides a summary of the techniques described in this chapter. For each class of techniques, we describe different approaches proposed in the research literature, and conclude each discussion with a critique of the technique that highlights its strengths and limitations for diagnosing chronic problems. We compare the prior work against our statistical diagnosis approach that uses peer-comparison for anomaly detection, and a Bayesian algorithm for problem localization.

### 2.1 Rule-based Techniques

Rule-based techniques rely on expert knowledge expressed as a set of predefined directives, i.e. rules, to diagnose problems. The rules are typically formatted as a set of if-then statements where the if-part of the rule is called the premise, and the then-part of the rule is the conclusion. An example of a rule used for diagnosis is “if CPU utilization exceeds 90% then node is overloaded”. Rule-based techniques for diagnosis typically rely on forward-chaining inference mechanisms [Steinder and Sethi, 2004] to synthesize results when mul-
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Table 2.1. Summary of Diagnosis Techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Critique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based techniques</td>
<td>Rules are human-interpretable and extensible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>However, they cannot diagnose unforeseen problems, and large knowledge bases are difficult to maintain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-based techniques</td>
<td>Model-based techniques are well suited for diagnosing application-level problems. However, building models requires a deep understanding of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical techniques</td>
<td>Statistical techniques require little expert knowledge or detailed models on system internals. However, they have difficulties distinguishing legitimate changes in behavior (e.g. workload changes) from illegitimate changes (e.g. performance problems).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-learning techniques</td>
<td>Machine-learning techniques automatically learn profiles of system behavior, but can suffer from the curse of dimensionality that reduces accuracy when the number of features is large.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization techniques</td>
<td>Visualization tools allow operators to explore different hypotheses on the root-cause of problems. However, they do not automatically identify the source of problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple rules fire. Forward inference processes events, such as high CPU and memory utilization, and uses the triggered rules to draw conclusions on the root-cause of the problem.

One approach for representing rules is codebooks [Yemini et al., 1996; EMC, 2009] which map each problem to a unique signature consisting of symptoms in both the faulty component where the problem occurs, and related components affected by the original problem. The codebook is instantiated as a dependency matrix where the columns represent the problems, and the rows represent the symptoms. Problems are uniquely diagnosable if all the columns are different. Codebooks diagnose the underlying problem by identifying the closest match to the observed symptoms. Other rule-based diagnosis tools, such as
Chopstix [Bhatia et al., 2008] and Vertical Profiling [Hauswirth et al., 2004] rely on a small collection of rules based on the semantics of the application, and the underlying behavior of the operating system to map changes in system performance on individual nodes to known problems. These tools provide an intuitive approach for diagnosing problems on individual nodes, however they currently do not correlate metrics across multiple nodes and do not address problems that can propagate across the network in distributed systems.

Diagnosis tools that analyze large sets of rules require more sophisticated techniques, such as expert systems that rely on forward inferencing to synthesize results and resolve conflicts when multiple rules fire. These expert systems allow administrators to cope with the deluge of alarms generated by large-scale distributed systems. JECTOR [Liu et al., 1999] presents a specification language for expressing rules that captures the timing relationship among correlated events. For example, alert operator if a link is down and no corresponding link up event occurs within 2 minutes. Commercial tools such as HP Operations Manager [Packard, 2010] use an optimized Rete algorithm [Forgy, 1982] to perform pattern matching on rules in a scalable manner that is independent of the number of rules.

Critique. Rule-based approaches are prevalent in commercial tools, such as IBM Tivoli Enterprise Console [IBM, 2010] and HP Operations Manager [Packard, 2010], as they offer an intuitive approach for expressing system behavior that allows users to augment the rule-base by developing new rules tailored to their unique operating environments. In addition, rule-based systems do not require profound understanding of the underlying system architectural and operational principles. However, rule-based systems suffer from the inability to learn from experience, and the inability to deal with problems not described within the rule-base. Rule-based systems are also difficult to maintain because the rules frequently contain hard-coded network configuration information [Steinder and Sethi, 2004]. Our diagnostic framework relies on rules to identify failed calls at the production VoIP system since telecommunications systems have well-established rules for detecting blocked or dropped calls. To address the limitations of rule-based approaches, we augmented the rules with a peer-comparison approach for detecting anomalies in the absence of labeled failure data.
2.2 Model-based Techniques

Model-based techniques define a mathematical representation of a system, and test the observed state of the system against the learned model to diagnose problems. Some models represent the normal operation of the system, and detect problems whenever the observed system behavior fails to conform to the learned model. Other techniques generate graphical models of how problems propagate through the system [Kompella et al., 2005; Bahl et al., 2007], and exploit this knowledge to infer the source of the problem. Alternatively, graphical models [Joshi et al., 2005; Rish et al., 2004; Tati et al., 2012] exploit probes to identify failures in the system. Probes are end-to-end test transactions which gather information about system components, for example, a dummy query which tests if the database is running. These graphical models then analyze patterns of probe failures and successes to infer the source of the problem. Lastly, graphical models may represent expected communication patterns within a system and flag problems whenever these patterns are violated.

Model-based techniques can be classified into: 1) physical model based techniques which use the physical laws that a system operates under to model constraints on system behavior; 2) regression and queuing models which model relationships between resource consumption and application behavior; and 3) graph-theoretic models which exploit knowledge on how errors or successes propagate in a system to localize problems.

Physical models use models of the physical world, such as the laws of mechanics, electromagnetics, or chemical kinetics to model system behavior and to determine when anomalous behavior is present. They typically model continuous cyber-physical systems in industrial, automotive and aerospace domains whose physics are well understood, e.g., powertrain [McCullough et al., 2007] and chassis systems [Huh et al., 2008] in cars. These systems run in a closed-loop, where sensors monitor the system output, then feed the data into a controller that signals actuators to adjust control as necessary to maintain the desired system output. Problems are diagnosed by executing the physical model alongside the actual system at run-time to detect when the system fails to conform to the model. The fault model typically associated with the control-theoretic approach includes sensor faults, actuator faults, and faults in the mechanical, electromechanical, or hydraulic plant being controlled [Lanigan et al., 2011].
Regression and queuing models are useful for workload characterization, capacity planning and detecting performance problems. These models represent relationships between resource consumption and application behavior, and detect anomalies whenever these relationships are violated. Some techniques model multi-tier Internet applications as queues, and use mean-value analysis [Liu et al., 2005; Urgaonkar et al., 2005] to predict transaction response times. These techniques use a network of queues to represent how the tiers in the multi-tier application cooperate to process requests. Mean-value analysis assumes closed queueing models in which the number of clients in the system remains constant. However, it is often difficult in practice to obtain the client session information required to calibrate closed models for real-world production applications [Stewart et al., 2007].

Production workloads are non-stationary, i.e., the relative frequencies of transaction types changes over time. Queuing approaches which leverage regression to learn the relationship between resource consumption and application behavior can be used to predict response times for non-stationary workloads [Kelly, 2005; Stewart et al., 2007]. These models assume that the system contains a small number of types of transactions, and that transaction types strongly influence system resource demands. These models rely on open queues, where clients can join and leave the system model. Open models facilitate more thorough empirical validation in production systems than would be possible with closed models as they do not require client session information [Stewart et al., 2007].

In addition, using queuing theoretic approaches to model transaction mixes allows these systems to distinguish anomalies from workload changes. [Cherkasova et al., 2008] use queues to model the relationship between CPU usage and transaction response times for a transaction mix. They also exploit regression to define an application performance signature that allows them to detect software upgrades by monitoring changes in the application signature. [Stewart et al., 2007] model the relationship between multiple physical resources, namely CPU, disk and network, and response times for a transaction mix. Modellus [Desnoyers et al., 2012] uses queuing theory and stepwise-regression to automatically derive models that predict the resource usage of an application. Stepwise-regression allows Modellus to automatically identify features that best predict the observed resource usage or workload. However, these models need to be re-trained to cope with new transaction types. They also ignore interaction effects across transaction types and implicitly assume that queueing is the only manifestation of congestion.
**Graph-theoretic models** analyze communication patterns across nodes and processes to model the probability that errors, or successes, propagate through the system. The models may also monitor violations in expected communication patterns. Graph-theoretic models are useful for diagnosing both correctness and performance problems in distributed systems. They can be used to detect multiple independent problems—ranking them by likelihood of occurrence.

SCORE [Kompella et al., 2005] and Shrink [Kandula et al., 2005] localize problems in an IP network by modeling error propagation patterns in the wide-area networks. Both Shrink and SCORE model the system as a two-level graph between the IP layer and the underlying wide-area network. [Bahl et al., 2007; Khanna et al., 2007a] extend Shrink and SCORE to deal with multi-level dependencies and with more complex operators that capture load-balancing and failover mechanisms. These techniques infer the root-cause by computing the probability that errors propagate from a set of possible root-cause nodes to the observation nodes. They indict the root-cause nodes that best explain the symptoms at the observation nodes, and assume that there can only be a small number of concurrent problems in the system at a given time.

[Rish et al., 2004] propose an active probing approach that exploits a dependency-matrix to represent the failed components that each probe, *e.g.*, server ping, detects. Active probing allows probes to be selected and sent on-demand, in response to one’s belief about the state of the system. At each step the most informative next probe is computed and sent. As probe results are received, belief about the system state is updated using probabilistic inference. [Joshi et al., 2005] use a Bayesian approach to diagnose problems in systems with different types of monitors, or probes, that have differing coverage and specificity characteristics. They use a dependency matrix to represent the probability that a monitor detects a failure in a component, and incrementally update their belief about the set of failed components based on the observed monitor output. [Khanna et al., 2007b] address diagnosis in distributed systems where errors can propagate across nodes. They track message exchanges between nodes and detect problems by comparing communication patterns against a rule-base of allowed state transitions. [Tati et al., 2012] identify faulty network elements despite incomplete symptoms during large-scale failures. They utilize a knowledge base of possible network paths and end-to-end symptoms (comprising of successful and failed probes) to output list of elements whose failures are consistent with the symptoms.
Critique. Model-based techniques are well-suited for diagnosing application-specific problems, such as chronics, because they encapsulate semantic knowledge on the expected behavior of the system. The incorporation of semantic knowledge can also help them distinguish legitimate changes in behavior, e.g. workload changes, from illegitimate changes due to failures [Kelly, 2005; Cherkasova et al., 2008; Stewart et al., 2007]. Our hybrid peer-comparison approach relies on regression to factor out legitimate sources of variance. As with Modellus [Desnoyers et al., 2012], we rely on stepwise-regression to automatically select the best features for our regression models, and detect anomalous end-to-end flows. Graph-theoretic techniques [Rish et al., 2004; Khanna et al., 2007b; Bahl et al., 2007] can be used to detect multiple independent problems—ranking them by likelihood of occurrence. However, these techniques do not address problems due to complex triggers as they assume that the root-cause of the problem stems from a single component. In addition, model-based techniques that rely on physical models require a deep understanding of system behavior to construct the models which is not always feasible in production systems. Even in cases where automatic model construction is feasible, there is often a tradeoff between the amount of semantic knowledge the model incorporates and the fidelity of the diagnosis. For example, graph-theoretic models [Bahl et al., 2007] that are automatically constructed by examining a system’s communication patterns can localize a problem to a single node or a small neighborhood of nodes, but cannot tell what the deeper root cause is. Another disadvantage of model-based techniques is that they can fail to detect novel problems that were not considered in the model.

2.3 Statistical Techniques

Statistical techniques for diagnosis summarize and interpret empirical data using techniques such as correlation, histogram comparison and probability theory. These techniques are data-centric and require little expert knowledge or detailed models on system internals. Statistical techniques are either: 1) parametric techniques that assume data is drawn from a known distribution, e.g., normal distribution, or 2) non-parametric techniques that do not rely on data belonging to a particular distribution but rather estimate the underlying distribution, e.g., using histograms or kernel density estimation. Non-parametric methods make fewer assumptions than parametric methods, making them more robust and giv-
ing them wider applicability. However, there is a cost—larger sample sizes are required to draw conclusions with the same degree of confidence as parametric methods. Our diagnosis approach is a non-parametric statistical approach that relies on a Bayesian algorithm for localizing problems by comparing differences in the distributions of attributes, such as hostnames and customer IP addresses, in successful and failed user-interactions.

Statistical techniques are pervasive in problem diagnosis literature. Some model-based techniques discussed in Section 2.2 rely on statistical techniques, such as correlation and regression, in conjunction with deep knowledge of the application’s behavior to diagnose problems. In contrast, the statistical techniques discussed in this section make fewer assumptions about the application’s behavior.

**Parametric techniques** assume that data is drawn from a known distribution. Normal distributions are commonly used for anomaly detection and diagnosis because of their tractability, and because normality can sometimes be justified by the *central-limit theorem* which explains why many distributions tend to be close to the normal distribution. These techniques typically detect anomalous behavior by identifying significant deviations from the mean for performance counters, which they assume follow a normal distribution. However, hardware failure rates are better modeled using Weibull distributions which capture the increased failure rates of devices as they age [Schroeder and Gibson, 2006, 2007].

Agarwal et al [Agarwal et al., 2006] use change-point detection and problem signatures to detect performance problems in enterprise systems. They detect abrupt changes in system behavior by monitoring changes to the mean value of performance counters over consecutive windows of time. This technique does not scale well if the number of nodes and metrics is large. NetMedic [Kandula et al., 2009] diagnoses propagating problems in enterprise systems by analyzing dependencies between nodes, and correlations in state perturbations across processes to localize problems. NetMedic represents state for each system component as a vector that indicates whether each metric was anomalous or normal by assuming that each metric obeys a normal distribution and flagging anomalies based on deviation from the mean.

**Non-parametric techniques** assume that data is drawn from an unknown distribution. Non-parametric techniques estimate the underlying data distribution using histograms or
kernel density estimators, or make generalizations about the populations from which the samples were drawn, e.g., using correlation.

Histogram-based techniques typically diagnose problems by comparing histograms (or distributions) of performance counters before and during an anomalous period to identify the metrics most likely to be associated with the problem. [Kasick et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a] diagnose problems in large clusters using histogram-comparison of performance counters to identify “odd-man-out” behavior. Peer-comparison allows these approaches to be robust to workload changes. However, propagating errors, e.g., packet-loss that affects communication across multiple nodes, reduces their accuracy. [Shen et al., 2009] propose a reference-driven approach to diagnose performance problems due to configuration changes or upgrades. Their approach relies on histogram comparison to identify the collection of single-parameter changes that best explain the performance deviation observed. [Liu et al., 2006] uses a Bayesian approach to compare the distributions of failed and successful predicates when debugging software problems. Carat [Oliner et al., 2012] detects energy bugs in mobile devices by identifying applications running on the device whose energy-use distribution diverges significantly from similar devices running these applications. Our problem localization approach also compares distributions of successful and failed user interactions to localize problems in production systems, but with a more comprehensive fault model than these techniques.

Correlation-based techniques analyze historical data to automatically discover relationships between pairs of metrics that are stable over time [Jiang et al., 2009a,b]. Changes in these learned correlations may signal problems. Correlation can also be used to automatically discover causal relationships between metrics in distributed systems. Giza [Mahimkar et al., 2009] exploits knowledge of the system’s topology to identify spatial correlations between events, and discover causal relationships between the observed symptoms and root-cause events. [Oliner et al., 2010] also use cross correlation to discover causal relationships between anomaly signals across components. The anomaly signals represent the changes in the behavior of components over time in terms of resource usage, message timing or semantics. Project5 [Aguilera et al., 2003] records packet traces at each node and uses message correlation algorithms to automatically extract end-to-end causal traces for requests, and detect high-latency paths. Correlation-based approaches can discover spurious relationships depending on the thresholds used to determine whether a correlation
is significant. In addition, correlation-based approaches do not scale well if the number of nodes and metrics is large.

Dimensionality-reduction techniques, e.g., Principal Component Analysis, can reduce the number of metrics to compare when diagnosing problems by summarizing dominant trends. Intemon [Hoke et al., 2006] detects anomalies in large clusters by identifying sudden changes in system behavior, which are indicated by the change on the number of hidden variables. [Xu et al., 2009] use source-code analysis to apply structure to console logs and discover dominant historical trends in application state and message counts using principal component analysis. PeerWatch [Kang et al., 2010] uses peer-comparison to detect anomalies in heterogeneous clusters running different hardware. Their peer-comparison algorithm uses a dimensionality-reduction technique known as canonical correlation analysis to normalize performance differences due to different hardware, and discover correlations between peers.

**Critique.** Statistical techniques require little expert knowledge or detailed models of system internals. These diagnosis techniques can rely on well-established statistical theories to ground their algorithms, and test that their results are statistically significant, i.e., unlikely to have occurred by chance alone. For example, hypothesis tests such as the t-test, allow us to reject the hypothesis that the observed system behavior is consistent with the expected system behavior with a degree of confidence. When building statistical profiles of behavior, care must be taken to include sufficient data samples and test assumptions on data distributions to ensure validity. Statistical approaches that rely on event correlation [Oliner et al., 2010; Mahimkar et al., 2009; Yemini et al., 1996] support diagnosis of multiple independent problems, and might be applicable in our system when there are resource-contention problems due to overload within the service provider’s network. However, most of the chronics we have observed are due to customer-site problem such as misconfigurations, and operators at the ISP lack access to customer-site data other than names of the customer—therefore event-correlation might not be possible. Our approach localizes these chronics by analyzing data that is causally-related with each call rather than alarm signals across the network. Peer-comparison techniques [Kasick et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a] which compare behavior across node-groups are not well-suited for diagnosing chronics due to multiple independent faults. They also experience higher false-positives when problems cause errors to propagate across the system.
2.4 Machine Learning Techniques

Machine learning is a scientific discipline that is concerned with the design and development of algorithms that allow computers to evolve behaviors based on training data. Machine-learning techniques borrow heavily from statistical techniques, e.g., data distributions and probability theory. Machine learning relies on training and cross-validation which involves partitioning a sample of data into complementary subsets, performing the analysis on one subset called the training set, and validating the analysis on the other subset called the validation set or testing set.

Diagnosis algorithms that rely on machine learning can be categorized into two broad categories namely: 1) unsupervised learning which identifies patterns in unlabeled data typically through clustering, and 2) supervised learning which infer a function that best classifies successful and failed states from labeled data.

**Unsupervised learning** identifies patterns in unlabeled data typically through clustering, and detects unexpected outlier data points that might be indicators of failures.

[Kiciman and Fox, 2005] use probabilistic context-free grammars to model the causal paths in the system. The grammar rules represent the probability that one component calls another. They identify anomalous causal paths by measuring the difference between the probability of the observed transition and the expected probability of the transitions that make up the causal path. Magpie [Barham et al., 2004] uses a string-edit-distance comparison to group together requests with similar behavior, from the perspective of request structure, synchronization points and resource consumption. The representative requests from each clusters allow them to construct concise workload models and detect outliers. [Thereska et al., 2010] exploits clustering of data from real-world deployments to generate performance signatures of application behavior that supports what-if analysis.

**Supervised learning** uses labeled data of successful and failed states to learn which metrics are most correlated with failed states, or to identify signatures of recurrent problems from a database of known problems.

*Metric attribution approaches* localize problems by identifying resource-usage metrics or components that are highly correlated with failed states. They allow operators to sift through the hundreds or thousands of metrics available in their system and narrow down the handful of metrics that yield insight to the cause of the problem, and its location. Once
the operators determine the root-cause, they can then annotate the output of metric attribution with the root-cause and build the database of known problems used by signature-based approaches.

Pinpoint [Chen et al., 2002] and MinEntropy [Chen et al., 2004] localize components highly correlated with failed requests using data clustering [Chen et al., 2002] or decision trees [Chen et al., 2004]. These approaches detect problems that result in changes in the causal flow of requests such as exceptions. More recently, Spectroscope [Sambasivan et al., 2011] categorizes requests based on functionality, e.g., read or write requests, and applies data clustering to requests in each category to identify outliers due to changes in causal flows or request durations. These techniques have typically been used to diagnose infrastructural problems, such as database faults and software bugs (e.g. infinite loops and exceptions) which lead to a marked perturbation of a subset of requests. In principle, techniques such as decision trees should fare well at diagnosing both major outages and chronic problems. However, decision trees did not fare well at diagnosing chronics when we applied them to our dataset (see Section 7.6). [Cohen et al., 2004] use tree augmented Bayesian networks to determine which resource-usage metrics are most correlated with the anomalous periods. They proposed an extension [Zhang et al., 2005] to their work that uses ensembles of Bayesian models to adapt to changing workloads and infrastructure.

Signature-based approaches allow system administrators to identify recurrent problems from a database of known problems. Signature-based approaches have wide applicability because studies have shown that typically half, and as much as 90% of software failures are due to recurrent problems [Duan and Babu, 2008]. Research has centered on how to represent and retrieve signatures of known problems from the database of known problems. However, these approaches do not fare well at automatically identifying problems that have not previously been diagnosed. [Yuan et al., 2006] learn signatures of known problems in standalone systems by analyzing sequences of system calls. They use multi-class Support Vector Machines to learn signatures of problems. However, their approach does not address distributed systems. [Cohen et al., 2005] and Bodik et al. [Bodik et al., 2010] generate signatures of recurrent problems in distributed systems by using the discrete feature vectors obtained through metric attribution. They found that they can leverage signatures learned at one geographical location to diagnose problems in data centers at a different location. [Duan and Babu, 2008] present an approach that can be used for
both known problems, and problems that have not previously been seen. They use a supervised approach (decision trees or signature databases) to identify recurrent problems. If the current failure does not match the annotated failures in the database, they compare it to the healthy data to identify features that are correlated with the failure. They then select multiple instances of the same failure which they can present to the system administrator to annotate.

**Critique.** Machine-learning techniques automatically learn profiles of system behavior, for example, using clustering to identify signatures of known problems. Machine-learning can also help localize problems by identifying resource-usage metrics or components that are highly correlated with failed states. However, these techniques can suffer from the curse of dimensionality that reduces accuracy when the number of features is large. Additionally, they are also susceptible to overfitting, a phenomenon in which the learner learns features of the evidence that are circumstantial rather than those that actually define the relationship between the faults and their effects. Over-fitted models generalize poorly, and can fail when presented with evidence that is only slightly different from the one on which the model was trained. Finally, because machine learning techniques learn a direct mapping between the symptoms and underlying root causes without an intermediate structural model of the system, lengthy retraining is required whenever the system behavior changes significantly. Furthermore, previously learned models often have to be thrown away during the period of retraining, leaving the system vulnerable to any problems. Therefore, machine learning techniques may not be appropriate for systems that are upgraded frequently.

### 2.5 Tracing and Visualization Techniques

**Request-tracing tools.** Request-tracing tools automate the monitoring of end-to-end behavior in distributed systems. The end-to-end flows generated by these tracing tools can serve as input into our diagnostic framework. Magpie [Barham et al., 2004], X-trace [Fonseca et al., 2007], and Dapper [Sigelman et al., 2010] are primarily tools for tracing causal request paths, but they also offer support for visualizing requests whose causal structure or duration is anomalous. Pip [Reynolds et al., 2006] detects application-specific problems in distributed systems by allowing programmers to embed expectations about application behavior in the source code. X-ray [Attariyan et al., 2012] diagnoses the root causes of
performance problems by instrumenting binaries as applications execute, and by using dynamic information flow tracking to estimate the likelihood that a block was executed due to each potential root cause. X-ray also highlights performance differences between two similar activities by differentially comparing their request execution paths.

**Visualization tools.** Visualization tools complement diagnosis tools by allowing operators to cope with these scenarios by: 1) summarizing data trends; 2) supporting interactive graphs that allow operators to explore different hypotheses on the root-cause of problems; and 3) integrating output from automated diagnosis tools.

[Ganglia, 2007; Splunk Inc., 2005; Sigelman et al., 2010] provide an array of simple graphs, e.g. line plots, barcharts, and histograms, to display trends in performance counters such as CPU utilization. They use simple statistical tests such as the deviation from the mean to flag outliers, and use color to highlight these outliers. LiveRAC [McLachlan et al., 2008] is a visualization system that supports the analysis of large collections of system management time-series data consisting of hundreds of parameters across thousands of network devices. LiveRAC provides high information density using a re-orderable matrix of charts, with semantic zooming that dynamically adapts different aspects of each chart based on available space. Artemis [Cretu-Ciocarlie et al., 2008] provides a pluggable framework for distributed log collection, data analysis, and visualization. Mochi [Tan et al., 2009] is a log-analysis based debugging tool that visualizes both the flow of data and the flow of control for a large-scale parallel processing framework known as Hadoop. NetClinic [Liu et al., 2010] visualizes data from computer networks using directed graphs, and presents suggested diagnostics for observed problems by incorporating output from an automated analytic reasoning engine [Kandula et al., 2009].
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Workload Characterization

NECDOTAL evidence suggests that for every major outage or blackout, there are hundreds or even thousands of chronics [Kiciman, 2005]. To gain insight on the prevalence of chronics and understand the performance characteristics of workloads in production systems, we analyzed traces from two production systems namely: two academic cloud-computing clusters running the Hadoop parallel processing framework [Apache Software Foundation, 2007], and a Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) system at a major Internet Service Provider.

This chapter describes the production systems (Section 3.1), provides a detailed analysis of the performance characteristics (Section 3.2.2), and prevalence of problems in jobs executing on the Hadoop clusters (Section 3.3). We also present results of a Hadoop user study that highlights the shortcomings of existing troubleshooting tools (Section 3.2.1). Due to confidentiality concerns, we only present anecdotal evidence of chronics in the VoIP system. The anecdotal evidence provides insight on the prevalence of chronics (Section 3.4).

An understanding of the performance characteristics of workloads in production systems helped inform our diagnosis approach as follows: 1) the prevalence of chronics motivated our top-down statistical approach that drills down from user-visible symptoms of problems (e.g., slow or failed user-interactions) to localize the source of the problem; 2) the presence of peer groups in the data (e.g., tasks from the same job) motivated our use of peer-comparison to detect performance problems; 3) the variance in task durations motivated our use of regression to factor out legitimate sources of variance (e.g. differences in data input sizes) when identifying performance problems. Table 3.8 summarizes the implications of our workload characterization on diagnosis.
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3.1 Target Systems

This section provides a brief description of the production Hadoop clusters, and the Voice-over-IP (VoIP) system at a major Internet Service Provider—highlighting the similarities between these two production systems that make them amenable to our diagnosis approach in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.1 Hadoop Clusters

Large-scale data processing is becoming increasingly common, and has been facilitated by frameworks such as Google’s MapReduce [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008], which parallelizes and distributes jobs across large clusters. In particular, Hadoop, the open-source implementation of MapReduce, has been widely used for large-scale data-intensive tasks such as click-log mining, web crawling, image processing, and data analysis. Hadoop is widely used at companies such as Yahoo!, Facebook, and Fox Interactive Media, as well as for academic research [Apache Software Foundation, 2012]. Hadoop clusters process large amounts of data—for example, Facebook’s Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) consists of more than 100 PB of physical disk space [Ryan, 2012].

Hadoop decomposes a massive job into smaller (Map and Reduce) tasks, and a massive data-set into smaller partitions (blocks) such that each task processes a different partition in parallel, as shown in Figure 3.1. The Map task executes a user-defined Map function
for each key/value pair in its input, while the Reduce task fetches, merges, and sorts the outputs from completed map tasks. Hadoop shares data amongst the distributed tasks in the system through the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), an implementation of the Google File System [Ghemawat et al., 2003]. HDFS splits and stores files as fixed-size blocks (except for the last block).

Hadoop uses a master-slave architecture with a unique master node and multiple slave nodes. The master node typically runs two daemons: 1) the JobTracker that schedules and manages all of the tasks belonging to a running job; and 2) the NameNode that manages the HDFS namespace by providing a filename-to-block mapping, and regulates access to files by clients (i.e., the executing tasks). Each slave node runs two daemons: 1) the TaskTracker that launches tasks on its local node, and tracks the progress of each Map or Reduce task on its node; and 2) the DataNode that serves data blocks (on its local disk) to HDFS clients.

We analyzed the white-box logs generated by these daemons on two production Hadoop clusters namely: Yahoo!’s M45 [Yahoo!, 2009] supercomputing cluster, and the OpenCloud cluster for data-intensive research [Parallel Data Lab, 2012]. Each node in the system also generates black-box logs which monitor resource-usage on the node. Section 3.2.2 provides a comprehensive analysis of these traces.

### 3.1.2 Business Voice-over-IP (VoIP) system

Consumers are increasingly using interconnected VoIP services in lieu of traditional telephone service. As of December 2010, 31 percent of the more than 87 million residential telephone subscriptions in the United States were provided by interconnected VoIP providers. In addition, approximately 31 percent of residential wireline 9-1-1 calls were made using VoIP services, making the availability of VoIP infrastructure critical [FCC, 2012]. The FCC specifies reporting requirements for major outages which are defined as outages that last more than 30 minutes and potentially affect E-911 services, or outages that affect at least 900,000 user minutes of interconnected VoIP service. There is no FCC reporting requirement for chronics. However, VoIP providers are concerned about chronics because unresolved chronics significantly degrade users’ satisfaction with the service.

We investigated the characteristics of chronics in the context of a business VoIP system at a major US-based Internet Service Provider (ISP). The ISP’s VoIP network that we analyzed handles tens of millions of calls each day, contains thousands of network elements, and is
Figure 3.2. An example of a VoIP system. Customers connect to the network via the public-switched telephone network using phones or faxes, or using IP devices such as computers. A large number of network elements at the ISP route the calls from the source to their destination and execute application-specific logic.

layered on a large IP backbone. The network offers a portfolio of voice services including individual accounts, teleconferencing, self-managed solutions where users manage their own premise equipment, and wholesale users who buy network minutes in bulk and resell them. Each service has different call flow patterns, with calls going through combinations of network elements such as VoIP gateways (IPBEs), traditional phone gateways (GSXs), accounting servers, application servers (AS), voicemail servers, and policy servers (PSX). Many of these are built by different vendors and have different log file formats. Calls within the VoIP system may originate from, or be destined to circuit-switched networks (e.g., public switched telephone network (PSTN)) or packet-switched networks (e.g., VoIP services on personal computers) as shown in Figure 3.2.

Each network element in the VoIP system logs details of each call that passes through in white-box logs known as call-detail-records (CDRs). The network elements also track resource-usage in black-box logs. There are two types of CDRs namely: 1) Success CDRs generated when a call is answered, ring-no-answer, user-busy, or dialed-number-error; and, 2) Defect CDRs generated when a call fails during call setup (i.e., blocked call), or when a call fails during data transfer after the connection is established (i.e., cutoff calls). Quality of Service in the VoIP system is measured in by the number of defects per million (DPM) calls.
Table 3.1. Comparison of the target systems. Summary of characteristics that make the target systems amenable to our diagnosis approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Hadoop</th>
<th>VoIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workload</strong></td>
<td>Batch jobs</td>
<td>Interactive calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale</strong></td>
<td>10s–100s of nodes</td>
<td>1000s of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labeled failure data</strong></td>
<td>Partially available</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application logs</strong></td>
<td>Hadoop daemon logs</td>
<td>Call Detail Records (CDRs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System logs</strong></td>
<td>OS performance counters</td>
<td>OS performance counters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal flows</strong></td>
<td>End-to-end task traces</td>
<td>End-to-end call traces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peers</strong></td>
<td>Tasks from same job</td>
<td>Calls from the same service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.3 Comparison of Target Systems

Hadoop workloads are data-intensive and consist of batch jobs with diverse runtimes [Kavulya et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2012]. The scale of the two production Hadoop clusters we analyzed ranged from 10s–100s of nodes. Labeled failure data is partially available in the Hadoop clusters by mining the exceptions thrown whenever jobs or tasks abort. However, the diverse runtimes of Hadoop jobs makes it challenging to identify performance problems—necessitating the use of anomaly detection in our diagnosis approach.

On the other hand, VoIP workloads consist of interactive calls. The production VoIP system that we analyzed comprised of 1000s of nodes. Labeled failure data was available in the VoIP system due to the existence well-established heuristics for identifying failed calls, e.g., a user redialing the same number immediately after disconnection, or zero talk time might indicate failure.

Despite the differences in the Hadoop and VoIP systems, these systems share characteristics that make them amenable to our diagnosis approach as listed in Table 3.1, and elaborated below:

- Both systems are engineered for high-availability, thereby ensuring that they are working correctly for an overwhelming majority of users. However, due to the scale of these systems, there are almost always multiple ongoing problems of different types that affect small subsets of users or requests, i.e., chronics.
- Multiple instrumentation sources are available in both systems. White-box logs, such as the daemon logs in Hadoop and the call-detail records (CDRs) in VoIP provide a
semantic-rich source of information. In addition, black-box logs, such as OS performance counters, provide insight on resource-usage.

- User requests are routed through the system using well-known patterns (e.g., MapReduce flows in Hadoop and call flow patterns in VoIP) that support the inference of end-to-end causal traces from the diverse white-box logs available in these production systems. These end-to-end traces capture the users’ experience with the system by identifying successful and failed interactions. Our top-down diagnosis approach exploits knowledge of these successful and failed interactions to localize the root-cause of the problem.

- Both systems support a notion of peers—making them amenable to a peer-comparison approach for detecting anomalous behavior in the absence of labeled failure data. In Hadoop, peers can be tasks from the same job, or slave nodes running similar workloads. In VoIP, peers can be calls from the same service, e.g., conference calls and call-waiting.

### 3.2 Characterization of Hadoop Workloads

To gain insight on how to best to address the shortcomings of existing monitoring tools, we analyzed the characteristics of Hadoop jobs using traces collected from two production Hadoop clusters. The first set of traces comprised of 10-months of white- and black-box logs from the M45 [Yahoo!, 2009] supercomputing cluster, a production Hadoop system that Yahoo! administered and made freely available to select universities for academic research until August 2011. The M45 cluster had approximately 400 nodes, 4000 processors, 3 terabytes of memory, and 1.5 petabytes of disk space. The cluster ran Hadoop, and used Hadoop on Demand (HOD) to provision virtual Hadoop clusters over the large physical cluster. The second set of traces comprised of 8-months of white- and black-box logs from the OpenCloud cluster for data-intensive research. The OpenCloud cluster currently has 64 worker nodes, each with 8 cores, 16 GB DRAM, 4 1TB disks and 10GbE connectivity between nodes [Parallel Data Lab, 2012]. The compute cluster in OpenCloud, seen as a single computer, has over 1 tera-operations per second, over 1 TB memory, 256 TB of disk space, and over 40 Gbps bisection bandwidth.
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This section provides background on Hadoop clusters by describing the users, existing monitoring tools, and the current diagnostic workflows of Hadoop users based on a user study conducted on the OpenCloud cluster (Section 3.2.1). This section also provides a comprehensive analysis of the performance characteristics of jobs and tasks executing in the Hadoop clusters (Section 3.2.2).

Users of Hadoop Clusters. The users of both clusters are researchers familiar with configuring Hadoop, writing and running MapReduce jobs, and analyzing the output generated by their jobs. These users run a diverse set of data-intensive workloads such as large-scale graph mining, text and web mining, natural language processing, machine translation problems, and data-intensive file system applications. Hadoop users troubleshoot their MapReduce jobs when they suspect that the job has been running longer than usual, or when their jobs fail due to exceptional conditions such as insufficient file privileges. Users also seek help from the system administrators when they are unable to solve problems on their own. The root-causes of these problems range from bugs in their MapReduce jobs (e.g., infinite loops), configuration problems such as allocating insufficient memory to complete their jobs, to the occasional disk failure as discussed in Section 3.3.

The system administrators are responsible for maintaining the overall health of each cluster by: 1) setting up hardware and software on the cluster; 2) troubleshooting infrastructural problems (e.g., hardware failures, misconfigurations); 3) upgrading hardware and software; and 4) maintaining user accounts. The system administrators were less familiar with Hadoop, so the task of troubleshooting MapReduce problems was typically performed by Hadoop users.

Existing Monitoring Tools. Users primarily rely on three tools to diagnose problems in their jobs namely: 1) Ganglia [Ganglia, 2007], a scalable distributed system monitor tool for high-performance computing systems such as clusters and grids that allows users to remotely view live or historical statistics (such as CPU load averages or network utilization) as illustrated in Figure 3.3; 2) the Hadoop web interface [Apache Software Foundation, 2007] that allows users to browse white-box logs and monitor the progress of the map and reduce tasks that constitute their jobs, as illustrated in Figure 3.4; and 3) the operating system terminal that facilitates more powerful exploration such as querying the real-time resource usage (e.g., CPU utilization), of nodes and processes, pinging remote nodes to
determine their status, tail-ing logs to track the real-time job progress, and dumping the process state of Hadoop jobs. In addition, system administrators use Nagios [Nagios Enterprises., 2008], an open-source application that monitors nodes and services, and alerts administrators when things go wrong. They also make use of an issue-tracking system (Request Tracker (RT) [Best Practical Solutions, 2013]) that allows them to keep track of both open and resolved problems.

### 3.2.1 Hadoop User Study

To better understand the diagnostic workflows of Hadoop users and identify shortcomings in the existing monitoring tools, we interviewed 3 Hadoop users and 2 system administrators of the OpenCloud cluster [Campbell et al., 2011]. The Hadoop users had varying levels of experience with Hadoop: one of the users was a novice user, while the other two were advanced users. Hadoop users try to diagnose problems on their own, by soliciting help from the cluster mailing list, or by escalating the problem to the system administrators. The users were interested in distinguishing between the following diagnostic scenarios:

1. **Bugs in their MapReduce jobs.** Users sometimes make mistakes when developing their MapReduce jobs, such as referencing incorrect files, assigning insufficient file
Job Name: random-writer
Job ID: job_20130504180930_0001
Status: Running
Started at: Sat May 4 09:30:17 EDT 2013
Running for: 9mins, 46sec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>% Complete</th>
<th>Num Tasks</th>
<th>Pending</th>
<th>Running</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Failed/Killed Task Attempts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>65.00%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4. Screenshot of the Hadoop web interface. Screenshot shows progress of Map and Reduce tasks in a single job.

permissions, and software bugs such as infinite loops. Once they identify the bug, they can fix their code and re-run their jobs.

2. **Legitimately slow jobs.** Some tasks within their MapReduce jobs are legitimately slower than others because they are processing more data. Users can ignore these discrepancies in task durations, and allow their jobs to run to completion.

3. **Contestation with other jobs.** As users share the cluster, sometimes buggy MapReduce jobs can degrade the performance of other jobs running in the cluster. For example, infinite loops in tasks or jobs which inadvertently fill up the temporary directories on nodes can interfere with other jobs in the system. Users can contact the owners of these buggy jobs or system administrators to resolve these issues.

4. **Infrastructural problems:** Users can escalate problems to the system administrators especially if they suspect an infrastructural problem, e.g., disk failures, insufficient disk space or a cluster-wide misconfiguration.

**Methodology of User Study**

We used a human-centered design methodology [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1997] to explore the diagnostic workflows of Hadoop users. Our aim was to identify common workflows in their day-to-day tasks, and identify breakdowns and opportunities for improving the existing diagnostic interfaces. To understand the diagnostic workflows of these users, we conducted contextual inquiries [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1997]. Contextual inquiry is a human-centered research method in which researchers observe users performing their work in context, and
interrupt briefly to ask questions as they arise. We believe that what the user says he does, and what he actually does can be very different things. By observing users and their work flows, we gained a more concrete understanding of their everyday tasks and goals. Through our contextual inquiries, we identified common workflows of Hadoop users when diagnosing problems in their jobs. In what follows, we describe cases that illustrate important aspects of the diagnostic workflow, focusing on breakdowns because these are areas that require the most immediate attention.

Case 1: Misleading application bug.  
Bob\textsuperscript{1} begins a Hadoop job from the terminal. He monitors the job progress from the terminal window. “I like to monitor progress from the terminal. If there is a problem, I can see it faster.” After receiving sporadic feedback about job progress, Bob switches windows to the Hadoop web interface and refreshes the page. “I think I’m competing with another job”. He sees that another job is being run by a different user and restarts his job to test his theory. To do this, he must scroll through the job output on his terminal to find the kill command, then copy and paste the command in the terminal. “If the job is very long, you have to go back several screens to get it.”

After modifying his code, Bob attempts the job again, but this time the job fails. The terminal tells him that the job failed, but it does not contain sufficient information to diagnose the problem. Bob returns to the web interface to gather more information and refreshes the job page again. He determines there is a problem by noticing that the number of failed tasks on his job is greater than zero. “If this number is non-zero, basically there is something wrong with your program. If the number is low, two or three, the node may be unstable.” He then clicks on the number of failed tasks in the web interface to view the error messages, but he must navigate to another page to access a full error log. “It’s kind of painful to do this”. From this he determines the cause to be due to a syntax error in his code.

Case 2: Overloaded node.  
Jeff\textsuperscript{2} retrieves an email message posted to the cluster mailing list requesting assistance with troubleshooting a job that is failing. Jeff examines the failed job in the Hadoop web interface. He selects the job from the job list and subsequently clicks on the number of killed tasks from the job summary page. He observes the list of killed tasks and identifies the node on which the task was killed, “ah, this was the machine”, which is labeled as node 13, “sometimes it’s not that obvious”. Jeff changes browser tabs to the Ganglia

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{1}Not his real name.
\textsuperscript{2}Not his real name.
web interface where the individual cluster nodes are monitored. He scrolls through the list of nodes to find node 13, which he identified as being troublesome in the Hadoop interface and selects it. He explains, “Sometimes it’s not just your job that caused the problem, sometimes someone else might cause you a problem”. The resulting page displays hourly plots of all the metrics collected from node 13. He glances at the first few graphs, “these are more likely to be important”, he quickly scrolls the rest of the page, “this is too much detail, there is too much data to look at”. Back at the summarized node 13 graphs, he synthesizes the information from multiple graphs to determine that the node was under heavy load during the period over which his task ran.

**Shortcomings in Existing Monitoring Tools**

The contextual inquiries revealed several shortcomings in diagnostic interfaces of the monitoring tools available on the Hadoop cluster namely:

- **No single point for diagnosis-relevant information.** We observed that users spent an inordinate amount of time locating key pieces of data spread across multiple systems. Users often juggled between multiple browser tab views to obtain the desired information.

- **Lack of information prioritization.** In many cases, important data needed by the user is not displayed prominently and conveniently. The user often must go through several levels of navigation to find needed information.

- **Information overload.** Another major shortcoming we observed was the copious amount of information displayed to the user due to the large number of nodes in the cluster, and the approximately hundred different performance metrics collected from each node. Users were presented with stacks of graphs that commingled meaningful information with irrelevant data as shown in Figure 3.3.

- **Users unaware of the computational cost of their jobs.** The Hadoop users in the cluster had no way of knowing how effectively they were managing resources on the Hadoop cluster. They were unable to determine whether variations in task performance were due to legitimate issues (e.g., a task processing a large chunk of data), due to application bugs, or due to infrastructural problems in the cluster.
Table 3.2. Summary of M45 and Opencloud Hadoop job traces. Over 90% of jobs completed successfully on both clusters. The job failure rate was slightly higher on OpenCloud than M45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M45</th>
<th>OpenCloud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log period</td>
<td>10 months</td>
<td>8 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of active users</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful jobs</td>
<td>160,278 (97.0%)</td>
<td>59,683 (94.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed jobs</td>
<td>4,874 (3.0%)</td>
<td>3,627 (5.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. dev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps per job</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>528</td>
<td>2,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38,927</td>
<td>143,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces per job</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes per job</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>299</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job duration</td>
<td>18mins</td>
<td>7mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>208mins</td>
<td>107mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7days</td>
<td>13days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. dev.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS bytes read</td>
<td>2.8GB</td>
<td>12GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.7GB</td>
<td>476GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4TB</td>
<td>85TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS bytes written</td>
<td>1.8GB</td>
<td>2GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38.6GB</td>
<td>28GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.6TB</td>
<td>3TB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.2 Characteristics of Hadoop Jobs

The first step towards understanding how to address the shortcomings in existing tools involved analyzing the performance characteristics of Hadoop jobs. To gain insight on these performance characteristics, we analyzed 10-months of white-box logs from the M45 [Yahoo!, 2009] supercomputing cluster, and 8-months of white-box logs from the OpenCloud [Parallel Data Lab, 2012] cluster (see Table 3.2). The white-box logs contained information about the Map and Reduce tasks executed by each job, e.g., task duration, status, and the volume of data read and written to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The logs also recorded the completion status of each job. We categorized the completion status of jobs as:

- Successful jobs.
- Failed jobs which were aborted by the JobTracker due to unhandled exceptions, or aborted by the user.
Over 90% of jobs completed successfully on both clusters as shown in Table 3.2. The percentage of failed jobs on OpenCloud is higher than that on M45—we hypothesized that this increased failure rate could be due to novice users and configuration problems on OpenCloud. Jobs on OpenCloud, on average, instantiated 303 Maps per job compared to 121 Maps per job on M45. The larger mean number of Maps per job on OpenCloud can be attributed to the larger mean number of bytes read from HDFS (12GB on OpenCloud compared to 2.8GB on M45). The differences in the mean number of Reduces per job and the data written by these Reduces to HDFS was less pronounced across both clusters.

Most jobs on both clusters utilized only a subset of available nodes. For example, on M45 the mean number of nodes utilized per job was 25.6 while the total number of available nodes was 400. Despite larger data input sizes, jobs completed faster on OpenCloud with a mean duration of 7 minutes than on M45 where the mean duration was 18 minutes as shown in Table 3.2. We hypothesize that the differences in the mean job duration could be due to the diversity of jobs running on the clusters, and higher resource contention on M45 which experienced a higher volume of jobs.

The performance characteristics of Hadoop jobs and tasks that we explore are:

1. **Variance in job durations.** We analyze the performance characteristics of Hadoop jobs by quantifying the variance in job durations.
2. **Variance in error latencies.** We analyze the amount of time it typically takes for Hadoop jobs to fail from the time the first exception is thrown. Long error latencies imply that Hadoop could benefit from better diagnosis techniques.
3. **Variance in task durations.** We analyze the performance characteristics of tasks within individual Hadoop jobs by quantifying the variance in the task durations.

An understanding of variance is important because research has shown that high variance in metrics can degrade the performance of diagnosis tools [Sambasivan and Ganger, 2012b]. Quantifying the amount of variance in Hadoop jobs and tasks guided our efforts to reduce variance during anomaly detection (Chapter 5). We estimated the degree of variance in Hadoop jobs and tasks by computing the mean, standard deviation, and the coefficient of variation (CV) for job and task durations. The coefficient of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. Distributions with $\text{CV} \leq 1$ have a low-variance, while those with $\text{CV} > 1$ have high-variance [Bendel et al., 1989].
Problem 1: Quantifying variance in job durations. Given $d_1, d_2, ..., d_n$ durations of $j_i$ jobs in each Hadoop cluster, quantify the variance in job durations. Figure 3.5 shows that the job durations on both clusters exhibit multi-modal behavior, and follow a heavy-tailed distribution where most jobs were short-lived with a median job duration of about 1 minute on both clusters (see Table 3.3). However, the longest job durations observed lasted several days. Heavy-tailed job durations have also been observed in other MapReduce clusters [Isard et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2012], prompting the development of fair job schedulers, such as the Hadoop capacity scheduler [Yahoo!, 2008] and the Quincy fair scheduler [Isard et al., 2009], which prevent large jobs or heavy users from monopolizing the cluster. We estimated the degree of variance in Hadoop jobs by computing the mean, standard deviation, and the
Figure 3.6. Error latencies in Hadoop jobs. Most jobs fail within 5 minutes after the first unrecoverable task aborts. However, we observed a maximum error latency of 3.62 days on OpenCloud.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Job status</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>99th Perc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M45</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>293.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1,241.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCloud</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>833.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

coefficient of variation (CV) for the job durations (see Table 3.3). The coefficient of variation for job durations on both clusters was greater than 1 indicating high variance.

Problem 2: Quantifying variance in error latencies. Given $l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n$ error latencies of $j_i$ failed jobs in each Hadoop cluster, quantify the variance in job durations.

We estimated the error latency for failed jobs i.e., the time that elapsed from the first unrecoverable exception in a task to the time the JobTracker aborts the job. Figure 3.6 shows that most jobs fail within 2 minutes of the first aborted task. The error latencies on OpenCloud tended to be larger than those on M45 as shown by the median latencies in Table 3.4. The coefficient of variation in both clusters was greater than 1 indicating high variance. The maximum error latency observed was 3.62 days. Therefore, even jobs that eventually failed due to unrecoverable exceptions could benefit from better diagnosis techniques.

Problem 3: Quantifying variance in task durations. Given $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n$ task durations in each individual job, $j_i$, quantify the variance in task durations in each job.

Table 3.3 shows that Hadoop clusters experience high variance across jobs (i.e., at a macro-level) because users run diverse jobs with different performance characteristics. We
investigated whether individual jobs experience variance in the durations of Map and Reduce tasks (i.e., at the micro-level). A low amount of variance would indicate that peer-comparison would be a feasible strategy for anomaly detection in Hadoop. We term the property of low variance in task durations within the same job as the equity of task durations. The equity of task durations is important in optimizing the performance of parallel programs such as Hadoop. Intuitively, parallel programs perform optimally when the different threads (a term we use loosely to refer to independently executing parts) of the program executing in parallel complete in the same amount of time; otherwise, the runtime of the program can be reduced by redistributing work from threads taking longer to complete to work taking less time to complete. Alternatively, high variation in task durations within
a job can be seen as an indication of inefficiency or performance problems (if each task has the same amount of work), or as an indication that the job at hand intrinsically consists of barriers to its parallelization.

Visually, variance in task durations can be observed using the Swimlanes plots of MapReduce job behavior [Tan et al., 2009]. The Swimlanes visualization plots the executions of Map and Reduce tasks of one (or more) MapReduce job(s). Figure 3.7 shows a plot of a typical MapReduce job: the horizontal axis shows the time elapsed since the start of the job. For each (Map or Reduce) task, a horizontal line is plotted to indicate the duration of the job during which it was executing. The executions of Map and Reduce tasks are plotted using different colors. Tasks are plotted in the order in which they were executed during the job. Straggler Map or Reduce tasks, which take much more time than other tasks to complete, slow the completion of jobs, and are easily seen visually from our plots. These stragglers would also typically render the durations of tasks in the job less equitable, so studying the variance in task durations is also instructive in indirectly (but scalably, for large datasets) for identifying the possible existence of straggler tasks.

We measured the variance in task durations by computing the coefficient of variation for Map and Reduce tasks for each job in the Hadoop traces. Table 3.5 highlights the prevalence of high variance by computing the percentage of jobs with a coefficient of variation > 1 during the Map or Reduce phase. We observed that most successful jobs exhibited low variance for both Map and Reduce task durations—indicating that the durations of Map tasks (and Reduce tasks) were comparable in most jobs, with more than 90% of successful jobs with coefficients of variation <= 1 for Map durations, and with more than 60% of jobs with coefficients of variation <= 1 for Reduce durations. However, we also observed that there were jobs with high variance. The high variance could be due to legitimate issues (e.g., tasks processing more data), or due to performance problems (e.g., resource contention). A diagnostic approach needs to factor out legitimate sources of variance when identifying anomalous tasks (see Chapter 5).

### 3.3 Prevalence of Chronics

This section presents empirical evidence of chronics in Hadoop clusters, and anecdotal evidence of chronics in VoIP systems. This section also explores the characteristics of chronics
Table 3.6. Prevalence of problems in OpenCloud issue tracker. Chronics (i.e., problems that affect a subset of users or jobs) are more prevalent than major outages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total problems</th>
<th>Major Outage</th>
<th>Chronics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 (21.6%)</td>
<td>109 (78.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem characteristics</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single, independent</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>59 (54.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple, independent</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>15 (13.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlated</td>
<td>30 (100%)</td>
<td>35 (32.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified cause</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware problem</td>
<td>4 (13.3%)</td>
<td>69 (63.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>15 (50.0%)</td>
<td>21 (19.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software bug</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>4 (3.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 (33.3%)</td>
<td>15 (13.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in production systems.

**Evidence of Chronics in Hadoop**

We estimated the prevalence of chronics in Hadoop clusters using one year’s worth of data from OpenCloud’s issue tracking system, and hardware replacement logs. OpenCloud relies on Request Tracker (RT) [Best Practical Solutions, 2013] to track issues and coordinate tasks on the cluster. Users submit problems to the issue tracker using the mailing list. The submitted problems are assigned to the system administrators who troubleshoot the problems by manually analyzing white-box and black-box logs. Once the system administrators identify the root-cause and resolve the problem, they record the resolution in the issue tracker. The system administrators also keep track of failed hardware components
Table 3.7. Summary of M45 and OpenCloud Hadoop job traces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Count (Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application-level bug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command failed</td>
<td>371 (1439, 53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or mismatched class</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index out of bounds</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number format exception</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null pointer exception</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type mismatch</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>910 (34%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing file</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission problem</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of memory</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk full</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>357 (13%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and their replacements. We analyzed 139 resolved problems on the OpenCloud cluster by collating reported incidents in the issue tracker and hardware replacement logs. Our analysis did not include incidents due to scheduled downtime such as upgrading cluster software.

Table 3.6 shows the prevalence of problems in OpenCloud’s Hadoop cluster. We categorized major outages as problems that impacted the majority of jobs running on the cluster. Major outages occurred due to failures in centralized Hadoop components namely: the JobTracker which schedules jobs on the cluster, the NameNode which manages the namespace for the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and the client which serves as the gateway into the cluster. Major outages on the cluster were primarily due to exhaustion of memory or disk space on these centralized nodes. We categorized chronics as problems that impacted a small subset of users or jobs. For example, a software bug in a user’s MapReduce application that primarily affects jobs belonging that user, or a hardware problem such as a bad disk that degrades the performance of the subset of a job’s tasks that are running on the affected node. In addition, Hadoop’s fault-tolerance mechanisms attempt to mask
problems by rescheduling affected tasks on different nodes. We observed that chronics were more prevalent than major outages on the OpenCloud cluster—accounting for 78.4% of reported problems. Chronics in the cluster were mostly due to single, independent problems such as bad disks. Occasionally, the chronics were attributed to multiple, independent problems. For example, one incident was attributed to two faulty disks, and a faulty network interface card—each on a different node. This incident took several weeks to resolve. Correlated problems arose due to misconfigurations or software bugs in a user’s job, e.g., allocation of insufficient memory results in correlated task failures in a user’s job.

We observed that only a small proportion of the problems reported to the system administrators involved software bugs. Most users attempted to first debug problems in their jobs before reporting issues to the system administrators via the mailing list. Table 3.7 highlights the root-causes of failed jobs on the OpenCloud cluster based on mining exceptions thrown when the JobTracker aborts a job due to an unrecoverable error. We identified the root-causes of the 2,706 failed OpenCloud jobs described in Table 3.2 by manually analyzing the classes of exceptions (e.g., null pointer exceptions which indicated application-level bugs). Table 3.7 shows that 53% of jobs failed due to application-level bugs such as failed command-line scripts and mismatched classes. Misconfigurations and environmental problems such as referencing non-existent files or allocating insufficient memory accounted for 34% of failed jobs. We tried to ascribe the remaining 13% of job failures whose root-causes were unknown to hardware problems reported in the issue tracker and hardware replacement logs. However, due to the time lag between the job failure and the reporting of the incident to the issue tracker, we were only able manually ascribe 17 incidents to job failures. Therefore, we could not obtained a detailed breakdown of root-causes for 13% of failed jobs.

3.4 Anecdotal Evidence of Chronics in VoIP

Due to confidentiality concerns, we present anecdotal (rather than empirical) evidence of chronics in the production VoIP system. The VoIP system has real-time operations teams that ensure high-availability by monitoring both low-level alarms derived from the equipment, as well as end-to-end indicators such as user complaints and output from automated test call systems. These operations teams rely on codebook-based systems [Yemini et al.,
Figure 3.8. **Multiple chronics present in a single network element in VoIP system.** Defects associated with a network element may be due to many different causes.

1996] driven by signatures of known problems for diagnosis. Major outages often result in immediate impact on successful call volumes, alarms from many sources, and are usually detected and resolved quickly. For example, data we obtained from the Voice over IP (VoIP) platform of a major ISP revealed that even in the worst month for major outages, the number of calls affected (dropped or blocked) due to major outages was only 30% higher than the number of calls impacted by chronics.

Despite such robust operations support, the system always has a number of call defects occurring at any time of the day in the form of “background noise” which they refer to as chronics. The causes of these chronics were many, ranging from network elements that need
to be reset or rebooted, to protocol compatibility issues for corner cases, to configuration problems for individual customers. Measured in defects per million (DPM), they represent only a small fraction of the calls at any given time, but left unchecked, they can add up quickly over weeks and months. A separate operations team troubleshoots these defects, but diagnosis was still a largely manual process prior to the deployment of our diagnosis tool.

Figure 3.8 shows an actual example where the total number of defective calls passing through a network element (top graph) over a period of 3 days were in fact due to at-least four unique problems—one related to a network element, two related to two different customers (problems 2 and 4), and one a capacity problem with a trunk route (problem 3). The y-axis shows the number of failed calls due to each problem on a log scale as a function of time. The most dominant problem (problem 1) drives the shape of the overall failure graph, and hides the other problems. Some problems, such as problem 4 from Figure 3.8 occur only for short durations of time, and could be discovered by change detection algorithms. However, problems such as problem 1 persisted for long periods of time, thus making it difficult to detect them via change points.

Chronics may also be triggered by some unforeseen corner case requiring atypical conditions. An incident from the VoIP network illustrates this issue. Customers of a given service experienced difficulties making and receiving calls following a planned maintenance involving a configuration change to a server. The issue prevented customers whose phones used IP addresses instead of fully qualified domain names from registering with the network. To effectively debug this problem, operators needed to identify that the problem occurred only for customers of the specific service when certain types of phones were used with the misconfigured server. Identifying the combination of factors necessary to trigger the problem is challenging—motivating the need for automated diagnosis tools for localizing the source of chronics.

3.5 Summary

This chapter described the performance characteristics of Hadoop workloads, and investigated the prevalence of chronics in the context of two production systems namely: academic cloud-computing clusters running the Hadoop parallel processing framework
Table 3.8. Summary of Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Implications on diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workload characterization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Hadoop jobs exhibit multi-modal behavior, and large variance in job durations where short jobs are occasionally interspersed with long-running jobs. (<a href="#">Figure 3.5 and Table 3.3</a>)</td>
<td>Anomaly detection can be challenging due to the diverse job durations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Most Hadoop jobs exhibit low variance across Map and Reduce tasks. (<a href="#">Table 3.5</a>).</td>
<td>Peer-comparison is a feasible strategy for anomaly detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. High task variance could be due to legitimate issues (e.g., varying input), or due to performance problems (e.g., resource contention) (<a href="#">Table 3.5</a>).</td>
<td>Anomaly detection approach needs to factor out legitimate sources of variance when identifying anomalous tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevalence of chronics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Chronics are more prevalent than major outages in production systems (<a href="#">Section 3.3</a>).</td>
<td><em>Top-down statistical approach</em> needed to drill down from user-visible symptoms of problems to identify source of problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Chronics arise due to various fault scenarios ranging from single, independent faults to complex component interactions (<a href="#">Section 3.3</a>).</td>
<td>Diagnostic approach needs to distinguish between these fault scenarios.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Apache Software Foundation, 2007], and a Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) system at a major Internet Service Provider. We summarized the implications of our workload characterization on anomaly-detection and problem localization in Table 3.8.

First, the comprehensive analysis of Hadoop workloads showed that Hadoop jobs experience high-variance at a macro-level (*i.e.*, across jobs) due to diverse runtimes. These diverse job runtimes make the detection of performance problems challenging because we cannot rely on time-based service-level objectives (SLOs) used in multi-tier web applications [Cohen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2002; Aguilera et al., 2003] where there are well-accepted standards for defining slow web requests (e.g., 99% of requests should complete within 4 seconds). However, at the micro-level (*i.e.*, tasks within individual jobs), the majority of Hadoop jobs exhibit low-variance across Map and Reduce tasks. The low-variance within jobs suggests that peer-comparison is a feasible strategy for anomaly-detection. We also observed that some individual jobs experience high-variance in Map and Reduce du-
rations. The challenge is how to differentiate between legitimate sources of variance (e.g., tasks processing more data) from illegitimate sources of variance (e.g., resource contention). An anomaly-detection approach that relies on peer-comparison would need to factor out legitimate sources of variance when identifying anomalous tasks.

Both empirical and anecdotal evidence revealed that chronics more prevalent than major outages in production systems. The root-causes of the chronics ranged from software bugs to resource-contention. Not all of these problems would trigger alarms at the node-level. Therefore, to detect these problems we adopted top-down statistical approach that drills down from user-visible symptoms of problems to localize the source of the problem. We also observed that due to the scale and distributed nature of production systems, complex interactions between components can result in complex failure modes, such as 1) correlated failures where problems whose root-cause is a single node manifest at multiple nodes due to internode communication; 2) complex triggers where a combination of factors have to go wrong to trigger the problem; and 3) multiple independent failures. A diagnostic approach needs to distinguish between these failure modes.
It’s no longer enough to monitor the up-versus-down status of thousands of discreet elements—you need a top-down view to monitor the performance of your applications.

Chapter 4

White-box Analysis

Traditional approaches for diagnosis typically rely on a bottom-up approach [Yemini et al., 1996; Mahimkar et al., 2009; Oliner et al., 2010] that localizes problems by correlating low-level alarms (such as resource utilization indicators or network packet loss) across components in a production system. However, these alarm-correlation approaches fall short when diagnosing chronics because they fail to provide the necessary application-level visibility to detect chronics effectively. These tools are also prone to false positives, and tend to flood the operations team with alarms that do not correlate to end-user issues [ExtraHop.com, 2011]. Additionally, false negatives occur when the chronics are not be severe enough to trigger alarms—in these instances, the only indications of a problem are customer complaints which are often not specific and difficult to decipher.

We addressed the shortcomings in traditional alarm-correlation tools by adopting a top-down statistical approach that localizes the root-cause of chronics by drilling down from user-visible symptoms (i.e., slow or failed user interactions) to the source of the problem. The first step of our approach involves inferring end-to-end causal flows from the white-box logs available in the production system. These end-to-end flows capture the control path and data demands of application requests as they are serviced across components and machines in the production system. Existing frameworks for automatically generating end-to-end flows either rely on source-code instrumentation, or black-box monitoring of messages exchanged between components. [Barham et al., 2004; Thereska et al., 2006; Sigelman et al., 2010] used source-code instrumentation in the application and middleware layers to track requests. However, production systems often comprise of proprietary components that do not support source-code instrumentation. Black-box monitoring of
messages exchanged by components can be used to infer causal flows in proprietary components without relying on knowledge of node internals or message semantics [Aguilera et al., 2003]. But simply examining the black-box messages does not provide sufficient insight into the application-level behavior. [Attariyan et al., 2012] automatically generates request flows by instrumenting binaries as stand-alone applications execute—they do not support tracing across a distributed system.

We developed a log-analysis framework for use in production systems that infers end-to-end causal flows from the unmodified white-box (See Figure 4.1). The use of unmodified logs makes the framework better suited for production systems where we may not have the luxury of modifying existing instrumentation. The white-box logs provide our framework with semantic information on the runtime behavior of the application. The log-analysis framework infers the end-to-end causal flows by extracting control flows and data flows from the white-box logs. Control flows capture the sequence of events executed when servicing a user’s request, while data flows capture the transfer of data between components.

**Research questions**  The research questions that we asked when performing white-box analysis were:

- How do we extract local control-flow and data-flow information from the unmodified white-box logs?
• How do we infer dependencies with other components?
• How do we deal with missing dependency information in the logs?

Challenges. The challenges that we faced when performing white-box analysis were:

• **Diverse log formats.** Production systems comprise of different components, supplied by different vendors, each with different log formats—extracting meaningful information requires an understanding of these log formats.

• **Lack of global request identifiers.** The lack of global request identifiers that are propagated across the system complicates the inference of end-to-end flows. In VoIP systems, different components may use different formats to record key attributes (e.g., some components log whole phone numbers while others log partial phone numbers). While in Hadoop, the TaskTracker logs do not record the unique identifiers of the data blocks transferred from the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

• **Scale.** Production systems can consist of hundreds (or thousands) of components. Each component can generate a large volume of monitoring data depending on the number of attributes tracked and the number of requests processed.

Design Overview. We addressed these challenges by developing an extensible log-analysis framework for inferring end-to-end causal flows. The framework examines the unmodified white-box logs to **trace control-flow and data-flow execution in a distributed system**, and to **derive state-machine-like views of the system’s execution**. The framework extends SALSA’s state-machine abstraction [Tan et al., 2008] for log-analysis by supporting a configurable environment for describing log files and expressing rules for generating end-to-end flows. User-defined configuration files specify how to stitch together the end-to-end flows based on the sequence of states extracted from locally-generated component logs. Since log data is only as accurate as the programmer who implemented the logging points in the system, we can only infer the state-machines that execute within the target system. We cannot (from the logs), and do not, attempt to verify whether our derived state-machines faithfully capture the actual ones executing within the system. Instead, we leverage these derived state-machines to support different kinds of analyses namely: to detect anomalous flows (Chapter 5), to localize problems (Chapter 6), and to visualize the system’s execution (Chapter 9).
Figure 4.2. **Inferring end-to-end causal flows.** Our log-analysis framework infers end-to-end flows from locally-generated component logs based on approximate-matching of request and node IDs across components.

Figure 4.2 provides an overview of how we generate the end-to-end flows for a hypothetical request. Each component in the production system generates a log entry for each event processed. This log entry comprises of a timestamp, the type of event (e.g., Map or Reduce task in Hadoop, or service type in VoIP), the IP address the sending and receiving nodes, and the event duration and status. Each event typically has a unique identifier associated with it, e.g. a task ID in Hadoop or the sender’s and recipient’s phone numbers in VoIP. Some log entries track the unique identifier for the next event in the sequence. For example, Hadoop logs explicitly specify the association between individual Map and Reduce tasks. Our log-analysis framework uses these associations to infer the state-machines that execute in the system. To cater for the log entries that do not explicitly state the identifiers for the next event in the sequence, we rely on approximate-matching based on domain-specific knowledge about relationships between events. For example, correlating block reads with Map tasks that occurred during the same time interval, and that accessed the same source and destination hosts. Each log entry may also contain additional descriptive attributes, such as the volume of data read or written during each event.

Our log-analysis framework relies on domain-specific log-parsers that use regular expressions to extract attributes of interest from the logs. One limitation of these domain-specific
log parsers is their reliance on hard-coded regular expressions that vary based on the format of log messages. The parsers need to be manually updated if the underlying log format changes due to a software upgrade. Despite this limitation, we opted for this approach because we lacked visibility into the proprietary components in the production systems.

**Non-Goals.** We do not seek to validate or improve the accuracy or the completeness of the logs, nor to validate our derived state-machines against the actual ones of the target system. Rather, our focus has been on the analyses that we can perform on the logs in their existing form. In addition, the current implementation of our log-analysis framework does support online analysis.

**Assumptions.** We assume that the logs faithfully capture events and their causality in the system’s execution. For instance, if the log declares that event X happened before event Y, we assume that is indeed the case, as the system executes. We assume that the logs record each event’s timestamp with integrity, and as close in time (as possible) to when the event actually occurred in the sequence of the system’s execution. Again, we recognize that, in practice, the preemption of the system’s execution might cause a delay in the occurrence of an event X and the corresponding log message (and timestamp generation) for entry into the log. We do not expect the occurrence of an event and the recording of its timestamp/log-entry to be atomic. However, we do assume that clocks are loosely synchronized across hosts for correlating events across logs from different hosts.

This chapter presents SALSA’s state-machine abstraction, and describes the extensible log-analysis for inferring end-to-end flows from white-box logs. We illustrate our approach using Hadoop logs. The operations team at the VoIP system uses a similar approach to generate the end-to-end flows where call-flow patterns represent the state-machine abstraction, and approximate-matching on key attributes infers end-to-end flows (see Section 4.3).

### 4.1 State-Machine Abstraction for Log Analysis

SALSA [Tan et al., 2008] analyzes the production system’s logs to derive the control-flow on each node, the data-flow across nodes, and the state-machine execution of the system. When parsing the logs, SALSA also extracts key attributes (state durations, bytes read/written, etc.) of interest. SALSA does not require any modification of the hosted applications, middleware or operating system. To describe SALSA’s high-level operation, consider a dis-
tributed system with many producers, $P_1, P_2, \ldots$, and many consumers, $C_1, C_2, \ldots$. Many producers and consumers can be running on any host at any point in time. Consider one execution trace of two tasks, $P_1$ and $C_1$ on a host $X$ (and task $P_2$ on host $Y$) as captured by a sequence of time-stamped log entries at host $X$:

1. Begin Task $P_1$
2. Begin Task $C_1$
3. Task $P_1$ does some work
4. Task $C_1$ waits for data from $P_1$ and $P_2$
5. Task $P_1$ produces data
6. Task $C_1$ consumes data from $P_1$ on host $X$
7. Task $P_1$ ends
8. Task $C_1$ consumes data from $P_2$ on host $Y$
9. Task $C_1$ ends

From the log, it is clear that the executions (control-flows) of $P_1$ and $C_1$ interleave on host $X$. It is also clear that the log captures a data-flow for $C_1$ with $P_1$ and $P_2$.

SALSA interprets this log of events/activities as a sequence of states. For example, SALSA considers the period $[t_1, t_6]$ to represent the duration of state $P_1$ (where a state has well-defined entry and exit points corresponding to the start and the end, respectively, of task $P_1$). Other states that can be derived from this log include the state $C_1$, the data-consume state for $C_1$ (the period during which $C_1$ is consuming data from its producers, $P_1$ and $P_2$), etc. Based on these derived state-machines (in this case, one for $P_1$ and another for $C_1$), SALSA can derive interesting attributes, such as the durations of states.

SALSA can then compare these attributes and the sequences of states across hosts in the system. In addition, SALSA can extract data-flow models, e.g., the fact that $P_1$ depends on data from its local host, $X$, as well as a remote host, $Y$. We explain how to infer end-to-end flows using the state-machine abstraction in a Hadoop cluster.

### 4.1.1 Hadoop’s Logging Framework

Hadoop uses the Java-based log4j logging utility to capture logs of Hadoop’s execution on every host. log4j is a commonly used mechanism that allows developers to generate log entries by inserting statements into the code at various points of execution. By default, Hadoop’s log4j configuration generates a separate log for each of the daemons—the Job-
Hadoop source-code

```java
LOG.info("LaunchTaskAction (registerTask): " + t.getTaskID());
ClientTraceLog.info(String.format(MR_CLIENTTRACE_FORMAT,
    request.getLocalAddr() + ":" + request.getLocalPort(),
    request.getRemoteAddr() + ":" + request.getRemotePort(),
    totalRead, "MAPRED_SHUFFLE", mapId, reduceId, endTime-startTime));
```

⇓ TaskTracker log

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-10-12</td>
<td>00:01:54,050</td>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TaskTracker.clienttrace: 10.0.0.23:40060, 10.0.0.14:43094, 6256992, MAPRED_SHUFFLE, attempt_201106031747_9581_m_000109_0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3. **log4j-generated TaskTracker log entries.** Dependencies on task execution on local and remote hosts are captured by the TaskTracker log.

Tracker, NameNode, TaskTracker and DataNode. Each log is stored on the local file-system of the executing daemon (typically, 2 logs on each slave host and 2 logs on the master host).

Typically, logs (such as syslogs) record events in the system, as well as error messages and exceptions. Hadoop’s logging framework is somewhat different since it also checkpoints execution because it captures the execution status (e.g., what percentage of a Map or a Reduce has been completed so far) of all Hadoop jobs and tasks on every host. Hadoop’s default log4j configuration generates time-stamped log entries with a specific format. Figure 4.3 shows a snippet of a TaskTracker log, and Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show snippets of the DataNode logs.

### 4.1.2 Control Flows in Hadoop

Figure 4.7 illustrates how we infer end-to-end flows in Hadoop. Each TaskTracker log records events related to the TaskTracker’s execution of Map and Reduce tasks on its local host, as well as any dependencies between locally executing Reduces and Map outputs from other hosts. On the other hand, each DataNode log records events related to the reading or writing (by both local and remote Map and Reduce tasks) of HDFS data-blocks that are located on the local disk (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The dependencies between the HDFS
### Hadoop source-code

```java
ClientTraceLog.info(String.format(DN_CLIENTTRACE_FORMAT,
    receiver.inAddr, receiver.myAddr, block.getNumBytes(),
    "HDFS_WRITE", receiver.clientName,
    datanode.dnRegistration.getStorageID(), block, endTime - startTime));
```

### DataNode log

2011−10−12 00:00:06,358 INFO
org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode.clienttrace:
src: /10.0.0.44:52866, dest: /10.0.0.23:40010, bytes: 67108864,
op: HDFS_WRITE, cliID: DFSClient_attempt_201106031747_9581_r_000021_0,
srvID: DS−1453395396−10.0.0.23−40010−1267417661277,
blockid: blk_3458061035615104394_40996376

Figure 4.4. **log4j-generated DataNode log with task dependencies.** Local and remote data dependencies are captured. The log also captures dependencies between block IDs and task IDs through the cliID token.

### DataNode log

2009−02−24 06:04:07,771 INFO
org.apache.hadoop.dfs.DataNode: 10.251.103.32:50010
Starting thread to transfer block blk_1338452498666794354 to 10.251.162.80:50010

2009−02−24 06:04:07,829 INFO
org.apache.hadoop.dfs.DataNode: 10.251.103.32:50010:
Transmitted block blk_1338452498666794354 to /10.251.162.80:50010

Figure 4.5. **log4j-generated DataNode log without task dependencies.** Earlier versions of the Hadoop logs did not specify dependencies between block IDs and tasks IDs. Our framework infers these missing dependencies using approximate matching.

data blocks, and the Maps and Reduces are explicitly specified in the logs from Hadoop release 0.20.0 (Figure 4.4). Earlier versions of the DataNode logs did not record these dependencies (Figure 4.5). We infer dependencies by using exact matches on task IDs or block IDs specified in the Hadoop daemon logs. In the event of missing dependencies in the logs, we infer dependencies using approximate-matching by identifying events that occur within a given time window, and that share the same source and destination IP address.
4.1.3 Data-Flows in Hadoop

A data-flow dependency exists between two nodes when an activity on one node requires transferring data to/from another node. The DataNode daemon acts as a server—receiving blocks from clients that write to its disk, and sending blocks to clients that read from its disk. Thus, data-flow dependencies exist between each DataNode and each of its clients for each of the ReadBlock and WriteBlock states. We identify the data-flow dependencies on a per-DataNode basis by parsing the hostnames jointly with the log-messages in the DataNode log. Data exchanges occur to transfer outputs of completed Maps to their associated Reduces during the Shuffle phase. This dependency is captured, along with the hostnames of the source and destination hosts involved in the Map-output transfer. Tasks also act as clients of the DataNode in reading Map inputs and writing Reduce outputs to HDFS.

4.2 Extensible Log-analysis Framework

We implemented an extensible log-analysis framework for inferring end-to-end causal flows from the Hadoop logs based on the state-machine abstraction described in Section 4.1. This framework comprises of domain-specific log-parsers and configuration files, and a domain-agnostic inference engine that generates the end-to-end causal flows. The infer-
Domain-specific parsers transform the unstructured white-box logs into structured comma-delimited files.

(a) Snippet of the Hadoop logs showing tokens extracted during a shuffle task.

(b) Snippet of CSV file generated by log parsers, and the corresponding JSON record descriptor.

Figure 4.7. Extracting attributes of interest from Hadoop logs. The extraction of attributes is domain-specific and depends on the format of the log.

ence engine stores the data generated in the MongoDB NoSQL database [Plugge et al., 2010]. NoSQL databases are key-value stores that can provide higher scalability and availability than traditional relational databases.

**Domain-specific Log-parsers.** The domain-specific elements of the log-analysis framework include: 1) log-parsers that extract states of interest from the white-box logs; and 2) configuration files that describe the extracted states, and specify the sequence of expected states for each end-to-end flow. In Hadoop, the log-parsers process the logs generated by the TaskTracker and DataNode daemons on the slave nodes, and the JobTracker and NameNode daemons on the master nodes. Data extracted from the master nodes is merged with data from the slave nodes to provide additional context on the Map, Shuffle, and Reduce states in the TaskTracker, and the ReadBlock and WriteBlock states in the DataNode.
For example, the JobTracker, which schedules jobs and tasks on the cluster, records whether a Map task is accessing data from a local or a remote DataNode—the inference engine exploits this information to infer a causal relationship between Map tasks and data blocks in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

Figure 4.7(a) shows the attributes extracted by the log-parsers for a Shuffle task. Each log-parser outputs a CSV (comma-separated-values) file where each record, i.e., line, in the file consists of fields that describe the state, e.g., Shuffles. The first line in the file is the header listing the names of the fields. Each CSV file has a corresponding record descriptor written in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation); JSON [Crockford, 2006] is a text-based open standard designed for human-readable data interchange. The record descriptor maps the header field-names in the CSV file to the key attribute-names in the NoSQL database, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). The record descriptor also describes the data types for each field.

Flow Inference Engine. Figure 4.8 illustrates the domain-agnostic inference engine for generating the end-to-end causal flows. The inference engine consists of a set of data collectors which read the CSV files generated for each component by the domain-specific log-parsers, and stores the attributes of interest in the NoSQL key-value store. The naming conventions and data formats for attributes in the key-value store are governed by the JSON record-descriptor. A separate JSON file describes the schema of each end-to-end flow by
listing the sequence of states that make up each flow. The flow schema specifies the join keys needed to match adjacent states. For example, generating a Shuffle flow based on the Map and corresponding Reduce identifiers stored in the shuffle record in the NoSQL database. If a record in the database does not explicitly specify the unique identifier for the next state in the flow, we rely on approximate-matching to infer the dependency. For example, in Hadoop, the flow schema indicates that the ReadBlock state and the Map state are causally-related. However, the DataNode logs do not track the mapping between Block IDs and Map IDs in earlier versions of Hadoop. Therefore, the inference engine infers dependencies between states using time-based correlation, e.g., by correlating ReadBlocks with Maps that occur during the same time interval, and that access the same source and destination hosts. The inference engine consists of about 3,000 lines of Python code. This implementation of the inference engine, running on a single node, takes about 2-hours to synthesize end-to-end traces from 18GB of raw log data. The performance of the inference engine could be improved by distributing the MongoDB database on multiple nodes.

The inference engine is also responsible for outputting the flows generated into the standard text format supported by our problem localization tool (described in Chapter 6). This output format is shared by both the Hadoop and VoIP systems. Each line of the file represents an end-to-end flow with its associated attributes. The problem localization tool does not require preservation of the ordering between states in an end-to-end flow—rather, it treats the attributes for each flow as a bag of words. Each attribute in the file has a prefix which indicates the category to which it belongs. For example, the category code +01 indicates a status code, such as SUCCESS. The prefix can also include the hostname when attributes are associated with a given node, e.g., +06:node40 attemptm768 indicates a map whose unique identifier is attemptm768 was executed on node40. Figure 4.9 shows examples of the end-to-end flows generated by the log-analysis framework, along with a snippet of the text files used during problem localization. Our framework can generate flows that capture all the dependencies from the block read during the Map to the block writes during the Reduce as described in [Tan et al., 2009]. However, we opted to generate shorter sub-flows comprising of the Map, Shuffle, and Reduce flows because the cross-product that occurs during the Shuffle can result in very large flows. For example, we observed Hadoop jobs with 140,000 maps and 200 reduces yielding a cross-product of 28 million dependencies during the shuffle.
Each flow (and its associated attributes) is represented as a line in the file

```
|flow1|1364868136|node23~blk_89890 +03:BlockRead +06:node40~attempt_m_768 +03:Map
|flow2|1364868143|node40~attempt_m_768 +03:Map +06:node15~attempt_r_54 +03:Reduce
|flow3|1364868145|node15~attempt_r_54 +03:Reduce +06:node15~blk_5635 ...
```

Figure 4.9. Examples of end-to-end Hadoop flows generated by log-analysis framework. The framework generates Map, Shuffle, and Reduce flows, and outputs a text file listing the flows and their associated attributes.

### 4.3 End-to-end Flows in VoIP

The operations team at the large ISP uses a similar approach to generate the end-to-end flows for the VoIP system. The call-flow patterns represent the state-machine abstraction, while approximate-matching on key attributes helps construct the end-to-end flows. These end-to-end flows represent user-level events (i.e., phone calls). The operations team uses these flows for network quality accounting, and defect analysis. In the VoIP network, each network element locally records information about each call that passes through it in the call detail record (CDR) logs (see Figure 4.10). These white-box logs often contain hundreds of attributes that specify details of the call such as the caller and callee information as shown in Table 4.1. The structure and semantics of these records are vendor-specific, and require domain-specific log-parsers to extract attributes of interest. The logs tend to be large—the average size of the raw CDR logs is 30GB/day. Even after significant consolidation to eliminate irrelevant data fields, the average size is 2.4GB/day, and each log contains between 5000–10000 unique call attributes pertinent to diagnosis, i.e., attributes that appear in defective calls. In addition to CDR logs, each network element generates black-box logs at 5-15 minute intervals which store OS performance counters.

The operations team consolidates data extracted from the raw CDRs and constructs a
Each node logs call outcomes locally in Call Detail Record (CDR).

Domain-specific knowledge used to extract attributes of interest.

Infer dependency using exact key match on phone no.

Approximate match on partial phone no. and time.

1. Each node logs call outcomes locally in Call Detail Record (CDR).
2. Domain-specific knowledge used to extract attributes of interest.
3. Infer dependency using exact key match on phone no.
4. Approximate match on partial phone no. and time.

Figure 4.10. Fix caption: Derived Control-Flow for Hadoop’s execution.

Table 4.1. A Generic Call Detail Record (CDR) in the VoIP system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timestamps</td>
<td>Call start and end times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Type of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caller/callee info</td>
<td>Phone number and IP address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Element</td>
<td>Name of network element, e.g., gateway X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error code</td>
<td>Problem encountered, e.g., server timeout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A master record that represents the consolidated end-to-end flows. Each raw CDR contains common keys such as timestamps, phone numbers, and IP addresses that can be used to infer the end-to-end flows for each phone call. However, the matches need not be exact, and domain-specific matching rules can be used. For example, some vendor log partial phone numbers. To cater for these instances, we infer dependencies by approximate-matches on the partial phone numbers within a small window of time.

We post-process the end-to-end flows generated by the operations team to incorporate synthetic attributes that increase the scope of problems diagnosed as described below:

- Wild-card attributes. We use wild-cards to create synthetic attributes that can detect problems that affect all the servers in a high-availability cluster. For example, the synthetic attribute, $svr * loc1$, would represent the high-availability servers at $location1$, comprising of the primary server, $svr1loc1$, and the standby server, $svr2loc1$. 
• **Ingress and egress fields.** The call detail records contain ingress and egress fields that identify the preceding and the next network element in the call path. By extracting the hostnames from these fields, we can detect problems due to timeouts where the call detail record of the faulty network element is missing.

• **Attribute categories.** We categorize attributes in the call detail records into defect codes, network elements, telephone numbers, and VoIP services. Operators can use these categories to filter diagnostic output.

The end-to-end flows for the VoIP system serve as input to our problem localization tool described in Chapter 6. The log-format for the VoIP end-to-end traces is the same as the Hadoop traces shown in Figure 4.9.

### 4.4 Summary

This section described our extensible log-analysis framework that infers end-to-end causal flows using the unmodified white-box logs available in production systems. These end-to-end causal flows capture the control path and data demands of application requests as they are serviced across components and machines in the production system. Each end-to-end flow embodies a user’s interaction with the system through Map and Reduce flows in Hadoop, and phone calls in VoIP. The log-analysis framework comprises of domain-specific log-parsers and configuration files, and a domain-agnostic inference engine that generates the end-to-end causal flows. The inference engine generates end-to-end flows...
by coupling SALSA’s state-machine abstraction [Tan et al., 2008] with configuration files that specify the sequence of expected states for each flow. When the application logs do not explicitly record the identifiers for the next state in the sequence, our framework relies on approximate matching based on domain-specific knowledge about relationships between states and time-based correlations.

We applied our framework to generate end-to-end flows in Hadoop. These end-to-end flows are useful for a variety of purposes, such as anomaly detection (Chapter 5), problem localization (Chapter 6), and visualization (Chapter 9). A limitation of our log-analysis approach is that the end-to-end flows might not be accurate since state-machines are inferred purely from the log data. Our framework has no way of verifying what the system is actually doing. Thus, the inferences are undoubtedly affected by the quality of the log data. Another limitation of using the unmodified logs is that the log-parsers might need to be upgraded for every new version of the production system, if system’s log messages or its logging points are modified by the developers.
Chapter 5

Anomaly Detection

Major outages cause considerable disruptions to service delivery in production systems. These disruptions can be quickly detected by alarms in the service provider’s network, or by violations of the service-level objectives (SLOs) which guarantee high-throughput or low-latency. Chronics, on the other hand, are more elusive for the operations team to detect because they may not be severe enough to trigger low-level alarms within the service provider’s network. Chronics may manifest to the end-user as performance degradations, error messages, or incorrect results. To effectively detect chronics, the service provider needs to monitor the end-user’s experience with the service. Figure 5.1 provides an overview of how we detect anomalies in the end-to-end flows, described in Chapter 4. Anomaly-detection determines whether an end-user is experiencing problems with the system, and labels each flow as successful or failed.

Research questions. The research questions that we asked during anomaly detection are:

• How do we detect performance problems in the absence of labeled data?
• How do we distinguish between performance differences due to legitimate application-behavior from differences due to performance problems?

Design overview. We detect anomalous end-to-end flows using a two-pronged approach. Some user-visible problems manifest as errors such as timeouts. While the user is aware that there is a problem, the operations team may not be made aware of the problem unless it perturbs a significant number of requests, or the customer complains. We detect these problems by extracting error codes from failed flows, or by applying domain-specific heuristics. VoIP systems have well-established heuristics for detecting anomalous
Figure 5.1. Overview of anomaly detection. Anomaly detection identifies user-visible errors and performance degradations in end-to-end flows.

user interactions. For example, a user redialing the same number immediately after disconnection, zero talk time, or server reported error code can be used to indicate a problem in the VoIP system. In Hadoop, uncaught task exceptions serve as indicators of problems. Similar heuristics can also be applied to Internet Services, e.g., a user repeatedly refreshing a web page might indicate issues with the website.

On the other hand, performance problems are harder to detect because there is no outright error other than the user’s frustration with the progress of their request. We exploit the notion of peers to detect performance problems. Peers are system behaviors that can be considered equivalent under normal conditions, e.g., tasks within the same job exhibit similar performance. Any significant deviation from the peers is regarded anomalous. Peer-comparison assumes that the majority of the system is working correctly—a reasonable assumption when targeting chronics. Peer-comparison is an attractive option for anomaly-detection because: 1) it does not rely heavily on domain experts to model system behavior; 2) it is relatively robust to workload changes as peers execute similar workloads in a given period of time; and 3) operators do not need to explicitly demarcate non-problem and problem time-periods which might be difficult to identify when problems persist for long periods of time. However, for peer-comparison to be practical for anomaly detection, it needs to distinguish legitimate sources of variance, such as I/O differences, from variance induced by problems. This chapter describes our peer-comparison approach.
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Figure 5.2. Strategies for anomaly-detection. Anomaly detection uses heuristics and peer-comparison to identify user-visible problems in end-to-end flows.

5.1 Peer-comparison for Anomaly Detection

Peer-groups in production systems comprise of sets of machines, components or tasks that perform similar work in a given time-interval. These peer-groupings can arise due to the need for fault-tolerance, load-balancing, or parallel-processing. A peer-comparison approach detects anomalies based on the notion that peers exhibit similar behavior under fault-free conditions, and diverge when a problem occurs.

Challenges. The two main challenges faced when implementing a peer-comparison approach are: 1) how to identify peers; and 2) how to factor out legitimate sources of variance. Researchers have typically addressed these challenges by using two strategies namely: 1) segmentation where they use domain-specific knowledge or clustering to identify groups with similar behavior, i.e., peers; and 2) regression or normalization where they learn inter-relationships between explanatory variables to factor out sources of variability amongst peers. We describe these strategies in detail below:

- Identifying peers through segmentation. Some peer-comparison approaches rely on domain-specific knowledge to identify peers. [Kavulya et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a; Kasick et al., 2010] exploited knowledge about the structure of parallel distributed systems to identify peers and pinpoint anomalous nodes. [Barham et al., 2004; Sambasivan et al., 2011] automatically identify peers by clustering requests, while [Thereska et al., 2010] uses nearest-neighbor searches to automatically find peers with similar configurations. These clustering techniques are better suited for handling static attributes such as CPU type rather than dynamic attributes such as CPU and memory usage which vary over time.
workload that hogs a resource), bugs within Hadoop (e.g., a memory leak), or data-dependent issues.

Scope of paper. We currently attempt to distinguish between, or even to determine, the possible root-causes of the performance problem. However, we only analyze the traces of Hadoop jobs of other M45 users. We have identified as those that (for some reason) exhibit different behavior from the majority of nodes. Finer-grained root-cause diagnosis is possible with online data-collection, although our offline algorithms can also be run online. We restrict our diagnosis to performance problems only at slave nodes and not at the master node. Our research demonstrated that despite operating on different data, when Hadoop detects a performance problem, the performance of a slow task and should exhibit similar behavior, in terms of various metrics, e.g., CPU usage, network traffic, 

We observed that, in the absence of performance problems, the slave nodes in a MapReduce cluster tend to exhibit similar activity on every node. The majority of the Hadoop slave node infrastructure and Hadoop jobs) is the dominant source of variance, in terms of various metrics, e.g., CPU usage, network traffic, etc. When we inject a fault into the slave node in the cluster, the target MapReduce system (i.e., the Hadoop HOD) to provision virtual Hadoop clusters over a large physical cluster. We obtained the Hadoop logs for 12854 jobs in the Yahoo! M45 production system, to support our research demonstration that a peer-comparison approach was less susceptible to false positives due to workload fluctuations than an approach that relied on historical data to identify abrupt changes in metrics on individual nodes. Next, we applied our peer-comparison approach to parallel-processing systems such as MapReduce clusters [Tan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a; Tan et al., 2010a]. We developed algorithms that compared the distribution of black-box and white-box metrics across the different nodes of a MapReduce cluster, and indicted the culprit-node by iden-

- **Coping with variance.** High-variance complicates the task of setting thresholds for detecting problems [Sambasivan and Ganger, 2012a]. Regression can be used to reduce some sources of variance such as load variations and application differences [Kelly, 2005; Cherkasova et al., 2008; Stewart et al., 2007]. Instance-based learning approaches [Smith, 2007; Kapadia et al., 1999; Kavulya et al., 2010] combine clustering to identify sets of similar jobs in the recent past, and regression to predict the completion time based on the set of similar jobs. Instance-based approaches flag jobs as anomalous if they exhibit high residuals.

### 5.1.1 Background

Our initial exploration of the feasibility of peer-comparison for problem diagnosis began when we were investigating the effect of different group communication protocols on problem diagnosis in replicated systems [Kavulya et al., 2008]. Our research demonstrated that a peer-comparison approach was less susceptible to false positives due to workload fluctuations than an approach that relied on historical data to identify abrupt changes in metrics on individual nodes. Next, we applied our peer-comparison approach to parallel-processing systems such as MapReduce clusters [Tan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a; Tan et al., 2010a]. We developed algorithms that compared the distribution of black-box and white-box metrics across the different nodes of a MapReduce cluster, and indicted the culprit-node by iden-
tifying odd-man-out behavior. We observed that in the absence of a performance problem, the slave nodes in a Hadoop cluster tended to exhibit similar behavior, as measured in any number of ways, e.g., CPU usage, network traffic, and task durations. This peer-similarity arose because the JobTracker tried to distribute workload in the cluster as evenly as possible. However, when we injected a performance problem (or when we observed some problems in the field), we observed further that the slave node on which the problem originated (the culprit node) deviated significantly from the other slave nodes in its behavior, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. These earlier implementations of our peer-comparison algorithms assumed that the hardware on the cluster was homogeneous, and that the workload was evenly distributed across all the slave nodes. We also assumed that performance problems arose due to a single, independent fault.

5.1.2 Peer-comparison of End-to-end Flows

We developed a practical peer-comparison approach for detecting anomalous behavior in production systems. Our peer-comparison approach was inspired by the concept of Rika—a Swahili word for people in the same age-group, and is a core-concept in Kenyan culture as peers undergo rites of passage like initiation and marriage at similar times. Our peer-comparison approach defines peers as tasks belonging to the same job, and detects performance degradations in the end-to-end Hadoop flows by searching for flows whose performance profiles differ significantly from their peers. The approach combines domain-specific knowledge about the structure of Hadoop jobs to identify peers, with stepwise-regression to automatically factor out variance due to application-level differences such as differences in input sizes.

Assumptions. We relax the assumption of a homogeneous workload in [Tan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2009a; Tan et al., 2010a], and cater for variance due to application-level differences. We also relax the single, independent fault assumption—coping with more complex failure modes like multiple, independent faults when coupled with our problem-localization approach. We can cope with heterogeneous hardware in a cluster if the hardware type of each component is specified as a categorical attribute—the inclusion of hardware type allows us to form homogeneous sub-clusters by grouping data based on hardware type. Studies have shown that even homogeneous systems, e.g., disks of identical make and model [Krevat et al., 2011], experience variations in performance. We treat any
large variations in hardware performance in homogeneous systems as anomalies. We also assume that the majority of the system is working correctly most of the time, and that clocks are loosely synchronized across all nodes to facilitate log correlation.

5.1.3 Identifying Peers using Domain-specific Knowledge

Peers can be compared across different dimensions. We identify peer-comparable properties in production systems based on the concept of age-sets (or Rika) in African culture. Belonging to an age-set implies temporal, spatial, phase, and contextual similarities between members of the age-set. Temporal similarity arises because age-sets comprise of people born around the same time. Spatial similarity arises because members of the same-group typically reside within the same geographical region. Members of an age-set also pass through a series of age-related statuses together imposing a phase similarity between members. For example, among the Maasai people of East Africa, young men undergo an initiation ceremony which marks their transition from childhood to junior warriors. After several years, they participate in another ceremony to transition to senior warriors. Lastly, the structure of the age-set and the series of age-related transitions are dictated by context, e.g., tribe and gender.

The concepts of temporal, spatial, phase, and contextual similarity can also be applied to identifying peers in a distributed systems like Hadoop. Temporal similarities occur between events in the same time window, for example, distributed systems often have daily variations in behavior with peak load during the day and non-peak load at night. Spatial similarities can arise due to load-balancing of workloads across similar nodes. Phase similarities relate to the path that causal flows take through the system. For example, the Map, Shuffle, and Reduce phases in MapReduce jobs, or the distinct paths taken by calls involved in a teleconference when compared to call-waiting. Contextual similarities arise due to shared
Table 5.2. Application-level attributes that influence task durations in Hadoop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application-level Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job ID, Job name, User name</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Type (Map, Shuffle, Reduce)</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task status (Success, Failed, Incomplete)</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostname</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-locality (Data-local, Rack-local, Non-local)</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp, Duration</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task input/output records</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combiner input/output records</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS bytes read/written</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local bytes read/written</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records spilled to disk</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle bytes read</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce input groups</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

application or hardware characteristics such as tasks belonging to the same job or user, or tasks running on the same hardware platform.

We rely on domain-specific knowledge to identify peers. The analysis of performance characteristics in Hadoop job in Chapter 3 showed us that the majority of Hadoop jobs exhibited low-variance across Map and Reduce tasks—suggesting that peer-comparison of tasks belonging to the same job is a feasible strategy for anomaly-detection. Table 5.1 describes peer-comparable properties and provides examples of their use in Hadoop. Although we focus on Hadoop, these peer-comparable properties can be applied to other systems.

5.1.4 Coping with Variance using Linear Regression

In Chapter 3, we also observed that some Hadoop jobs experience high-variance in Map and Reduce durations. The challenge is how to differentiate between legitimate sources of variance (e.g., tasks processing more data) from illegitimate sources of variance (e.g., resource contention). Table 5.2 lists the application-level attributes extracted from the Hadoop logs which influence task durations. These attributes are either categorical or continuous in type. Categorical attributes take on a limited number of possible values such as data-
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Figure 5.4. Example of variance in the durations of tasks in a Hadoop job. The task durations in this job are primarily influenced by the amount of data read from HDFS, and the amount of bytes written to local disk. The task durations also exhibit unexplained variance that might be due to a problem on the cluster.

locality which indicates whether a task reads data from a local disk, a shared rack, or a remote node of a different rack (i.e., non-local). While continuous attributes, such as the number of local bytes read from disk, are numeric variables that can have an infinite number of values within a certain range. Figure 5.4 provides an example of a Hadoop job whose task durations were primarily influenced by the amount of data read from HDFS, and written to the local file-system. The job also exhibits unexplained variance that might be due to a problem on the cluster. We describe how to localize these problems in Chapter 6.

Linear-Regression Approach

Our anomaly-detection approach uses stepwise linear-regression to automatically identify the application-level features that influence the durations of end-to-end flows, and to detect anomalous flows. In Hadoop, these flows are the Map, Shuffle and Reduce tasks belonging to the same job. Each type of task represents a peer-group. The linear-regression model predicts expected task durations using a multi-variate linear function of the features (or covariates) listed in Table 5.2. Equation 5.1 expresses the multi-variate linear function where $y$ is the response variable, $x_1, x_2, ..., x_p$ are the covariates or independent variables, $\beta_1, \beta_2, ..., \beta_p$ are the regression coefficients, and $\varepsilon$ is the error term or residual.
We measured the goodness of fit of our linear models using the adjusted coefficient of determination, $R^2$, which explains the percentage of variation that can be explained by the variables in our model. The adjusted $R^2$ adjusts for the number of parameters in the linear model and ranges from 0 to 1. A value of 1 indicates that the model perfectly explains the observed data. If we were unable to compute the adjusted $R^2$ value due to non-linear relationships in the data, we detected outliers using the median absolute deviation (MAD). MAD is a robust measure of the variability in quantitative data. The median absolute deviation for a univariate dataset, $X_1, X_2, X_3, ... X_n$, is the median of the absolute deviations from the data’s median expressed as: $MAD = \text{median}_i(|X_i - \text{median}_j(X_j)|)$. The threshold value is calculated as a constant, $K \times MAD$.

We automatically identified the relevant features that influence task performance using stepwise-regression. Stepwise-regression sequentially adds and drops features in the linear model, and attempts to return the smallest linear model that minimizes the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC is a measure of the tradeoffs between the precision and complexity of statistical models. We observed that some input features were linearly dependent, i.e., collinear, in certain jobs. For example, some jobs exhibited a strong correla-
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1. Anomaly detection labels each flow as successful or failed

Successful Map flow

Failed Reduce flow

Each labeled flow (and its associated attributes) is represented as a line in the file

Figure 5.6. Labeled end-to-end flows generated by anomaly detection.

...tion between the number of bytes read from HDFS and the number of map input records. Linear regression in the presence of collinearity leads to unstable estimates, e.g., negative or very large estimates for the task durations. We detected collinearity by calculating the variance inflation factor [Stewart, 1987] and sequentially dropping collinear variables. The variance inflation factor, \( \frac{1}{1-R^2} \), is derived from the coefficient of determination, \( R^2 \), which is computed by performing a linear regression analysis of each independent variable using the remaining independent variables. Collinearity exists if the variance inflation factor exceeds 10. We used the median absolute deviation to flag tasks whose residuals exceeded the threshold, \((K \times MAD)\), as anomalous. Figure 5.5 provides an example of how we detect anomalous Map tasks in a Hadoop job using linear-regression. The outputs of anomaly detection are the labeled end-to-end flows illustrated in Figure 5.6.

5.2 Summary

This chapter presents our two-pronged approach for detecting chronics end-to-end flows in production systems. The approach relies on domain-specific heuristics and a peer-comparison approach to detect anomalies by identifying end-to-end flows whose behav-
behavioral profiles differ significantly from their peers. The two main challenges faced when performing peer-comparison are: 1) how to identify peers; and 2) how to cope with legitimate source of variance due to application-level and load differences. Our anomaly-detection approach addresses these challenges by using domain-specific knowledge to manually identify peer-groups, and by using stepwise-regression to automatically factor out variance induced by application-level differences. We use the linear-regression models to identify end-to-end flows which exhibit high-residuals—implying that the performance profile of these flows deviates significantly from the peer-group. We describe how to apply our approach in parallel-processing frameworks such as Hadoop. For the VoIP system, we relied primarily on heuristics to identify anomalous calls. The use of heuristics was feasible because the telecommunications industry has well-established rules for detecting failed calls.
Chapter 6

Problem Localization

CHRONIC problems can occur due to a variety of different underlying problems at the service provider’s network or at the customer site, e.g., resource contention, misconfigurations, failed software upgrades, and hardware issues. Localizing the root-cause of the chronics detected using the end-to-end flows is challenging because a single fault can produce multiple symptoms in different parts of a system; conversely, different faults can produce the same symptom, e.g., a generic timeout error could be due to network congestion or a hang in a server process. Due to the scale of production systems, there are often multiple ongoing problems—some of which may be triggered by an unexpected combination of corner-cases. Surprisingly, we have observed that even simple problems, like running out of disk space, can confuse users (especially novices) because the system generates spurious error messages that overwhelm the user. Sifting through these cryptic symptoms requires automated problem-localization tools that disambiguate between chronics caused by a single independent fault, by multiple independent faults, or by a combination of interacting factors.

Research questions. The research questions that we asked during problem localization were:

• How do we identify problems due to a combination of factors?
• How do we distinguish between the causes of multiple ongoing problems?
• How do we determine the resource-usage metric (e.g., CPU and memory) associated with the problem?
• How do we handle noise due to flawed anomaly detection?
Design overview. Our problem-localization tool performs statistical diagnosis of chronics on large systems by combining data logs from different sources, and by diagnosing multiple ongoing problems—each identified by complex signatures across multiple dimensions. The tool handles both discrete data extracted from the end-to-end flows described in Chapters 4 and 5, and real-valued OS performance counters stored in the black-box logs as shown in Figure 6.1. To enable discovery of problems that have never been seen before, or those that have persisted in the background for a long time, our tool does not rely on historical data. We minimize false positives by using a top-down approach that relies on a scalable Bayesian distribution learner and an information-theoretic measure of divergence (Kullback-Leibler divergence) [Kullback and Leibler, 1951] to identify sets of problem signatures that together explain the differences between the failed and successful user interactions. Our statistical algorithm is also robust to occasional mislabeling in the end-to-end flows by ranking identified problems based on the number of flows affected—any spurious attributes introduced by noise receive lower ranks.

Our problem-localization tool is scalable and domain-agnostic—requiring only changes to some well-isolated data parsers to be adapted to other applications. It is currently in production use by the operations team of a major US-based provider’s VoIP platform that handles tens of millions calls per day. The tool has also been used to localize problems in a production Hadoop cluster. Problem-localization proceeds in three steps. First, we com-
pute an anomaly score for each attribute using a standard information-theoretic metric that represents the difference between the success and failure attribute occurrence probability distributions (Section 6.1). Second, we use a scalable ranking function to identify groups of attributes that best discriminate between the success and failure labels (Section 6.2). Third, we examine the black-box logs of any network elements indicted during the second step, and apply a similar ranking function to identify anomalous black-box metrics, such as high CPU or memory usage (Section 6.4). We describe each step of the approach in more detail below.

6.1 Scalable Anomaly Score Computation

Figure 6.2 shows a log snippet that represents the end-to-end flows generated using the white-box logs. Each end-to-end flow, i.e., phone call in VoIP or task in Hadoop, is labeled as successful or failed based on the anomaly-detection results. Each line in the log represents an end-to-flow, and stores an unordered list of attributes associated with each flow. These attributes include phone numbers or task identifiers, timestamps, duration, hostnames and IP addresses of components used to process each flow, and any error and success codes generated by these components. Our tool transforms these logs into a truth table representation where the rows represent the end-to-end flows, and the columns represent the attributes. The end result is a sparse table that can support 10s of thousands of attributes and 10s of millions of flows.

We then identify the group of attributes that are the most highly indicative of failures by ranking the attributes using a scoring function that quantifies the ability of the group to discriminate between successful and failed user-interactions. To do so, we use an iterative Bayesian approach to learn a simple Bernoulli (i.e., “coin toss”) model of successes and failures. The idea is to model an attribute \( a \) as occurring in an end-to-end flow with a fixed, but unknown probability \( p_a \) which depends on multiple factors such as routing paths and load distribution. This attribute occurrence probability is \( p^f_a \) for failed flows, and \( p^s_a \) for successful flows. The model estimates these unknown probabilities using attribute counts computed from the end-to-end traces. However, rather than learning a single value, we can estimate the entire probability distribution of these unknown attribute occurrence probabilities, i.e., \( F^f_a(x) = P[p^f_a \leq x] \), and \( F^s_a(x) = P[p^s_a \leq x] \). We start with an initial estimate for
Represent call attributes as truth table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node23</th>
<th>Node40</th>
<th>Node15</th>
<th>attempt_m_768</th>
<th>attempt_r_54</th>
<th>blk_89890</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model success and failure distribution of each attribute

\[ P(\text{Success}|\text{Node15} = \text{True}) \]

\[ P(\text{Failure}|\text{Node15} = \text{True}) \]

Anomaly score = Divergence between distributions

![Figure 6.2. Computing anomaly score for individual attributes.](image)

We first extract attributes from the labeled end-to-end traces and represent them as truth table. Next, we compute an anomaly score as the distance between the successful and failed distribution for each attribute.

\( F_s^a \) and \( F_f^a \), and Bayes rule is used to update this estimate as each new flow in the dataset is processed, depending on whether it is a successful and failed flow, and whether it contains the attribute \( a \) or not. For example, in Figure 6.2, we estimate the conditional probability distribution that a flow succeeds or fails given that \( \text{Node15} = \text{True} \). The x-axis represents our estimate of the probability, while the y-axis represents our degree of belief that this estimate is true. The degree of belief can be any number greater than zero that results in the area under the curve adding up to one; a broader curve represents more uncertainty in our estimates of the underlying distribution, while a narrower curve indicates greater confidence. Once these distributions are learned, the score is simply the Kullback–Leibler divergence [Kullback and Leibler, 1951], a standard information theoretic metric of the “difference” between two distributions, computed between these success and failure attribute occurrence probability distributions.

We can compute the score for large numbers of attribute groups and over large volumes of flows efficiently because the KL divergence can be reduced to a closed form equation due to two textbook results. The first result is that Beta distributions are conjugate priors for Bernoulli models, i.e., if a Beta distribution \( \text{Beta}(x, y) \) is used as an initial estimate for
distribution $F_a^f$ (or $F_a^s$), and the forward probability $P[a \text{ appears in a failed flow}|F_a^f]$ (and similarly for successful flows) is given by a Bernoulli distribution, then the new estimate for $F_a^f$ after applying Bayes rule is also a Beta distribution $Beta(x + a, y + b)$, where $a$ and $b$ are the number of flows with and without attribute $a$, respectively. The second result is that the KL divergence between two Beta distributed random variables, $X \sim Beta(a, b)$ and $Y \sim Beta(c, d)$ is given by the Equation

$$KL(Y||X) = \ln \frac{B(a, b)}{B(c, d)} - (a - c)\psi(c) - (b - d)\psi(d) + (a - c + b - d)\psi(c + d)$$

(6.1)

where $B$ is the Beta function and $\psi$ is the digamma function. Therefore, if one starts with the initial assumption that the failure and successful flow attribute occurrence probabilities $p_f$ and $p_s$ are uniformly distributed (which is a special case of the Beta distribution), then setting $a/b = 1+\#\text{successful flows with/without attribute } a$, and $c/d = 1+\#\text{failed flows with/without attribute } a$ yields the desired score, i.e., $KL(Y||X) = KL(P[\text{Failure}|attribute a]||P[\text{Success}|attribute a])$ in Equation 6.1. A similar observation is used to compute KL divergences between two Bernoulli models in [Liu et al., 2006].

Figure 6.2 shows how the scoring works in terms of the density functions for the success and failure attribute occurrence probability distributions. Intuitively, it scores higher those attribute groups that are more likely to occur in failed flows than in successful flows, but it does so while taking into account the volume of data observed. This allows us to increase confidence as we observe more flows. For example, the score is higher after observing an attribute in 50 out of 100 failed flows as compared to observing it in 1 out of 2 failed flows, even though both scenarios have the same underlying probability $p_f$ of 0.5.
Illustrative Example. We illustrate the computation of the anomaly score using a simulated example. Suppose a configuration change in nodeR caused some flows that passed through it to fail. Assume that the number of failed flows that passed through nodeR is 3000, while the number of successful flows is 25000. Due to other problems that might exist in the system, the total number of failed and successful flows is 5000 and 1000000 respectively. To compute the anomaly score \( KL(P|\text{Failure}|\text{nodeR})||P|\text{Success}|\text{nodeR}) \), we calculate the attribute counts as shown in Equation 6.2:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a &= 1 + 25000 \quad (a = 1 + \text{successful flows with attribute}) \\
    b &= 1 + (1000000 - 25000) \quad (b = 1 + \text{successful flows without attribute}) \\
    c &= 1 + 3000 \quad (c = 1 + \text{failed flows with attribute}) \\
    d &= 1 + (5000 - 3000) \quad (d = 1 + \text{failed flows without attribute}) \\
    KL(P|\text{Failure}|\text{nodeR})||P|\text{Success}|\text{nodeR}) &= 789295
\end{align*}
\]

(6.2)

6.2 Attribute Group Generation

Chronics can arise due to complex triggers involving a combination of factors such as conflicting software versions on different network elements. These complex conditions are represented as conjunctions of groups of attributes, e.g., \text{Node15} and \text{ReduceTask} and \text{attempt54}. Our tool identifies these groups using a search tree as shown in Figure 6.3. The root node of the tree represents the null set, and each branch represents a single attribute. Each non-root node of the tree represents a unique attribute group as specified by the path from the root to that node, and the weight of the node is the anomaly score for node’s attribute group. Starting with the direct children of the root (representing a single attribute each), we expand the tree to a depth of \( d \) to consider all groups containing up to \( d \) attributes. Expanding along a branch of the tree involves a filtering operation that retains only those successful and failure events in which the attributes represented by that branch were present. The filtering is required to get the success and failure counts needed for the anomaly score computation. These filtering operations dominate the algorithm’s running time and dictate the data structures used in our design, as described in Section 6.3.
node with the highest weight is picked as the dominant problem signature in that iteration.

For this process to be practical, there are two additional complications that must be handled. The first is to find any attributes that are synonyms of each other. For example, in VoIP, attributes such as a particular customer’s IP address and name, or a customer’s IP address and a dedicated IPBE server assigned to that customer, may appear together in all flows. Such overlapping attributes are indistinguishable from a statistical point of view but may be meaningful to an operator from a semantic standpoint (e.g., an operator may know how to investigate an IPBE server but not know how to investigate the customer’s IP). Therefore, at each node of the tree, we identify all its equivalent attributes and represent the entire set by a single canonical attribute when expanding the tree. The threshold used to mark two, or more, attributes as synonyms is referred to as the overlap probability and is a user-configurable parameter that is typically set to a high value such as 0.99. However, when presenting the problem signatures to the operator, we show all the synonyms associated with the attributes identified in the signature.

The second complication is one of scalability. Because tens of thousands of attributes can be present in the dataset, a brute-force approach that expands the entire tree up to depth $d$ is infeasible. To explore attribute groups optimally, we use a branch-and-bound algorithm [Land and Doig, 1960] to dynamically determine the maximum breadth of the tree to explore. Specifically, for each unexplored node of the tree $n$, we compute an upper bound for the maximum anomaly score that can be achieved by any child node $n$. If this upper bound is lower than the maximum anomaly score seen so far, then exploration of $n$ is guaranteed to be fruitless, and it is discarded without further exploration. The upper bound of the anomaly score for a subtree, e.g., customer1 in Figure 6.3, can be shown to be attained by assuming that there is a branch of that subtree that explains all the failed flows in the subtree, and has zero successes as computed by Equation 6.3.

$$
KL_b(Y|X) = \ln \frac{B(1,a+b-1)}{B(c,d)} - (1-c)\psi(c) - (a+b-1-d)\psi(d)
+ (a+b-c-d)\psi(c+d)
$$

(6.3)

For example, if the attribute node15 was associated with 100 failed flows and 10000 successful flows, then the maximum possible anomaly score for the subtree anchored at node15
Figure 6.4. **Architecture of problem-localization engine.** The flexible architecture supports multiple data sources, and the problem-localization engines can run in either real-time or offline mode.

Figure 6.5. **Data structures that support problem-localization’s scalable design.** We achieve high performance by maintaining in-memory indices of attribute and event data.

would be a branch with 100 failed flows and zero successes. We iteratively apply this algorithm in a greedy fashion to identify multiple concurrent problems by removing all flows (both success and failures) that match this identified problem signature from the dataset, and repeat the process. Doing so removes the impact of the first diagnosed problem and allows us to ask what explains the remaining failures. In this manner, we can identify separate independent failure causes (see Steps 2 and 3 in Figure 6.3). The average complexity of our algorithm is \( M \times N \times D^r \), where \( M \) is the number of attributes, \( N \) is the number of flows, \( D \) is the average depth of the tree, and \( r \) is the average degree of nodes in the tree. The magnitudes of \( D \) and \( r \) are determined dynamically by the branch-and-bound algorithm.
6.3 Architecture and Design of Diagnosis Engine

We have implemented a prototype of the problem-localization approach, written in C, which is comprised of data collectors that process consolidated end-to-end flows to extract attributes of interest, and a diagnosis engine that outputs a ranked list of problems identified (see Figure 6.4). For the past two years, this prototype has been in active daily use by the operations team at the large ISP to analyze the production VoIP platform. The prototype is flexible since it can be easily extended to incorporate additional sources of information, such as software versions and Quality of Service (QoS) data. In addition, the prototype is scalable and capable of handling tens of millions of flows in real-time even when running on a single server.

The data collectors extract attributes from application-level logs, and archive the processed logs. Each data collector supports one or more data formats specified using configuration files, which increases the flexibility of our prototype. The data collectors also send data to the diagnosis engine, which implements the algorithms described above in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. The diagnosis engine can receive data from concurrent input sources (i.e., multiple collectors) to reduce the amount of time needed to load data. The diagnosis engine can also be run in an offline mode by reading processed logs from the data archive.

The diagnosis engine considers each end-to-end flows as an event. The engine collects and manages events over a user-controlled time window of length $T$ seconds (the operations team typically uses a window size of a whole day). Timestamp information in the event data is used to determine the bounds of the window; as new data is received, the window progresses forward and old events are aged off.

Performance was a primary concern while architecting the diagnosis engine as it is necessary to manage thousands of attributes from the production system in real-time. The filtering operations involved in the exploration of the search tree and in filtering out data that can be explained by a newly discovered problem signature, as described in Section 6.2, are the most expensive operations of each analysis. This is because each filtering operation must operate on the entire dataset consisting of both successful and failed events, which, despite reductions due to sampling, can still be very large. To construct appropriate data structures for this process, we use the observation that if each event is treated as a “document” that contains words corresponding to each attribute, then computation of the
anomaly score for an attribute group involves “searching” both the success and failure document sets for that group of attribute keywords, and counting the matches. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6.5, problem-localization’s core data structures are constructed similarly to search engines—using an inverted hash table to index attributes.

The inverted index maps each attribute back to a linked list of events that contains the attribute. These mappings allow linear time computation of set intersections so that success and failure counts can be quickly constructed for any conjunction of attributes and negated attributes (to support exclusion of events that match previously discovered signatures). For each attribute, a series of success and failure counts are maintained based on the time slices. Managing the counts by time allows them to be adjusted as the time window rolls forward without the need to recount across all unexpired events.

6.3.1 Success Event Sampling

Due to the nature of chronics, the datasets processed usually have a disproportionately larger number of successful events as compared to failures. Sampling successful events as they are read by the diagnosis engine yields a significant reduction in overall memory utilization, and also significantly reduces the time to perform an analysis. To sample, we bin each successful event based on its time slice, and keep 1 out of every $N$th successful event.
Table 6.1. Examples of metrics extracted from black-box logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user</td>
<td>% CPU time in user-space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>% CPU time in kernel-space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iowait</td>
<td>% CPU time waiting for I/O job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctxt</td>
<td>Context switches per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eth-rxbyt</td>
<td>Network bytes received per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eth-txbyt</td>
<td>Network bytes transmitted per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bread</td>
<td>Total bytes read from disk per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwrtn</td>
<td>Total bytes written to disk per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in each bin. Unbiased random sampling preserves the correctness of the Bayesian estimation of success and failure distributions as described in Section 6.1, and thus preserves the correctness of the anomaly score of Equation 6.1. Its only impact is to reduce the number of success events, and thus the uncertainty of the success distribution. The results from our production runs, discussed in Chapter 8, shows that sampling does not appreciably impact accuracy, but does increase its speed by more than two orders of magnitude.

6.3.2 Visualization

Operators access the prototype via an interactive web-based user interface. Figure 6.6 illustrates how the web-interface facilitates the operator’s workflow.

1. The operator searches for the date and the types of problems they are interested in analyzing. For example, operators can restrict the analysis to calls for a specified VoIP service on a given date.

2. Next, operators are directed to an interactive web-interface interface that ranks the top-20 problems diagnosed by our tool that match their filter, sorted by decreasing severity. Operators can gain more insight on the nature of the problem by viewing samples of calls affected via a drop-down option. The call samples display additional information from the call detail records, such as telephone numbers and call durations, that might not be captured by the problem signature.

3. A plot showing the frequency of the problem is displayed on the right, providing insight on the duration and severity of the problem.
Each flow (on indicted nodes/peers) is annotated with mean resource-usage from black-box logs

| flow1 | SUCCESS | +05:node15 memory~4048000 user_cpu~15.6 system_cpu~5.8 |
| flow2 | FAILED | +05:node15 memory~4058078 user_cpu~80.6 system_cpu~7.6 |
| flow3 | FAILED | +05:node15 memory~4051078 user_cpu~75.6 system_cpu~6.2 |

Model conditional distributions of black-box metrics given success or failure

P(user_cpu|SUCCESS) \quad P(user_cpu|FAILURE)

Indict metric if failure distribution differs significantly from success distribution

Figure 6.7. Identifying black-box metrics most correlated with failures.

6.4 Fusing Black-box Metrics

The Bayesian approach presented in Section 6.1 is scalable enough to be directly applied to the large numbers of discrete attributes present in our data sets. However, it is difficult to construct such numerically cheap comparison techniques to compare between success and failure distributions of real-valued data. To overcome this limitation, we analyze only a subset of the real-valued data that are linked to server/node attributes implicated by the Bayesian analysis.

Specifically, the real-valued data in the black-box logs includes performance logs of any servers within the service provider’s network. These black-box logs include periodic measurements (at 1 second–15 minute intervals) of CPU and memory utilization, network traffic, disk I/O, and other OS-level metrics, as shown in Table 6.1. For each problem signature identified in Section 6.2, the tool considers only those performance measurements associated with servers present in the signature. We identify the resource-usage metrics that are highly correlated with the problem by annotating each flow that matches the problem signature with the mean resource-usage metrics gathered during the same time interval, as illustrated in the log snippet in Figure 6.7.

Next, we use the Wilcoxon rank-sum test [Mann and Whitney, 1947] to determine whether the conditional distribution of each metric in failed flows differs significantly from the conditional distribution of each metric in successful flows. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test
is a non-parametric test that does not assume that the data is drawn from any particular distribution, and assesses whether one of two samples of independent observations tends to have larger values than the other. We indict a black-box metric if we reject the null hypothesis that the observations were drawn from the same distribution. Comparing the distribution of metrics between successful and failed flows within the same time interval makes our tool more robust to seasonal variations in load (e.g., night- vs. day-time).

### 6.5 Why does it work?

A number of the characteristics of our problem-localization approach allow it to deal well with the challenges introduced by chronic problems.

1. **Separation of concurrent root causes.** Our iterative analysis allows us to separate and localize the different causes of many concurrent chronics that persist at any given time, even if they share attributes (e.g., pass through the same network element). By repeatedly filtering out end-to-end flows that match dominant problems as they are detected, we expose increasingly smaller problems that may earlier have been hidden in the noise.

2. **Identification of novel problems.** An undiagnosed chronic problem is often novel, *i.e.*, something that operators have not seen before. For example, it may involve a new network element, or a new customer (with potentially novel configuration issues). Since the problem-localization algorithm does not rely on signatures of known defects, our approach can be used for problems that have never been seen before.

3. **Identification of low-grade problems.** Alarm-based approaches often miss chronics because of their low numbers might not cause significant perturbations within the service provider’s network. Our tool ranks the identified causes of chronics using an anomaly score that compares the distribution of successful and failed flows, and identifies attributes discriminative of failures. The Bayesian inference we use can update the success and failure distributions with very few flows. Therefore, our approach can detect problems with very small numbers of failures.

4. **Identification of complex triggers.** Because our approach evaluates many groups of attributes against the scoring function, it can identify problems that occur only when multiple conditions (encoded by attributes) are satisfied at once.
5. Robustness to noise. Our approach is robust to noise introduced by occasional mislabeling during anomaly detection. Since we rank the problems identified by severity according to the number of flows affected, any spurious attributes introduced by noise typically receive a lower ranking. Ranking the problems by severity allows the operations team to effectively prioritize their troubleshooting efforts.

6.6 Summary

This chapter describes our problem-localization tool that relies on a scalable Bayesian distribution learner and an information-theoretic measure of distance to identify sets of problem signatures that together explain the differences between the failed and successful user interactions. Chronic problems are notoriously difficult to diagnose: 1) their small size makes setting alarm thresholds tricky; 2) there are many of them active concurrently even when the system as a whole is mostly functional; 3) their symptoms often overlap with each other; 4) they are triggered by complex corner cases involving multiple conditions; and 5) they persist for lengthy periods and can get absorbed into the system’s definition of what is normal.

We address these issues through a variety of techniques: 1) using top-down statistical diagnosis starting with abnormal user interactions to localize the root-cause of problems rather than relying on bottom-up alarms based on server logs; 2) statistically identifying root-causes by comparing bad interactions with good ones from the same interval of time rather than relying on historical data from good intervals of time; 3) a branch-and-bound procedure to identify complex triggers comprised of conjunctions of multiple attributes; 4) greedy filtering of failures explained by already identified problems to discover additional concurrent problems; and 5) fusion of black-box metrics to identify resource-usage metrics that are correlated with failures. Our tool also tolerates noise due to occasional mislabeling. Our tool also supports sampling of successful user interactions, which yields a significant reduction in overall memory utilization, and also significantly reduces the time to perform an analysis.
Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation

This chapter describes the results of benchmarking our anomaly detection and problem localization algorithms (i.e., diagnosis algorithm) in a controlled environment using fault-injection. Fault-injection is an invaluable technique for testing the effectiveness of a diagnosis algorithm under a variety of precisely controlled synthetic faults so that ground truth is known. We performed our fault-injection experiments on both Hadoop and VoIP, as summarized in Table 7.1. In Hadoop, we injected faults by emulating resource-hogs (e.g., by running a disk-intensive process on a node) and task hangs. In VoIP, we injected faults by simulating server and customer problems using one-week’s worth of call logs obtained from the production VoIP system at a major ISP.

Research questions. The research questions that we asked during our experimental evaluation were:

- Does knowledge of system dependencies improve diagnosis (Section 7.1)?
- Does fusion of white-box and black-box metrics provide insight on root-cause (Section 7.2)?
- Can we effectively diagnose low-probability faults (Section 7.3)?
- Can we effectively diagnose multiple ongoing problems (Section 7.4)?
- What is the impact of noise introduced by occasional mislabeling during anomaly detection (Section 7.5)?
- How does our approach compare to existing diagnosis algorithms that rely on machine-learning [Kiciman and Fox, 2005; Sambasivan et al., 2011] (Section 7.6)?
Table 7.1. Summary of benchmarking approaches for Hadoop and VoIP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hadoop</th>
<th>VoIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>Gridmix cluster benchmark</td>
<td>One-week of ISP’s call logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>Fault emulation</td>
<td>Fault simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injected faults</td>
<td>Resource hogs/Task hangs</td>
<td>Server/Customer problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 iterations per fault</td>
<td>1000 simulated faults in total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>10-node EC2 cluster</td>
<td>1 simulation node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setup</td>
<td>4 1.2GHz cores, 7.5GB RAM</td>
<td>8 2.4GHz cores, 24GB RAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1 Impact of Knowledge of Dependencies

To assess the impact of the knowledge of system dependencies on diagnosis, we benchmarked our diagnostic approach, which detects and localizes problems using end-to-end flows, against an earlier implementation of our peer-comparison algorithm that relied on node-level comparisons to indict the faulty-node [Pan et al., 2009a]. The end-to-end flows captured dependencies across components in the distributed system, while the node-level peer-comparison approach did not capture dependencies across components.

7.1.1 Experiment Methodology

We conducted fault-injection on a 10-node Hadoop cluster running on the Amazon’s EC2 cloud-computing system; fault-injection supplies a controlled environment where the ground truth is known. Each EC2 node had the equivalent of 7.5 GB of RAM and 4 1.2 GHz CPU cores, running amd64 Debian/GNU Linux 4.0. Each experiment consisted of one run of the GridMix workload, a well-accepted, multi-workload Hadoop benchmark. GridMix models the mixture of jobs seen on a typical shared Hadoop cluster by generating random input data, and submitting MapReduce jobs in a manner that mimics observed data-access patterns in actual user jobs in enterprise deployments. The GridMix workload has been used in the real-world to validate performance across different clusters and Hadoop versions. GridMix comprises of 5 different job types, ranging from an interactive workload that samples a large dataset, to a large sort of uncompressed data that accesses the entire dataset.
Table 7.2. Injected faults in Hadoop, and the reported failures that they simulate. HADOOP-xxxx represents a Hadoop JIRA entry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault Type</th>
<th>[Source] Reported Failure</th>
<th>[Fault Name] Fault Injected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>[Hadoop mailing list, Sep 26 2007] Excessive messages logged to file.</td>
<td>[DiskHog] Sequential disk workload wrote 20GB of data to filesystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contention</td>
<td>[HADOOP-2956] Degraded network connectivity between DataNodes results in long block transfer times.</td>
<td>[PacketLoss] Induce 50% packet loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>[HADOOP-1036] Infinite loop at slave node due to an unhandled exception from a Hadoop subtask that terminates unexpectedly.</td>
<td>[HANG-1036] Manually revert to older version of Hadoop and trigger bug by throwing NullPointerException.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bugs</td>
<td>[HADOOP-1152] Reduce tasks fail while copying map output due to an attempt to rename a deleted file.</td>
<td>[HANG-1152] Manually revert to older version of Hadoop and trigger bug by deleting file.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We injected a single fault on one node in each cluster to validate the effectiveness of our algorithms at diagnosing each fault. The faults emulate various classes of representative real-world Hadoop problems as reported by Hadoop users and developers in: 1) the Hadoop issue tracker [Apache Software Foundation, 2006] from October 1, 2006 to December 1, 2007, and 2) 40 postings from the Hadoop users’ mailing list from September to November 2007. We describe our results for the injection of the four specific faults listed in Table 7.2. We ran 10 iterations of each fault.

**Node-level Peer-comparison Approach**

We benchmarked our diagnostic approach against an earlier implementation of our peer-comparison approach which relied on node-level peer-comparison to localize problems to the faulty node(s) [Pan et al., 2009a]. The node-level peer-comparison analyzed the distribution of white-box and black-box metrics on Hadoop slave nodes, and indicted a node as faulty if the distribution of metrics on the node differed significantly from its peers over a window of time. The white-box metrics comprised of Map and Reduce durations (we omitted heartbeats from our analysis because heartbeats are not typically logged in production environments due to the increased overhead). The black-box metrics comprised of 14 met-
metrics from the pseudo-filesystem on the operating system (Table 6.1), and 2 TCP-related metrics from `netstat` monitored at 1-second intervals.

For each white-box metric and vector of black-box metrics, for a given period of time, we captured the behavior of the majority of nodes by generating a global/aggregate histogram using samples of metrics from all nodes. Next, for each node, we compared its histogram for that metric against the global histogram, resulting in O(n) comparisons. Figure 7.1 illustrates the global and per-task histograms for durations of Map tasks when a disk-intensive process ran on the faulty node.

Peer-comparison was done by computing a statistical measure (the Jensen-Shannon divergence [Kullback and Leibler, 1951]) which captured the distance between histograms. If a given node’s histogram differed significantly (by more than a threshold value) from those of a majority of the other nodes, then, an alarm was raised for the slave node. An alarm is treated merely as a suspicion; repeated alarms are needed for indicting a node. Thus, an exponentially weighted alarm-count is maintained for each slave node. The slave node is then indicted when its exponentially weighted alarm-count exceeds a predefined value.
7.1.2 Results

Figure 7.2 shows that the knowledge of system dependencies captured by our white-box approach improves the effectiveness of diagnosis when compared to the node-level peer-comparison approach. We measured the effectiveness of diagnosis by evaluating the outcome of each experiment as follows: an indictment of the fault-injected node was a true-positive, an indictment of any other node was a false-positive (FP), and a failure to indict the fault-injected node was a false-negative (FN). The true-positive (TP) and false-positive (FP) rates $\in [0.0, 1.0]$, with $TP = 1.0, FP = 0.0$ representing a perfect diagnosis. For the node-level approach, we reported the results of the Reduce, Map, or black-box analysis that yielded the highest true-positive rate in [Pan et al., 2009a]. The performance of both approaches was comparable for the disk hog and the hang during the Map phase (Hang1036). However, our approach performed better at diagnosing the hang in the Reduce phase (Hang1152) and the packet-loss fault. The hang in the Reduce phase did not perturb the system as much as the hang in the Map phase—resulting in lower true-positive rates for the node-level approach. Our diagnostic approach performed better because we detected problems using user-visible symptoms in end-to-end flows where the hang was more evident. The node-level approach experienced high false-positive rates for the packet-loss fault because this fault resulted in correlated problem manifestations across multiple nodes. Since the end-to-end flows captured dependencies between components, our approach was better placed to disambiguate the root-cause of the propagating problem.
Table 7.3. Impact of fusion of white-box and black-box metrics on diagnosis. The fusion of metrics can provide insight on the root-cause of the problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault injected</th>
<th>Top Metrics Indicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White-box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiskHog</td>
<td>Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PacketLoss</td>
<td>Shuffles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang-1036 (Map hang)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang-1152 (Reduce hang)</td>
<td>Reduces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Impact of Fusion of White- and Black-box Metrics

We investigated whether the fusion of white-box and black-box metrics by our diagnosis algorithm provided insight on the root-cause of the problem.

7.2.1 Experiment Methodology

We evaluated the impact of fusing white-box and black-box metrics on our diagnostic approach by using the 10-node GridMix dataset, described in Section 7.1. We detected anomalies using the end-to-end flows generated from the white-box logs, and localized the problem to the faulty node(s). We then annotated flows on the indicted nodes with black-box metrics, as described in Section 6.4, and identified any black-box metrics that were correlated with failures.

7.2.2 Results

Table 7.3 shows the top white-box and black-box metrics indicted by our diagnostic approach. The fusion these metrics can provide operators with insight into the root-cause of a problem. For example, the slowdown experienced by Maps during the DiskHog fault is correlated with significant changes in disk-related black-box metrics. In addition, the Map and Reduce hangs perturbed the Map and Reduce metrics—pointing to an application-level problem. However, for some problems, such as the PacketLoss fault, our approach indicted the Shuffles but did not provide a clear indication on the root-cause of the problem using the black-box metrics. The operations team might be able to deduce that the performance degradation was due to a network problem using white-box metrics because it affected the
Shuffle phase, which is network-intensive. There were no obvious indicators of the problem in the black-box metrics because the PacketLoss fault caused drops in multiple metrics, such as CPU-, disk-, and network-usage since the faulty node received less work. In instances where the root-cause of the problem is not obvious from the indicted metrics, a technique that augments our black-box analysis approach with a signature-matching approach [Cohen et al., 2005; Bodik et al., 2010] could help operators diagnose recurrent problems.

### 7.3 Impact of Fault Probability

Since chronic performance problems affect a subset of users or requests, we investigated the impact of varying fault probability on the effectiveness of our diagnosis algorithm. We varied the fault probability by simulating a variety of precisely controlled synthetic faults using one-week’s worth of call logs from a major ISP. Fault simulation provided us with greater control over the range of faults that we could inject when analyzing the sensitivity of our algorithms to faults with different characteristics.

#### 7.3.1 Experiment Methodology

We simulated faults using actual call-detail records (CDRs) of successful calls from the VoIP production system. We divided the CDRs into 1-hour intervals to yield 500 hourly traces. We injected faults by changing the labels of successful calls, which contained attributes of interest, to failed calls. The attributes of interest were individual network elements, customer sites, links (routes), and their combinations. These attributes were selected because they were the most common features tracked by the operations team at the large ISP. Faults were generated by picking these attributes randomly. Therefore, we can claim qualitative representativeness (what attributes), but not statistical representativeness (distribution of attributes) compared to the ground truth failure distribution, which is unknown, even to the operations team.

We randomly varied the combination of attributes associated with each fault from 1 to 3, and ensured that these attributes were not synonyms of each other. Each injected fault recurred during two 15-minutes in each hourly trace. We also varied the number of independent faults in each hourly trace from 1 to 3. The probability of each fault injected ranged from 1% to 10% of calls containing the chosen attributes. We evaluated the effectiveness of
problem localization based on the rank of the correct root-cause in the diagnostic output, and computed recall and mean-precision. Recall is the fraction of injected faults that were correctly identified in the top-20 root-causes (Equation 7.1). Mean-precision is a measure of the false positive rate that we used to analyze the quality of the ranked search results. We computed the precision of each problem signature as the fraction of indicted attributes that are relevant to the injected fault (Equation 7.2). The mean-precision is the arithmetic mean of the precision scores for the set of experiments (see Equation 7.4). A high precision indicates low false positive rates.

\[
Recall = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalsePositives}
\]  

(7.1)

\[
Precision = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalsePositives}
\]  

(7.2)

\[
MeanPrecision = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} (Precision(j))}{N}
\]  

(7.3)

where, \(R=\)Number of ranked root-causes per experiment

\(N = \) Number of experiments
7.3.2 Results

We successfully diagnosed 97% of faults injected, with lower than 4% false positives in the fault-simulation dataset. All the false negatives occurred when we injected two faults that were logically independent, but happened to share a large intersection of attributes correlated with the faults. In these cases, we typically reported a single root-cause that listed the shared attributes. Figure 7.3 shows that we correctly identified the root-cause of injected faults despite variations in the fault probability from 1% to 10% of calls containing the attributes of interest. Our precision and recall remained relatively constant at >96% and >94% respectively, even when faults affected only 1% of calls with a given set of attributes.

7.4 Impact of Multiple Ongoing Problems

We used fault simulation to investigate whether our diagnostic approach could diagnose complex failures involving multiple attributes, and could discriminate between the root-causes of multiple ongoing problems.

7.4.1 Experiment Methodology

We evaluated the impact of varying the combination of attributes associated with a fault, and the number of ongoing faults using the fault-simulation dataset generated from one-week’s worth of call logs from a major ISP (described in Section 7.3). The combination of attributes associated with each fault in the dataset randomly varied from 1 to 3, while the number of ongoing faults in each hourly trace varied from 1 to 3. We measured the effectiveness of our diagnostic approach by computing recall and mean-precision.

7.4.2 Results

Figure 7.4(a) shows that we correctly diagnosed chronics triggered by the interaction of two or more attributes. Precision and recall were slightly degraded from 99% to 98%, and 99% to 95% respectively for chronics involving multiple attributes. As explained above, this drop in recall was due to the presence of faults that were not truly independent rather than the number of attributes associated with each fault.

Figure 7.4(b) shows that performance was relatively unaffected when multiple ongoing faults were injected—recall dropped slightly from 1 to 0.96 when three concurrent faults
(a) We correctly identified complex problems involving a combination of attributes.

(b) We effectively diagnosed multiple ongoing faults.

Figure 7.4. Effect of varying combination, and number of faults on diagnosis.

were present. Overall, we correctly ranked 97% of the relevant root-causes within the top-3 likely causes of chronics. This high ranking of likely root-causes allows operators to quickly focus their attention on the most pressing issues impacting end-users.

### 7.5 Impact of Noise

We used fault simulation to investigate the impact of noise due to occasional mislabeling during anomaly detection. Noise can arise due to the thresholds used to detect anomalous user-interactions—higher thresholds increase the number of false negatives, while lower thresholds increase the number of false positives.

#### 7.5.1 Experiment Methodology

We evaluated the impact of noise using the fault-simulation dataset generated from one-week’s worth of call logs from a major ISP (described in Section 7.3). We simulated noise by incorrectly labeling 5–20% of failed calls as successful, and randomly labeling an equivalent number of successful calls as failed. We measured the effectiveness of our diagnostic approach by computing recall and mean-precision.
Figure 7.5. Effect of noise on problem localization. Recall is robust to noise, but its precision is degraded in proportion to noise.

7.5.2 Results

Figure 7.5 shows that recall is robust to noise, and that precision is degraded in proportion to noise. The drop in precision is due spurious attributes introduced by the incorrect labels. Our ranking of likely causes remained robust to noise—even when 20% of failed calls were mislabeled, we correctly identified >94% of injected faults within the top-3 likely causes.

7.6 Benchmarking Against Existing Algorithms

We benchmarked our approach against Pinpoint [Kiciman and Fox, 2005], and a modified version of Spectroscope [Sambasivan et al., 2011]. These diagnosis algorithms are most similar to our approach as they rely on truth tables, and decision trees that use information-theoretic splitting functions to identify attributes most indicative of failures.

7.6.1 Experiment Methodology

We implemented Pinpoint [Kiciman and Fox, 2005], and a modified version of Spectroscope [Sambasivan et al., 2011] using decision trees generated by See5 [RuleQuest Research Data Mining Tools, 2011]—an open-source implementation of the C5.0 algorithm written in C++. The C5.0 algorithm is an extension of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm, which also
uses information gain to split the tree. C5.0 uses memory more efficiently, and supports additional classification features such as boosting.

**Pinpoint**

We implemented Pinpoint [Kiciman and Fox, 2005] by training a decision tree using the labeled failed and successful calls. We then diagnosed problems by examining each branch in the decision tree whose leaf node classified failed calls, and ranked the branches based on the number of failed calls. We observed that precision and recall were primarily influenced by the ratio of failed calls to successful calls in the dataset, as shown in Figure 7.6. We varied this ratio by randomly sampling successful calls, while leaving the number of failed calls unmodified. The best performance was achieved when the ratio of failed to successful calls was similar. Weiss and Provost [Weiss and Provost, 2003] explain that the performance of decision tree algorithms is degraded when class distributions are imbalanced—these imbalances are commonplace when diagnosing chronics as the number of successes significantly exceeds the number of failures. An example of this degraded performance is shown in Figure 7.6 where recall dropped to 18% when the number of successful calls outweighed the number of failed calls by a factor of 100. In this case, often the best predictor was a decision tree with no branches that always predicted success.
Figure 7.7. Benchmarking our approach against Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod. Overall, we performed better than both Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod at diagnosing chronics.

**Spectroscope**

Spectroscope [Sambasivan et al., 2011] localizes the source of performance degradations between two periods or executions of a system to just a few relevant components. It does so by leveraging the insight that such changes often manifest as changes or *mutations* in the structure of individual requests (e.g., the components visited, the functions executed, etc.) or in their per-component latencies. Spectroscope identifies mutated request flows from the problem period, and localizes the problem by showing how they differ from their *precursors*—the way they were serviced in the non-problem period. Additional localization is performed by using a decision tree to identify low-level parameters (e.g., function calls) that best differentiate a mutation from its precursor.

The fault models for Spectroscope and our approach are different—Spectroscope targets problems that result in significant performance degradations, whereas our approach targets chronics. Therefore, we implemented a modified version of Spectroscope-mod where successful calls represent the non-problem period, and failed calls represent the problem period. We investigated whether sampling successful calls using the notion of *precursors* (i.e., successful calls that were similar, but not identical to failed calls), yielded better results than the random sampling we employed for Pinpoint. We identified precursors by sampling successful calls whose string-edit distance from failed calls was below a predefined threshold. We then localized the root-cause of the problem using decision trees.
7.6.2 Results

Figure 7.7 summarizes the overall mean-precision and recall of Pinpoint\(^1\), Spectroscope-mod, and our approach when diagnosing injected faults, in the absence of noise. We performed better than both Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod by identifying 97% of injected faults with an average precision of 99%. The precision of Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod were comparable at 94%. Spectroscope-mod’s recall was 7% higher than Pinpoint’s demonstrating that strategic sampling of success data can improve performance.

The differences in performance between our approach and the decision tree approaches were more pronounced when we limited our analysis to fault-injection traces that either contained multiple independent faults, or chronics triggered by complex corner cases involving a combination of two or more attributes. We correctly diagnosed up to 36% more injected faults for traces containing multiple independent faults, as illustrated in Figure 7.8(a).

We significantly outperformed the decision tree approaches for chronics triggered by a combination of two or more attributes, achieving a recall of up to 64% higher as shown in Figure 7.8(b).

\(^1\)For Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod, we sampled successful calls to yield a 1:1 ratio of failed to successful calls, which provided the best performance.
The reasons for the degraded precision and recall for Pinpoint and Spectroscope-mod are outlined below:

1. The decision tree performed poorly at diagnosing faults injected with very-low probabilities, particularly in traces containing multiple concurrent faults. In these instances, the decision tree algorithm would split the tree to classify faults occurring at higher probabilities, thereby masking faults with lower probabilities.

2. The performance of the decision tree is degraded when chronic problems arise due to a combination of attributes because it identifies some, but not all relevant root-causes. We took great care to ensure that the combination of attributes associated with each injected fault were not synonyms of each other to eliminate this as contributing factor to the poor performance. We investigated the effect on performance of decision trees of considering partial matches where at least one of the affected attributes is identified. In this case, the recall of both Pinpoint are Spectroscope-mod improved to 83% suggesting that the decision tree was pruning relevant features.

### 7.7 Summary

This chapter explores the effectiveness of our diagnostic approach in a controlled environment using fault-injection. Our experimental evaluation shows that the knowledge of system dependencies captured by the end-to-end flows improves the effectiveness of diagnosis—particularly when the symptoms of the problem are not severe enough to trigger low-level alarms, and when faults result in correlated problem manifestations across multiple nodes in a distributed system. We also observed that the fusion of white-box and black-box metrics can provide operators with additional insight on the root-cause of the problem. Our fault-simulation experiments showed that our diagnosis approach can provide coverage levels as high as 97% with false positives as low as 4%, and outperformed state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques by up to 64% for chronics triggered by a combination of interacting factors. Our diagnosis approach effectively localized the root-causes of multiple ongoing problems, and is robust to noise due to occasional mislabeling during anomaly detection.

Our empirical evaluation also highlighted some limitations with our approach. False negatives occurred when we injected two or more faults that were logically independent,
but happened to share a large intersection of attributes correlated with the faults. In these cases, we typically reported a single root-cause that listed the shared attributes. In addition, our diagnostic approach provided a coarse-grained localization of the root-causes of the chronic problems. For example, we may localize the root-cause of the problem to a particular server or customer, but not to the exact line of source code or the configuration parameter causing the problem. The granularity of our diagnosis is limited by granularity of information available in the logs that we analyzed. The symptoms of some faults, such as packet-loss, may not always provide an obvious pointer to the root-cause. In these instances, augmenting our diagnostic approach with a signature-matching approach [Cohen et al., 2005; Bodik et al., 2010] could help operators diagnose recurrent problems.
Chapter 8

Case Studies

In this chapter, we describe how we used our diagnosis approach to detect and localize real-incidents problems in the OpenCloud cluster (Section 8.1), and the production VoIP system at a major ISP (Section 8.2). We have deployed our problem-localization tool on a portion of wireline VoIP services provided by the ISP. Over the past two years, our tool has assisted operators at the ISP in performing chronics analysis of dropped and blocked calls on the production system.

8.1 Hadoop Case Studies

We evaluated the effectiveness of our diagnosis approach by performing a post-mortem analysis of real incidents in the OpenCloud Hadoop cluster. These incidents were drawn from OpenCloud’s issue tracking system, and hardware replacement logs described in Section 3.3. Troubleshooting chronic problems in Hadoop can be daunting. We have observed instances where the Hadoop job threw cryptic exceptions which had no direct mapping to the underlying problem. Due to the large-scale of Hadoop jobs, a single job can throw hundreds or even thousands of exceptions which can overwhelm the user. Conversely, a small number of straggler-tasks waiting to access remote data from HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) can slow down the progress of the entire job. The dependencies between HDFS and the MapReduce tasks are not always clear because Hadoop maintains separate user-interfaces for MapReduce jobs and the HDFS instances. We have also observed that multiple ongoing problems are common in the cluster. Table 3.6 shows that 14% of reported incidences involved multiple ongoing problems. This number serves as a
We detected chronic problems in Hadoop by mining task exceptions from the application-level logs, and by applying our anomaly-detection algorithm described in Section 5.1. To gain insight on the quality of the models generated by our stepwise-regression approach, we computed the percentage of tasks flagged as anomalous or failed in each Hadoop job over a two-week period. There were 890 jobs executed during this time-period. On average, we flagged 2.25% of tasks as anomalous. The maximum percentage of anomalies flagged in a single job was 21%. The mean percentage of tasks aborted per job by the TaskTracker was 13.27%, with a maximum of 99.91%. We then labeled the end-to-end flows associated with each task as successful or failed. Our problem-localization approach used these labeled traces to localize chronic problems. We provide examples of real incidents in the Hadoop cluster that were diagnosed by us.

8.1.1 Examples of Chronics in Hadoop

Incident 1. A user’s job was constantly failing with the cryptic errors, such as `Task process exit with nonzero status of 1`. The administrators initially suspected that the job was running out of memory because there were a few out-of-memory exceptions in the logs. The job failures were eventually traced back to multiple problems in the
cluster. The first problem was due to a bug in the network driver on a node. The second issue was a bad disk on a separate node. We successfully identified both these nodes.

**Incident 2.** We localized a recurrent application-level problem in a user’s job. The user submitted four successive jobs which failed due to an error configuring an object. These jobs threw hundreds of exceptions which might have overwhelmed the user. We ranked these jobs as the top-4 problems during that day, and also identified the exception that was most correlated with the failed Map tasks in one of these jobs.

**Incident 3.** We manually inspected some of the jobs with high-rates of anomalies to determine whether the linear regression models for anomaly-detection were a poor fit, or whether there was an unreported problem in the cluster. We discovered two nodes whose that were repeatedly indicted by us. We suspect that these nodes might have been experiencing a hardware problem that went unnoticed.

**Incident 4.** We were unable to localize a disk problem on a node because Hadoop blacklisted the node. Hadoop has built-in fault-tolerance mechanisms that migrate tasks from faulty nodes, and blacklists them if their performance is significantly poorer than their peers. Since blacklisted nodes do service user jobs, our diagnostic approach is unable to localize problems on these nodes because they do not impact user performance. Node-level peer-comparison approaches [Tan et al., 2010a; Kasick et al., 2010] can be used to complement our approach in these cases.

### 8.2 VoIP Case Studies

We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach using a diverse set of real incidents from a production telecommunication system, listed in Table 8.1. Some of these chronics recurred several times a day, while others occurred intermittently over several days or weeks. The ranking of the individual chronics varied from day-to-day depending on the severity of the problem. For example, at its peak, the trunk-group problem due to blocked circuit-identification codes (incident 3) only affected 2-3% of the calls passing through this trunk group. The root-causes of the chronics included configuration problems at the customer premises, resource contention, software problems, and an intermittent power-outage. We correctly localized the network element or customer associated with the chronic problem in
Table 8.1. Examples of chronics at the production VoIP system. We correctly diagnosed 8 out of 10 incidents and ranked them among the top-20 problems identified. We also identified anomalous resource-usage metrics whenever performance logs were available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of problems</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diagnosed</th>
<th>Resource anomalies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Customers use wrong codec to send faxes abroad.</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Customer problem causes recurrent blocked calls at IPBE.</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Blocked circuit identification codes on trunk group.</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Problem with customer equipment leads to poor QOS.</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Congestion at gateway servers due to high call volumes.</td>
<td>Contention</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CPU/Concurrent sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Performance problem at application server.</td>
<td>Contention</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CPU/Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Debug tracing overloads servers during peak traffic.</td>
<td>Contention</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Software problem at control server causes blocked calls</td>
<td>Software bug</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Policy server not responding to invites from application servers.</td>
<td>Software bug</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low responses at app. server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Power outage and unsuccessful failover causes brief outages.</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 out of these 10 incidents. Once a problem is localized, operators can promptly liaise with customers, or query logs outside our scope to diagnose the problem in more detail. The two incidents in which we did not implicate the correct element were a software problem in a policy server (incident 9), and a power outage that resulted in intermittent problems during failover (incident 10). In both incidents, the network element that was the root-cause of the problem was not present in our input data so we indicted the network elements adjacent to the root-cause.

In addition to localizing network elements associated with the chronic problem, we analyzed the performance logs of the identified network element whenever they were avail-
able. We flagged a resource metric as anomalous if the distribution of the metric in failed calls was significantly different from that in successful calls. We used the Mann-Whitney rank test to reject the null hypothesis that the real-valued metrics associated with failed and successful calls were drawn from the same distribution with a significance-level of 1%. The test helped to localize problems due to resource-contention at a network element.

8.2.1 Examples of Chronics in VoIP

We highlight six case studies from Table 8.1, to illustrate how our tool has been used by the chronics team quickly to identify several new problems.

Incident 1. A repeating increase in the number of defects during night hours was observed associated with a given defect code illustrated in Figure 1.1. Our analysis identified two different (business) customers as being associated with the bulk of the defects. While these customers accounted for large share of total defects, the defect rate observed by the customers were a fraction of one percent. The operations team determined that these two customers were attempting to send faxes overseas using unsupported codecs during US night time. Shortly after the date the customers were notified of the problem, the daily defect count associated with this defect code decreased by 56%.

Incident 2. Our analysis identified an independent problem with a specific network element that occurred concurrently with incident 1 (see Figure 1.1), and accounted for over 50% of the remaining defects when failures due to Incident 1 were excluded. Again, overall only a fraction of one percent of the calls passing through this element were failing making the problem harder to identify. After the operations team reset the element, the total number of daily defects associated with this defect code was reduced by 76%, and this element was no longer implicated by our analysis.

Incident 3. An increase in failure rate during business hours was observed for a single defect code (see Figure 1.2). Our analysis identified a trunk group as being associated with up to 80% of these defects. At peak, 2-3% of the calls passing this trunk group would fail. Analysis by the operations team revealed two blocked CICs (Circuit Identification Codes) on the trunk group and as a result the problem would only affect calls assigned to these blocked CICs (in a round robin manner). After those CICs were unblocked, the total defects associated with this code were reduced by 80%.
(a) A customer was experiencing poor Quality of Service (QOS) due to high packet-loss rates.
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(b) We correctly localized the QOS problem to misconfigured customer equipment.

**Figure 8.2.** Diagnosis of Quality of Service (QOS) violation in VoIP system

**Incident 4.** Poor call quality (due to packet delay, jitter, and packet loss) is a chronic problem that is difficult to detect because the call is neither blocked nor dropped and thus appears as a successful event from the system’s point of view. The quality of a VoIP call is determined by factors such as packet delay, jitter, and packet loss. To diagnose poor call quality, the gateway servers were configured to log the message-loss percentage for each call. In addition, the data collector was modified to ignore failed (dropped and blocked) calls and treat the set of calls with poor quality (loss > threshold) as the new set of failed calls. The resulting data can then be analyzed normally by the diagnosis engine. The tool indicated that the top quality of service issue (approximately 48% of all poor quality calls)
was related to a single business customer. Further, we did not implicate any network elements indicating that the root-cause of the problem was likely with the customer equipment and not a problem with the ISP’s hardware and/or network. A quality investigation conducted by the ISP, independent of our analysis, identified the same customer and also concluded that the problem was being caused by customer equipment thus confirming our analysis. When the customer was notified, and the problem corrected, the overall number of quality of service failures was reduced as expected.

**Incident 6.** An intermittent performance problem with two application servers led to an increase in call defects persisting for several days. This problem affected 0.1% of all calls passing through these application servers (see Figure 8.3(a)). We identified both servers affected by the problem. After the operations team failed over traffic to a backup server, the number of defects was reduced by 85%. We analyzed the CPU, memory and network-related metrics on the application servers and observed that these failures occurred during periods of heavy load and high CPU usage.

**Incident 7.** Customers experienced call failures following an autonomous failover of the control servers in the service provider’s network. Although the failover completed successfully, some customers using the Bridge Line Appearance (BLA) feature lost synchroniza-
Table 8.2. Performance of problem-localization tool. Average data load time, average number of nodes in a diagnosis tree, and mean analysis time to generate the top 20 diagnoses for more than 30 million calls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch Bound</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Load Time</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Analysis Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sampling</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO NO YES</td>
<td>374 ± 29sec</td>
<td>429 ± 208sec</td>
<td></td>
<td>524 ± 128sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES NO YES</td>
<td>374 ± 29sec</td>
<td>12 ± 5</td>
<td>128 ± 53sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES NO NO</td>
<td>374 ± 29sec</td>
<td>36 ± 20</td>
<td>880 ± 124sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES YES NO</td>
<td>120 ± 7sec</td>
<td>40 ± 30</td>
<td>16 ± 6sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section with the platform. Post outage analysis determined that failover was caused by a CPU spike, which was likely triggered by increased logging levels implemented to help isolate an intermittent BLA issue (see Figure 8.3(b)).

Incident 9. A chronic problem arose when a policy server in the VoIP network stopped responding to invites from application servers, and affected 0.4% of calls passing through the application server. Since records for the policy server were not present in the master CDRs that we analyzed, we implicated the application servers that were sending invites to the policy server. An analysis of the performance logs at the application server indicated that low response rates were an additional symptom of the problem. Although in this instance, our tool did not identify the root-cause, our analysis provided useful clues to operators to help localize the problem. The incorporation of more server logs, such as policy server and router logs, would improve our ability to localize problems. Our flexible architecture allows us to incorporate additional data sources as they become available.

### 8.3 Performance of Problem Localization

We ran our experiments on a 8-core Xeon HT (@2.4GHz) with 24GB of memory. Depending on the operating mode, our tool takes 2 to 6 minutes to load input data, and from 16 seconds to over 10 minutes to analyze input data comprised of more than 30 million calls; see Table 8.2 for details.

In the initial implementation, the tree size was limited in order to achieve acceptable analysis times. Enabling the branch-and-bound algorithm described in Section 6.2, while
continuing to limit the tree size, resulted in more than a 50% performance improvement in the analysis time. However, the branch-and-bound algorithm alone does not provide enough of a performance gain to allow the restrictions on tree size to be removed; doing so caused the analysis times to exceed those of the initial implementation. Sampling (at the rate of 1/200 of successful calls), when used in combination with the branch-and-bound algorithm, does allow the restrictions on tree size to be lifted while reducing analysis times to a near interactive level. The reduction of data load time by more than 60% is another benefit to the use of sampling.

The problem signatures generated when sampling have a 97% match rate when compared to those generated when all success data is used. Specifically, the analysis of several days’ data yielded 220 problem signatures, but only 214 matching signatures were produced by the analysis using sampled input. Of the six unmatched signatures, all but one were ranked either 19th or 20th (out of 20); the exception was ranked 13th.

8.4 Summary

This chapter provides examples of real chronics that our diagnosis approach detected and localized in a Hadoop cluster and a production VoIP system. We successfully identified different classes of chronic problems ranging from configuration problems at the customer-site to resource-contention within the service provider’s network. Our tool has been deployed on a major VoIP platform serving millions of users and handling tens of millions of calls a day, and is being successfully used by its operations team. The top-down statistical approach that we adopted allowed us to incrementally incorporate instrumentation from different layers of the system. The granularity of the diagnosis that we provided is dictated by the instrumentation data available.
Chapter 9

Problem Visualization

Automated diagnosis tools help narrow down the possible root-causes of problems in production systems. However, the use of automated diagnosis techniques in isolation is not always sufficient to localize problems at the level of granularity desired by users. Visualization tools help bridge this gap by providing interactive interfaces that allow users to explore their data, and formulate their own hypothesis about the root-cause of problems. Our problem-localization tool supports visualization of time-series data by displaying the number of calls affected by chronic problems over time. This visualization helps operators spot recurring chronic problems that are affecting customers (see Figure 6.6).

A number of instrumentation frameworks also support visualization of time-series data. [Ganglia, 2007; McLachlan et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2011] use plugins to visualize time series of performance metrics across a cluster. Artemis [Cretu-Ciocarlie et al., 2008] provides a pluggable framework for distributed log collection, data analysis, and visualization. Request-tracing infrastructures [Dai et al., 2011; Fonseca et al., 2007; Sigelman et al., 2010] support for visualizing requests whose causal structure or duration are anomalous. [Tan et al., 2010b] describes how we visualized the causal structure of Hadoop jobs to support performance debugging. We developed a visualization tool that highlights infrastructural and application-level problems in a Hadoop cluster, as shown in Figure 9.1.

Research questions. The research questions that we asked during problem visualization were:

- How to develop compact visualizations of problems in large production systems?
- Can these visualizations help us diagnose different classes of problems?
Design overview. In this chapter, we explore how to use visualizations to distinguish between different classes of problems. We developed a visualization tool that analyzes application-level logs in a Hadoop cluster, and generates visual signatures of each job’s performance as shown in Figure 9.1. These visual signatures provide compact representations of task durations, task status, and data consumption by jobs. Our tool leverages application-specific semantics about the structure of the Hadoop programming model to generate high-density, interactive visualizations of job performance that scale to support current industry deployments. Our study of users at a production Hadoop cluster [Campbell et al., 2011] highlighted users’ need to differentiate application-level problems (e.g., software bugs, workload imbalances) from infrastructural problems (e.g., contention problems, hardware problems). We have developed visual signatures that allow users to easily spot performance problems due to application-level and infrastructural issues. We use peer-comparison to detect anomalous behavior in a production Hadoop cluster. As described in Chapter 5, we define peers as nodes executing the same Hadoop job. We chose to visualize the performance of Hadoop jobs by summarizing behavior at the node-level instead of visualizing individual tasks because the node-level representation was more compact—the number of tasks in a Hadoop jobs can be several orders of magnitude larger than the number of nodes in the cluster. For example, we have observed jobs with over 120,000 tasks running on a 64-node cluster. Our current visualizations can apply to other...
Table 9.1. Heuristics for developing visual signatures of problems in Hadoop. Heuristics help distinguish between application-level and infrastructural problems in a Hadoop cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Visual Signatures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>Single user or job over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space</strong></td>
<td>Span multiple nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
<td>Performance degradations and task exceptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

parallel-computing frameworks such as parallel file systems [Kasick et al., 2010]. However, more research is needed to develop visualizations for heterogeneous distributed systems such as VoIP.

Our visualization tool supports three different types of visualizations: one at the cluster-level that represents the performance of jobs across nodes over time, and two others at the job-level that summarize task performance across nodes in terms of task duration, task status and volume of data processed. We evaluated these visualizations using real problems experienced by Hadoop users at the OpenCloud cluster for data-intensive research [Parallel Data Lab, 2012] cluster. Our visualizations correctly identified 192 out of 204 problems that we observed during a one-month period.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.1 describes the design and implementation of our visualization tool. Section 9.2 describes our visualizations using case studies drawn from real problems experienced by Hadoop users in the cluster. Finally, Section 9.3 analyzes the effectiveness of our visualization at classifying problems in the Hadoop cluster, while Section 9.4 summarizes our results.

## 9.1 Visual Signatures for Hadoop

We developed a visualization tool that characterizes the (mis-)behavior of large Hadoop clusters as a series of visual signatures, and facilitates troubleshooting of performance prob-
lems on the cluster. We targeted performance problems due to hardware failures or data-skews, and failed jobs due to software bugs. Our current implementation does not address performance problems due to misconfigurations. The key requirements were: 1) an interactive interface that supports data exploration thereby enabling users to formulate a hypothesis on the root-cause of problems; and 2) compact representations that can support Hadoop clusters consisting of up to thousands of nodes.

We extracted data from the job-history logs generated by Hadoop’s JobTracker using the domain-specific parsers presented in Chapter 4. We stored this information in a relational database, and generated visualizations in the web browser using the Data-Driven Documents (D3) framework [Bostock et al., 2011]. D3 provides a JavaScript library for generating interactive visualizations by binding data to a Document Object Model (DOM), and then applying data-driven transformations to the document.

We developed visual signatures that allow users to spot patterns (or signatures) of misbehavior in job execution by identifying visual patterns across the time, space, and value domain. Table 9.1 summarizes the heuristics that we used to develop visual signatures that distinguish between application-level problems, workload imbalances between tasks from the same job, and infrastructural problems. We developed the visualizations iteratively by manually identifying jobs which we knew had failed, and consulting with the system administrators to learn what incidents had occurred in the cluster. Next, we developed the visualizations using a subset of these incidents, and iterated through different designs to select the visualizations that best displayed the problem. We then manually verified that the visualizations matched up with the heuristics for distinguishing between different problems.

These heuristics are explained below:

1. **Time dimension.** Different problems manifest in different ways over time. For example, application-level problems and workload imbalances are specific to an application; therefore, the manifestation of a problem is restricted to a single user or job over time. On the other hand, infrastructural problems, such as hardware failures, affect multiple users and jobs running on the affected nodes over time.

2. **Space dimension.** The space dimension captures the manifestation of the problem across multiple nodes. Application-level problems and workload imbalances associated with a single job manifest across multiple nodes running the buggy or mis-
configured code. Infrastructural problems are typically limited to a single node in the cluster. A study of a globally distributed storage system [Ford et al., 2010] shows that correlated failures are not rare, and were responsible for approximately 37% of failures. Therefore, infrastructural problems can also span multiple nodes.

3. **Value dimension.** We quantify anomalies in the value domain by capturing the extent of performance degradation, data-skew, and task exceptions experienced by a single job. Application-level and infrastructural problems manifest as either performance degradations or task exceptions. Workload imbalances in Hadoop clusters can stem from skewed data distributions that lead to performance degradations.

### 9.1.1 Detecting Anomalies using Peer-comparison

To generate the visual signatures of problems, we quantify the anomalies experienced during job execution using a small number of metrics. We visualize *Map* and *Reduce* tasks separately because these tasks have very different semantics. We detect anomalies using as peer-comparison approach by first assuming that under fault-free conditions, the workload in a Hadoop cluster is relatively well-balanced across nodes executing the same job—therefore, these nodes are peers and should exhibit similar behavior [Pan et al., 2009a]. Next, we identify nodes whose task executions differ markedly from their peers and flag them as anomalous. Aggregating task behavior on a per-node basis allows us to build compact signatures of job behavior because the number of nodes in the cluster can be several orders of magnitudes smaller than the maximum number of tasks in a job. We flag anomalous nodes based on the following metrics:

1. **Task duration.** Task duration refers to the span of a task execution for a given job on a single node. Performance degradations are detected by identifying nodes whose task durations significantly exceed those of its peers.

2. **Data volumes.** The volume of data processed is the total number of bytes read or written from the local filesystem, and the Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS). We flag anomalies when nodes process significantly more data than their peers (indicating a workload imbalance) or significantly less data (possibly indicating performance problem at the node).

3. **Failure ratios.** The failure ratio is computed by aggregating tasks on a per-node basis, and calculating the ratio of failed to successful tasks. In our visualizations,
we distinguish failed tasks from killed tasks which arise when speculatively-executed tasks are terminated by the task scheduler.

To compute the anomaly score we assume that metrics follow a normal distribution, and use the z-score—a dimensionless quantity that indicates how much each value deviates from the mean in terms of standard deviations. The z-score is computed using the following formula: $z = \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma}$, where $\mu$ is the mean of the values, and $\sigma$ is the corresponding standard deviation. For the cluster-level visualization, we estimate the severity of problems by using a single anomaly score that flags nodes as anomalous if the geometric mean of the absolute value of the z-scores is high, i.e., $\text{AnomalyScore} = (|z_{TaskDuration}| \times |z_{DataVolume}| \times |z_{FailureRatio}|)^{1/3}$.

9.1.2 Visualizing Anomalies

To generate visualizations that are meaningful in clusters with hundreds or thousands of nodes, we take advantage of the human brain’s deduction and perception capabilities [Kalawsky, 2009]. Human perception is determined by two kinds of processes: bottom-up, driven by the visual information in the pattern of light falling on the retina, and top-down, driven by the demands of attention, which in turn are determined by the needs of the tasks [Ware, 2008]. In our case, the top-down task is to find those nodes, tasks, or jobs that are exhibiting anomalous behavior. We have generated three visualizations that represent different aspects of a job’s execution at varying levels of granularity.

All of our visualizations are designed with the following guidelines: 1) they display jobs and nodes in an order that preserves contextual information, e.g., sorting nodes by the amount of data they process; 2) they clearly distinguish between attributes that have different semantics, e.g., distinguishing between Map or Reduce tasks, and failed and killed tasks; and 3) they preserve the structure of the information across the different visualizations. We use a square as the unit of representation for the different metrics of the tasks executing on a node. Table 9.2 shows the different metrics represented in our visualizations.

We also made the following design decisions: 1) present as much information as is understandable in a single viewport by using color and size to signal the relevant information—this allows the brain’s visual query mechanism to process large chunks of information; 2) postpone the display of non-relevant attributes and take advantage of the interactive nature of web-browsers—all of our visualizations provide access to additional
Table 9.2. Metrics used for Hadoop visualizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Scalar/Anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information volume</td>
<td>Scalar/Anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful tasks</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killed tasks</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed tasks</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data-skew</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job name &amp; job id</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date &amp; time</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

information by using the mouseover gesture, and allowing users to drill-down to a more detailed view of the data by clicking on the relevant interface elements.

9.1.3 Scalability

A Hadoop cluster might be composed of hundreds or thousands of nodes—leading to challenges in problem diagnosis brought about by the scale of the system. Research on human perception has shown that the brain can manage to distinguish features at a very high resolution, e.g., differentiating up to 250 features per linear inch [Tufte, 2001]. The following formula can be used to calculate the data density of a visualization:

\[
\text{Data density} = \frac{\text{Number of data entries or features}}{\text{Area of data display}}
\]

For scalability, we leveraged high-resolution data graphics to display the relevant information of each node in the cluster. Our heatmap visualization is capable of representing between 1,500 and 2,900 features per square inch, depending on the resolution of the display; this contrasts with the approximately 10 features per square inch shown in a typical publication [Tufte, 2001].

9.2 Visualizations and Case Studies

We developed three different visualizations that facilitate problem diagnosis. We describe their design considerations, and use cases in this section. The first visualization is the
CHAPTER 9. PROBLEM VISUALIZATION

Figure 9.2. Visual signature of an infrastructural problem using anomaly heatmap. The anomaly heatmap shows succession of anomalous jobs (darker color) due to a failing disk controller on a node.

Figure 9.3. Visual signature of an application-level problem using anomaly heatmap. In this case, the problem was caused by a single user submitting a resource-intensive job to the cluster repeatedly causing degraded performance on multiple nodes which were eventually blacklisted.

Anomaly heatmap which summarizes job behavior at the cluster-level; the other two visualizations are at the job-level. The first job-level visualization, referred to as the job-execution stream, allows users to scroll through jobs sequentially thus preserving the time context. The second job-level visualization, referred to as the job-execution detail, provides a more detailed view of task execution over time on each node in terms of task duration and amount of data processed.

9.2.1 Anomaly Heatmap

A heatmap is a high-density representation of a matrix, that we use to provide users with a high-level overview of jobs execution at the cluster-level. This visualization is formulated
Figure 9.4. The job-execution stream visualization compactly displays information about a job’s execution. The header lists the job ID, name, status, time, duration and date. The visualization also highlights anomalies in task duration by using darker colors, and task status by using yellow borders for killed tasks and red borders for failed tasks. The nodes are sorted by decreasing amount of I/O processed.

over a grid that shows nodes on the rows and jobs on the columns, as shown in Figure 9.2. The darkness of an intersection on the grid indicates a higher degree of anomaly on that node for that job. By using this visualization, anomalies due to application-level and infrastructural problems can be easily spotted as bursts of color that contrast with non-faulty nodes and jobs in the background.

Figure 9.2 displays the visual signature of an *infrastructural problem* identified by a succession of anomalous jobs (darker color) due to a failing disk controller on a node. Figure 9.3 illustrates the visual signature of an *application-level problem* caused by a single user repeatedly submitting a resource-intensive job to the cluster. The resource contention led to degraded performance across multiple nodes which were eventually blacklisted. It is easy to identify when a node has gone offline or has been blacklisted by spotting a sudden sequence of horizontal white-space; vertical white-space indicates periods of time when the cluster was idle. The data density of the anomaly heatmap is around 2,900 features per square inch on a 109 ppi \(^1\) display, using 2x2 pixels per job/node. This gives us a capacity to show approximately \(54 \times 54 \approx 2900\) features per square inch \(^2\); which is equivalent to fit 1200 jobs x 700 nodes on a 27” display.

\(^{1}\text{ppi: pixels per inch}\)

\(^{2}\frac{(109*109\text{ppi})}{(2*2\text{pixels})} = 2970.25\text{ features per square inch}\)
CHAPTER 9. PROBLEM VISUALIZATION

9.2.2 Job-execution Stream

The job-execution stream, shown in Figure 9.4, provides a more detailed view of jobs while preserving information about the context by showing a scrollable stream of jobs sorted by start time. In addition to displaying general information about the job (job ID, job name, start date and time, job duration) in the header, this visualization has a more complex grammar that allows the representation of an extended set of signatures.

Since the application-semantics of Map and Reduce tasks are very different, we divided nodes into two sets: the Map set and the Reduce set. Each of these sets represent nodes that executed Map or Reduce tasks for a given job sorted by decreasing I/O. The intuition behind the sort order is that nodes that process significantly less data than their peers might be experiencing performance problems. We enhanced the representation of each node with a colored border that varies in intensity depending the ratio of failed tasks to successful tasks, or the ratio of killed tasks to successful tasks; killed tasks arise when the task scheduler terminates speculative tasks that are still running after the fastest copy of the task completed. Killed tasks are represented using a yellow border, which is overloaded by a red border if there are any failed tasks.

The job-execution stream visualization allows us to generate signatures for the following scenarios:

1. Application-level problems. Bugs in either the Map or Reduce phase manifest as a large number of failed tasks across all nodes in either the Map or Reduce set (see

---

Figure 9.5. Visual signature of bugs in the Map phase. Failures spread across all Map nodes (solid red border) typically signals a bug in the Map phase.

Figure 9.6. Visual signature of bugs in the Reduce phase. Failures spread across all Reduce nodes (solid red border) typically signals a bug in the Reduce phase.
Figure 9.7. Visual signature of data-skew. A node with anomalous task durations (darker color) and high volume of I/O (first nodes in the list) can signal data-skew.

2. Workload imbalance or data-skew. A data-skew can be identified by spotting nodes with anomalous task durations on the first positions of the node list. For example, see the dark left-most node in Figure 9.7.

3. Infrastructural problems. Infrastructural problems can be detected if a node recurrently fails across multiple jobs, as shown in Figure 9.8.

9.2.3 Job-execution Detail

The job-execution detail visualization provides a more detailed view of task execution and is less compact than the job-execution stream. The job-execution detail visually highlights both the progress of tasks over time, and the volume of data processed as shown in Figure 9.9. Nodes are still represented as two sets of squares for Map and Reduce tasks; however, given that there is additional space available since we are only visualizing one job at a time, we use the available area on each of the squares to represent two additional variables: 1) anomalies in task durations over time by dividing the area of each node into five vertical stripes, each corresponding to a fifth of the total time spent executing tasks on that node—darker colors indicate the severity of the anomaly while white
Figure 9.9. Visualization highlighting both the progress of tasks over time, and the volume of data processed. Job execution detail visualization highlighting both the progress of tasks over time, and the volume of data processed. Each node is divided on five stripes that represent the degree of anomalies in tasks executing during the corresponding time slot; the size of the square represents the proportion of I/O processed by that node.

stripes represent slots of time where no information was processed; 2) percentage of total I/O processed by that node, \textit{i.e.,} reads and writes to both the local filesystem and the Hadoop distributed filesystem (HDFS)—larger squares indicate higher volumes of data.

Figure 9.10 shows the visual signature of a data skew where a subset of nodes with anomalous task durations (darker color) and high amounts of I/O (first nodes in the list, large square size) indicate data-skew. In this visualization, the data-skew is more obvious to the user when compared to the same problem visualized using the job-execution stream in Figure 9.7. Infrastructural problems as shown in Figure 9.11 can be identified as a single node with high task durations (darker color) or failed tasks (red border), coupled with a low volume of I/O (small square size) which might indicate a performance degradation. The data density of this visualization, using 24x24 squares and 7 features per square (5 time slots + I/O percentage + status ratio) on a 109 ppi screen, is about 112 numbers per square inch—this allows us to display up to 4800 nodes on a 27” display (2400 nodes for Maps + 2400 nodes for Reduces).
9.2.4 Interactive User Interface

Our visualization tool is implemented as an interactive web interface supporting a top-down data exploration strategy that allows users to form, and confirm their hypotheses on the root-cause of the problems. Users can navigate from the cluster-level visualization to the job-level visualizations by clicking on the relevant interface elements. Our tool takes 1–2 seconds to change between views. All of our visualizations provide access to additional information by using the mouseover gesture. Figure 9.12 uses the job-execution detail visualization to show how the performance of a job was degraded by a failed NIC (Network Interface Controller) at a node highlighted using a dark blue square. By hovering...
Figure 9.12. **Interactive User Interface.** This job-execution detail visualization shows degraded job performance due to a NIC failure at a node. Hovering over the node provides the user with additional information about the behavior of tasks executed on that node.

Table 9.3. **Problems diagnosed by cluster-level and job-level visualizations.** The infrastructural problems consisted of 42 disk controller failures, 2 full hard drives, and 1 network interface controller (NIC) failure. The infrastructural problems diagnosed by the job-execution stream were a subset of those identified by the anomaly heatmap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total problems</th>
<th>Diagnosed by heatmap</th>
<th>Diagnosed by job-execution stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application-level problem</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-skew</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructural problem</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over the failed node, a user can obtain additional information about the behavior of tasks executed on that node. For example, a user can observe that 50% of the tasks executed on this node failed.

### 9.3 Visualization Results

We generated our visualizations using one month’s worth of logs generated by Hadoop’s JobTracker on the OpenCloud cluster. During this period, 1,373 jobs where submitted, comprising of a total of approximately 1.85 million tasks. From these 1,373 jobs, we manually identified 157 failures due to application-level problems, and 2 incidents of data-skew. We
also identified infrastructural problems by analyzing a report of events generated by the Nagios tool installed on the cluster. During the evaluation period, Nagios reported 68 messages, that were associated with 45 different incidents namely: 42 disk controller failures, 2 full hard drives, and 1 network interface controller (NIC) failure.

We evaluated the performance of our tool by manually verifying that the visualizations generated matched up with the heuristics for distinguishing between different problems described in Table 9.1. Table 9.3 shows that we successfully identified all the application-level problems and data-skews using the job-execution stream (similar results are obtained using the job-execution detail). In addition, the anomaly heatmap was able to identify 33 of the 45 infrastructural problems (the problems identified by the job-execution stream are a subset of those identified by the heatmap). We were unable to detect 4 of the infrastructural problems because the nodes had been blacklisted. We hypothesize that the heatmap was unable to detect the remaining 8 infrastructural problems because they occurred when the cluster was idle.

9.4 Summary

This chapter presents our visualization tool that exploits application-specific semantics about the structure of Hadoop jobs to generate high-density, interactive visualizations of job performance that scale to support current industry deployments. Visualization tools complement diagnosis tools by providing interactive interfaces that allow users to explore their data, and formulate their own hypothesis about the root-cause of problems.

Our visualization tool relies on peer-comparison to detect anomalous behavior in a Hadoop cluster. We then applies heuristics to generate visual signatures of problems that allow users to distinguish application-level problems (e.g., software bugs, workload imbalances) from infrastructural problems (e.g., contention problems, hardware problems). Our tool supports three types of visualization namely: a cluster-level visualization that displays the performance of jobs across nodes over time; and two job-level visualizations that summarize task performance across nodes in terms of task duration, task status and volume of data processed. We have evaluated our visualizations using real problems experienced by Hadoop users at a production cluster over a one-month period. Our visualizations correctly identified 192 out of 204 problems that we observed.
Chapter 10

Conclusion

This dissertation introduces chronics—performance degradations or failures that are perceivable by end-users, and that affect small subsets of end-users or requests. We developed a top-down statistical approach for detecting user-visible problems and localizing the root-cause of chronics in production systems using unmodified white- and black-box logs. Our approach relies on a suite of tools to diagnose problems namely: 1) an extensible log-analysis framework that uses a state-machine abstraction to infer end-to-end flows from the unmodified white-box logs; 2) an anomaly-detection approach that uses heuristics and peer-comparison to label each end-to-end flow as successful or failed; 3) a problem-localization approach that identifies the root-cause of the problem by identifying the groups of attributes that best discriminate between the success and failure labels; and 4) a visualization tool that exploits peer-comparison to generate visual signatures of problems in parallel-computing frameworks. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on real-incidents in two production systems namely: an academic cloud-computing cluster that runs Hadoop, and a VoIP system at a major ISP.

Using both empirical and anecdotal evidence of problems experienced in production systems, we demonstrated that chronic problems are more prevalent than major outages. We also demonstrated that chronics can be notoriously difficult to diagnose: 1) their small size makes setting alarm thresholds tricky; 2) there are many of them active concurrently even when the system as a whole is mostly functional; 3) their symptoms often overlap with each other; 4) they are triggered by complex corner cases involving multiple conditions; and 5) they persist for lengthy periods and can get absorbed into the system’s definition of what is normal.
The diagnostic framework presented in this thesis addresses the challenges faced when detecting, localizing and visualizing chronics in production systems as follows:

**Inferring knowledge of system dependencies from unmodified white-box logs.** Our white-box log-analysis framework infers end-to-end flows from unmodified white-box logs in production systems by extracting data-flow and control-flow information from the logs, and by deriving state-machine like views of the system’s execution. The knowledge of system dependencies captured by the end-to-end flows facilitates the diagnosis of chronic performance problems. For example, knowledge of system dependencies enables our problem-localization approach to narrow down the source of a problem when errors propagate across components.

**Anomaly-detection.** Whenever available, our approach relies on heuristics to detect problems in end-to-end flows. In the absence of labeled failure-data, we rely on peer-comparison to detect user-visible problems by flagging *odd-man-out* behavior in the end-to-end flows. Our peer-comparison approach combines domain-specific knowledge about the structure of Hadoop jobs to identify peers, with stepwise-regression to automatically factor out variance due to application-level differences, such as differences in data input sizes. Any significant variance not explained by the regression models is labeled as anomalous. Our anomaly-detection approach exploits a top-down strategy that focuses on the end-to-end flows, rather than relying on bottom-up alarms based on server logs—as the bottom-up approach might fail to detect chronics that do not significantly perturb server behavior.

**Problem localization.** We rely on a top-down problem-localization approach to drill-down on the root-cause of chronics. Our problem-localization approach uses the labeled end-to-end flows generated during anomaly-detection to localize the root-causes of problems by comparing bad interactions with good ones *from the same interval of time* rather than relying on historical data from good intervals of time, which might fail to detects chronics that have persisted for long periods of time. We use a greedy, iterative search to determine whether a problem is due to a combination of factors, or due to multiple ongoing problems. We also incorporate black-box metrics, such as CPU-usage, to gain insight on whether the problem was due to resource contention.

**Visualization.** Our visualization approach uses peer-comparison, coupled with heuristics, to generate visual signatures of classes of chronic problems in parallel-computing
frameworks such as Hadoop. At present, our visualizations distinguish between three broad classes of problems namely: application-level problems such as software bugs, infrastructural problems such as bad disks, and data-skews due to imbalanced workloads.

Our problem-localization tool has been deployed on a major VoIP platform serving millions of users and handling tens of millions of calls a day, and is being successfully used by its operations team. We provided examples of real chronics that our tool helped identify, and demonstrated through fault-injection that our tool can provide coverage levels as high as 97% with false positives as low as 4%. Our tool provides near-interactive performance of < 1 second per chronic, all while running on a single server machine with middle of the range hardware.

10.1 Open Questions and Future Work

The work presented in this dissertation raises a number of questions about the scientific foundations, and the engineering choices that are required to diagnose chronics in production systems. These open questions revolve around: 1) automatic identification of peers in heterogeneous systems; 2) support for online monitoring and diagnosis in large production systems.

**Automatic Identification of Peers in Heterogeneous Systems.** Our peer-comparison based approaches for anomaly-detection and visualization rely on expert knowledge to identify peers. For example, in Hadoop, peers can be defined as tasks belonging to the same job or nodes executing the same set of jobs. Through our use of step-wise regression during anomaly-detection, we automatically factored our variance due to application-level characteristics, such as variations in input and output sizes in parallel-computing frameworks such as Hadoop. [Kang et al., 2010; Ananthanarayanan et al., 2010] also relied on expert knowledge and regression to identify peers in parallel-computing clusters and load-balanced web servers. The notion of what constitutes a *peer-group* is less clear-cut in highly-heterogeneous systems, such as VoIP, which comprise of many different types of components with different performance characteristics. Researchers have automatically identified peers in heterogeneous systems by clustering requests [Barham et al., 2004; Sambasivan et al., 2011], or by using nearest-neighbor searches to find similar configurations [Thereska et al., 2010]. However, these clustering techniques are better suited for handling static at-
tributes (e.g., CPU type) rather than dynamic attributes (e.g., CPU usage) which vary over time. Instance-based learning approaches [Smith, 2007; Kapadia et al., 1999; Kavulya et al., 2010] combine clustering to find a set of similar jobs, with regression models to automatically identify the attributes most correlated with job performance. These instance-based approaches can cope with both static and dynamic attributes. The open question is whether we can extend these instance-based approaches to cope with variance in both the white- and black-box metrics in highly-heterogeneous production environments. One approach could be to create virtual peer-groups by strategically factoring out sources of variance in heterogeneous systems. These virtual peer-groups could then be used to explore performance characteristics, and flag outliers during anomaly-detection and problem visualization. For example, a virtual peer-group could be created by normalizing for load differences across servers in heterogeneous environments—thereby making peer-comparison possible despite the existence of heterogeneity. The notion of a virtual peer-group is also helpful when membership in the group varies over time due to configuration changes. For example, in virtualized environments, peer-groups may vary due to the migration of virtual machines. Access to configuration-related information using tools such as vQuery [Ilari Shafer and Snorri Gylfason and Gregory R. Ganger, 2012] would facilitate dynamic updates to the definition of peer-groups whenever the configuration changes.

**Online Monitoring and Diagnosis** Our problem localization tool supports online diagnosis, however our white-box and black-box log-analysis tools for inferring end-to-end flows were implemented offline. The open questions when developing online monitoring and diagnosis frameworks are: 1) how to develop a scalable, streaming implementation of the monitoring framework that captures both end-to-end dependencies and programmers’ expectations; 2) how to sample end-to-end flows and still detect rare events such as chronics; and 3) how to diagnose problems across multiple administrative domains in real-time. There has been considerable research in developing robust monitoring frameworks that automatically generate end-to-end flows by examining messages exchanged by components [Barham et al., 2004; Fonseca et al., 2007; Sigelman et al., 2010]. However, these frameworks do not completely capture the expectations of programmers. [Reynolds et al., 2006] allows programmers to manually embed expectations about application behavior in the source code—these expectations are extracted by Pip when generating end-to-end flows in a distributed system. X-ray [Attariyan et al., 2012] automatically instruments binaries of
stand-alone applications, and uses dynamic information flow tracking to narrow down the root-cause of the problem. Through the instrumentation of binaries, X-ray captures a programmer’s expectations, but it does not support distributed environments. More research is needed to develop frameworks that automatically infer system dependencies across a distributed system, and capture the expectation of programmers.

Scalability and the incorporation of new data sources, such as those proffered by virtualized environments, will continue to be a challenge for monitoring. Large-scale distributed systems exert pressure on online diagnosis systems to analyze massive amounts of data, and produce a diagnosis outcome within minutes. Online monitoring and diagnosis frameworks exploit sampling to cope with the large volume of data. Chopstix [Bhatia et al., 2008] uses sketches—a probabilistic data structure that allows the approximate tracking of a large number of events at the same cost as deterministically tracking significantly fewer events. Sketches are an alternative to uniform sampling, which has the disadvantage of drawing most of its samples from events with large populations. Research is needed to determine the best sampling strategies for detecting chronic performance problems. For example, whether sketches are effective for detecting chronics, or whether alternative sampling strategies are needed.

In many domains such as Internet services and telecommunications, large systems are increasingly built as a composition of multiple horizontal technology layers and vertical administrative domains. For example, consider a typical Internet application constructed using the Java runtime and its libraries, hosted in a Tomcat application server running on a Linux OS inside a virtual machine at a particular data center of a cloud provider. In addition, this application uses the Bing mapping service from Microsoft, obtains analytics support from Google Analytics, and uses PayPal as a payment service. Each of these services also run on very similar infrastructure layers, and depending on which cloud provider the application users, some of these services may also share a data-center and/or a network provider with the application.

In such a highly layered and highly silo’ed setup, faults can occur in each of the technology layers, or at the third-party providers that the service uses. Seemingly independent third party providers may have common dependencies (e.g., using the same cloud provider) resulting in correlated failures. No single layer or administrative domain may have sufficient information to completely determine the root cause of a fault occurring in
the system. These complications make diagnosis a challenging task. Our diagnostic framework analyzes data across two technology layers in a single administrative domain namely: the application-level logs, and the OS performance counters. [Kompella et al., 2005; Oliner et al., 2010; Mahimkar et al., 2009] have done preliminary work on combining information across technology layers within a single administrative domain. However, more research is needed to develop comprehensive online-diagnosis algorithms that can capture a wholistic view of the system across multiple domains and technology layers.
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